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ABSTRACT 
This users manual contains the description of the application of 
computer program BOVAS (Bridge Overload Analysis- Steel). The 
program is designed to predict the elastic and inelastic behavior 
of simple span or continuous steel multigirder bridge superstruc-
tures with reinforced concrete deck slab and steel girders. 
Program BOVAS could be used in the determination of the overload 
response of bridges or in the rating of bridges with the above 
characteristics. The program can predict the damage to the 
bridge superstructure, if any, in the form of cracking and crush-
ing of concrete; yielding and strain hardening of steel; buckling 
of plate girder webs and compression flanges. 
The report presents the assumptions and describes the input 
required and output generated. Three example problems are also 
included to illustrate the various input and output options in 
the application of the program. 
FOREWORD 
Computer Program BOVAS (Bridge OVerload Analysis - Steel) is the 
result of an extremely sophisticated analytical investigation 
carried out to predict the elastic and inelastic behavior of 
simple span or continuous bridge superstructures with a rein-
forced concrete deck slab and steel girders. 
In view of the complex nature of the analysis scheme, and con-
sequently the resulting computer program, it is essential that 
the prospective users of the program study the contents of this 
manual thoroughly prior to the use of the program. The author 
recognizes that the manual does not contain all the information, 
observations, and experiences that have been accumulated on the 
inelastic behavior, serviceability limits of bridges, effects of 
overloads, and many other tributary fields. Consequently, this 
document should be considered in its intended mission, which is 
the introduction to the use of computer program BOVAS. Based on 
the researcher's experience with computer program BOVA (Bridge 
OVerload Analysis) (Ref. 13), Program BOVAC (Bridge OVerload 
Analysis- Concrete) (Ref. 16), and other similar tools in the 
rating of highway bridges and overload response of these bridges, 
a number of chapters could have been added to this manual. These 
chapters would have been highly technical and would have been 
confusing for the average user of the program. Additional tech-
nical details that are not included in this manual can be found 
in References 5, 6, 7, 11, 14, and 18. However, the manual as it 
stands can be studied by the prospective users without the need 
for the technical references. 
The reader of the manual and especially the prospective users of 
program BOVAS are strongly encouraged to study the examples 
provided in detail. Even though these examples may seem rather 
routine, they are designed to transmit all the pertinent aspects 
of program BOVAS to the users. 
Computer program BOVAS was developed and extensively tested at 
Lehigh University Computing Center's (LUCC) Control Data Cor-
poration (CDC) computers. The initial development was carried 
out using CDC 6400 computer. The program was later transported 
to CDC CYBER 730 and CDC CYBER 850 computers. Various versions 
of CDC FORTRAN IV, i.e. FORTRAN-66, compilers were successfully 
employed. Throughout the development and testing cycles various 
operating systems and various versions of these operating systems 
were used: SCOPE, NOS/BE, and NOS. The program utilizes the 
"overlaying'' concept. It can be compiled and executed on com-
puter systems with non-virtual memory. Testing of this. program 
program on computers with virtual memory has not been successful 
so far. The program is continually updated and maintained at 
LUCC's CYBER computer system with FORTRAN IV compiler. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This users' manual is intended to assist users of computer 
program BOVAS (Bridge OVerload Analysis - Steel) in the prepara-
tion of input data and in the interpretation of the output. 
Program BOVAS is a sophisticated computer program for predicting 
the elastic and inelastic response of simple span or continuous 
steel multigirder bridge superstructures. The program is capable 
of analyzing steel beams or girders of constant or varying cross 
section. The bridge deck, however, must be a monolithic rein-
forced concrete slab. 
Provisions for the nonlinearity of stress-strain relationships 
are included in the computer program for the concrete and steel. 
The program is also capable of predicting the type of damage 
(cracking and crushing of concrete, yielding and strain hardening 
of steel, buckling of beam compression flanges, and/or buckling 
of plate girder webs and compression flanges), its location, and 
its approximate severity. 
Program BOVAS considers the dynamic loading of the bridge super-
structure by the application of an impact factor to the live 
loads. The impact factor is computed for simple spans in accord-
ance with AASHTO (American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials' Standard Specifications for Highway 
Bridges) (Ref. 2). For continuous bridges an average span length 
is used in the impact factor formula. The program can only 
analyze one load pattern or positioning for each computer run or 
analysis. If more than one loading condition is desired, a 
separate analysis is required for each new loading condition. 
1.1 Purpose of Program BOVAS 
Program BOVAS was developed primarily for implementation in two 
specific areas: 
(a) rating of bridges, and more importantly, 
(b) overloading permit activities. 
The bridges to be analyzed may either be existing bridges or may 
exist only in design drawings. The bridges may also contain some 
imperfections and deterioration. Through the careful input of 
the design dimensions and material parameters the structural be-
havior of the bridge can be simulated for each user defined 
vehicular loading and positioning. 
It is envisioned that program BOVAS should be used for rating or 
overload permit operations when the loading of the bridge super-
structure poses a challenge to the bridge engineer or the permit 
officer. The following examples illustrate cases where this 
challenge may exist. The engineer or permit officer may not be 
able to extrapolate from their past experiences with bridges to a 
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bridge which is of unique geometry. If the bridge superstructure 
exhibits certain deterioration, then the rating or permit opera-
tions may require more precise results prior to the rating or is-
suance of the overload permit. The major usage of the program 
would correspond to the case where the vehicle under considera-
tion may not permit the bridge engineer or permit officer to re-
late that vehicle to the vehicles they might have previously en-
countered because of common axle loads and axle spacings. In 
view of the continually increased gross vehicular weights and the 
rearrangement of the axles, the vehicles that are being con-
sidered for rating and overload permit operations have gradually 
deviate from the "standard design vehicle." (Ref. 2). Con-
sequently the bridge engineer's visualization of the structural 
behavior of the bridge subjected to a standard design vehicle and 
the actual behavior of the bridge when subjected to an arbitrary 
overload vehicle are losing commonalties. The use of program 
BOVAS would allow the bridge engineer or permit officer to make 
realistic estimates on the actual behavior of the bridge and pre-
dictions of damage, if any, to the superstructure for any given 
vehicular loading. 
1.2 Purpose and Scope of Users Manual for BOVAS 
The purpose of this report is to acquaint the users with the in-
put and output options of program BOVAS. The input for BOVAS has 
been divided into "units." Each unit represents either a set of 
parameters needed by the program to define a particular phase of 
the problem or a logical subdivision of physical data. A com-
plete and detailed description of the input is provided in 
Chapter-III. Examples of input to solve three sample problems 
will be presented in Chapter-IV, while a discussion of the output 
for these example problems is contained in Chapter-V. However, a 
brief theoretical description of the analytical model provided by 
program BOVAS will be presented in the next chapter before the 
input and output information. 
1.3 Disclaimer 
The attainment of perfection in a computer proaram is an elusive 
goal. The program has been tested in a number of studies and ap-
pears to be totally debugaed and operational. However, there may 
be problem areas which may not have surfaced, and thus are un-
noticed by the developers, which may be uncovered by the users. 
It is strongly recommended that any unusual results obtained from 
the use of program BOVAS be transmitted to the developers for 
necessary actions. 
A great deal of responsibility for sensible output from the 
program rests with the user. Preparation of the best possible 
input model will result in the best possible solution. In the 
same vein, incorrect input will result in a detailed solution by 
the program, however, this will not correspond to the problem on 
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hand. Regardless of all warnings in the manual and the program, 
the ultimate decisions rest with the user through profuse employ-
ment of common sense and engineering judgment. 
THE DEVELOPERS OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM AND THE SPONSORS OF THE 
RESEARCH ACTIVITY JfHICH LED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTER 
PROGRAM DISCLAIM ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES 
ARISING FROM THE USE OF THE PROGRAH. THE DEVELOPERS AND SPONSORS 
FURTHER DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL LIABILITY ARISING FROM VALIDITY, AC-
CURACY,. OR APPLICABILITY OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE USE OF 
THE PROGRAM. 
1.4 P~edefined Control Va~iables 
In an atte·mpt to simplify the i'nput to program BOVAS for the 
user, there was a need to internally assign values to many con-
t~ol parameters. While the user can not alter any of these 
predefined values, they can be modified easily by a computer 
programmer. For example, at present the execution of the program 
will terminate if the stress in any steel girder layer exceeds 
75% of the yield stress of that steel material. This value of 
15% was set in accordance with the 1978 AASHTO Manual for the 
Maintenance Inspection of Bridges (Ref. 1); however, if. this 
vatue changes in the future, prdgrammer can easily update the 
change ~ith minimal maintenance. Mani of these key control vari-
ables and their numerical values are defined in Appendix-4 'of 
this manual. If the programm~r modifies these control·~ariable~, 
the programmer must prepare revisions/updates to this users 
manual ~nd must disseminate the information to all users. 
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II. ANALYTICAL MODEL- PROGRAM BOVAS 
Program BOVAS employs the finite element displacement method and 
incremental tangent stiffness formulation. A description of 
these concepts and the detailed description of different phases 
of the overall formulation are beyond the scope of this users 
manual. The reader can easily use the program without mastering 
the theoretical developments, however, a basic understanding of 
the finite element method and modeling is helpful. Therefore, 
the purpose of this chapter is to familiarize the reader with the 
fundamental concepts and terminology involved. If a more 
detailed explanation of the analytical formulation is desired, 
the readers should refer to References 5, 6, and 7. 
The ultimate goal of the user of program BOVAS is to correctly 
simulate the bridge superstructure via a mathematical, or 
analytical, model. Because of the complexity of this type of 
formulation, the use of a computer based solution is essential. 
However, there are a few issues regarding the computerized ap-
proach that the user must be aware of before using program BOVAS. 
The issues include: 
1. The accuracy of the computer results must be verified. 
Regardless of the "exactness" of the ·formulation that might 
be employed, there always exists the possibility that some 
systematic error in the program might have gone unnoticed. 
The accuracy of program BOVAS has been tested by using field 
and laboratory test results that have been conducted and 
reported in the literature. All comparisons have indicated 
that program BOVAS yields results that are fully acceptable. 
2. If the user misinterprets the information contained in 
the manual, then systematic errors could be introduced have 
a magnitude as great as the errors referred to in the pre-
vious paragraph. 
3. Accidental errors that can be committed by the user, 
either in the input of the computer program or the inter-
pretation of the output, are comparable to any other en-
gineering computation. 
4. Common sense and engineering judgment must be employed by 
the user. Even though a number of controls have been incor-
porated into the program, no controls and checks can be 
developed to check the accuracy of a consistently careless 
user. 
5. The user should never consider the computer program prin-
tout as indisputable fact. The results provided by the 
program must always be critically examined by the user. If 
the results do not make any sense, this should not be at-
tributed to the complexity of the problem or to a new en-
5 
gineering finding. 
mitted by the user. 
It usually corresponds to an error com-
6. If after a number of checks, the user is convinced that 
no error on his/her part has been committed; and the results 
can not be fully justified by the user, then the prudent ap-
proach would be to contact the program developer. Even 
though the program has been tested to the fullest extent 
employing the available results, there is still a pos-
. sibility that some error might have gone unnoticed. An in-
teraction between the user and the program developer will 
provide an occasion to test the validity of the data and a 
possible check of the program. 
2.1 Bridge Superstructure 
Program BOVAS is capable of analyzing steel bridges having the 
following characteristics: 
1. The bridge can be simple span or continuous construction. 
2. While full composite interaction between the deck slab 
and the girders is usually assumed, non-composite or partial 
composite interaction can also be assumed. However, the 
reliability of the results is not guaranteed if the user as-
sumes slip exists between the girders and the slab. 
3. The bridge deck must be monolithic reinforced concrete 
slab. 
4. Steel beams and girders of varying constant cross section 
may be used. 
5. Girder spacing must be constant for a given bridge. 
6. It is assumed that the diaphragm and cross-bracing do not 
contribute to the structural stiffness of the superstruc-
ture. 
7. It is assumed that the bridge girders may deform in shear 
and major axis bending. 
8. The stresses in the slab are due to the biaxial bending 
of the slab and the axial forces that may develop in the 
deck in the longitudinal and transverse directions. 
9. Shear punching of the deck slab will not take place. 
10. While the program has been developed for bridges with 
90-degree or no-skew (i.e. right bridges), previoui research 
(Refs. 16 and 22) indicate that bridges with moderate skew 
down to 60-degree can be analyzed with little loss of ac-
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curacy. This was observed in prestressed concrete bridges. 
It could be assumed that it is also true for steel girder 
bridges; however, at this time no substantiation of this ex-
trapolation is available. At present the user can not 
analyze skewed bridges without modifications to the program 
by a computer programmer. 
11. The other assumptions of a more technical nature have 
been listed in References 5, 6, and 7. 
2.1.1 Deck Slab 
Program BOVAS assumes a monolithic reinforced concrete slab is 
placed at the top of the girders. The user can define the con-
crete slab by inputting the span length, width, and slab thick-
ness. The steel reinforcement pattern can be manually inputted 
by the user or automatically generated by the program. If the 
automatic option is selected, the top and bottom longitudinal and 
transverse reinforcements are computed according to a table from 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) Bridge Design 
Standard-lOlA. This table is reproduced as Table-! in the users 
manual from Reference 10 (the user should reference Fig. 1 for 
Table-!). The amount of reinforcement is related to the clear 
transverse direction between the girders. Since the girder spac-
ing is assumed to be constant and the user must input the bridge 
width, and the number of girders, the program can compute the 
girder spacing and the effective span between girders which 
defines the reinforcement pattern if the automatic option was 
selected. For continuous bridge the top two longitudinal layers 
of reinforcement are assumed to be present for the entire span 
length instead of stopping the second layer at three feet outside 
the negative moment region. This simplification does not appear 
to effect the results in limited testing since the extra rein-
forcement is in compression instead of tension. 
2.1.2 Bridge Girders 
The girders can be of constant or varying cross section. Each 
and every girder may also differ from each other. These assump-
tions allow the girders to have coverplates, hybrid construction, 
or haunches as well as exhibit varying degrees of deterioration. 
For example, one bridge may have one girder with a hole in the 
web near the support while the second girder might have a 
severely deteriorated flange near midspan. 
2.2 Loading 
The program expects 
bridge superstructure. 
and accepts three types of loads on the 
They are, in order of input, 
(1) dead loads on the beams due to the weight of the super-
structure, 
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(2) dead loads on the composite superstructure due to curbs, 
parapets, or additional wearing surface, and 
(3) live loads applied to the bridge deck. 
The user is cautioned against inputting zero as a load intensity 
for any of the load types. The program will terminate execution 
if it encounters a zero load for any of the three types of loads 
during its calculation. However, a small "fictitious'' load can 
be applied to simulate a zero load intensity. For example, if 
the user does not wish to enter a dead load on the composite su-
perstructure, a fictitiously small load over a small area far 
from the point of interest should be entered. While the load is 
not truly zero, the effects of the ''fictitious" load on the final 
result are minimal. 
All loads applied to the bridge are defined as area loads 
(rectangular in shape). The loads are assumed to be acting ver-
tically on the bridge deck. The loads are defined by the dis-
tance from the centroid of the area with respect to the origin of 
the coordinate system (see Section 2.3.1). Length and width of 
this area load as well as load intensity need also be defined. 
All distances or lengths should be input in inches, and all loads 
should be defined in units of force per unit area, or specifi-
cally kips per square inch (ksi). The reader should refer to the 
example problems in Chapter-V for the illustration of loading. 
The user should be cognizant that program BOVAS considers the 
dynamic loading of the bridge superstructure by the internal ap-
plication of an impact factor to the live loads. The impact fac-
tor is computed for simple spans in accordance with Reference 2. 
For continuous bridges an average span length is used in the im-
pact factor formula. If the user desires to remove the effect of 
the impact factor in a controlled overload, the user should input 
the load as the actual vehicular load divided by the computed im-
pact factor. The researchers stress that the "static" load 
should only be applied in controlled overloads. A controlled 
overload is a vehicle which traverses the bridge at a crawl 
speed, i.e. not exceeding 5 mph, and has an escort vehicle con-
trolling the loading. 
2.2.1 Dead Load on the Girder 
The loads for the dead load on the beam solution should be placed 
as line loads over each girder in the model. Since all loads 
must be input as area loads, an area load on each girder should 
run for the full length of the finite element model and should be 
0.01 inches wide. 
The load intensity of the dead load on the beam solution on each 
girder should include the weight of the effective width of the 
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wet concrete of the deck slab, the steel girder, and any cover 
plates. The weight of any coverplates should not be distributed 
over the full length of the girder. The effective width of the 
deck slab on any interior girder is equal to the spacing between 
the girders, while the effective width of the deck slab on any 
exterior girder is equal to the sum of the overhang width and 
one-half of the spacing between girders. Therefore, for example, 
in problem No.1 in Chapter-IV the effective widths for the inte-
rior and exterior girders are 60 and 66 inches, respectively (see 
Fig. 2). Because of the difference in effective widths, the load 
on the exterior girders will be slightly heavier, for this ex-
ample, than the load on the interior girders, even though all 
girders are identical. 
The following method can be used to calculate the load intensity 
for each girder. First, determine the line load (kips per inch) 
of each part (i.e. girder, coverplate, deck) of the total load. 
For rolled steel sections the weight is usually given in 
Reference 3 in pounds per foot. For example, a W36x170 section 
weighs 170 pounds per foot. This value should be converted to 
kips per inch. For built-up girders, coverplates, and the con-
crete deck the weight is usually unknown. In order to compute 
the line load, calculate the cross-sectional area of each part 
and multiply by unit weight of the material. Assume 0.0000868 
kips per cubic inch (150 pounds per cubic foot) for the rein-
forced concrete deck and 0.0002836 kips per cubic inch (490 
pounds per cubic foot) for the steel. After computing the line 
load of each part, sum the parts together and divide by the width 
of the area loaded (0.01 inches) to determine the load intensity 
for the girder. 
2.2.2 Dead Load on Composite Superstructure 
The dead load on the composite superstructure solution should in-
clude any curbs, parapets, or future wearing surface load that 
the user wishes to include in the analysis. The loads must be 
input as area loads and should be placed on the structure as ac-
curately as possible. A procedure similar to the method 
presented in Section 2.2.1 can be used to calculate the load 
intensities; however, the width of the area load will probably be 
greater than 0.01 inches. 
2.2.3 Live Loads 
The live loads will usually consist of truck or dolly and/or lane 
loads. Lane loads should be accurately placed to simulate actual 
travel lanes and should be computed in accordance with Reference 
2. Truck or dolly loads should be placed in such a manner to 
cause a worst case loading. For example, the drive axle of an 
HS20-44 truck is placed typically at the point of maximum moment 
on the superstructure. Both the negative and positive moment 
regions should be considered in the analysis if the bridges are 
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continuous structure. 
The load intensity of truck and dolly loading can be calculated 
in many ways depending on the placement of the wheel or axle 
loads. For example, if the "vehicle" under consideration is a 
four axle eight wheel per axle dolly, then because of the close 
proximity of the wheels, which is usually the current practice, 
the whole dolly can be simulated by one area load. This area 
load is a rectangle which envelopes all wheels. A typical 18 
wheeler truck with front axle (2 wheels), drive axle group (2 
axles, 4 wheels per axle), and rear axle group (2 axles, 4 wheels 
per axle) could be identified by six area loads. Two of these 
will qome from the front axle, and two each from the drive. and 
rear axle groups. Due to the close proximity of the tandem 
wheels on the drive and rear axle group, each axle group could be 
simulated by two area loads per axle group each, one for the 
right and one for the left side tandem group each. In all cases, 
the total wheel or axle load in each area load should be dis-
tributed uniformly over the area load. 
2.3 Analytical Modeling 
The analytical mo~eling of the steel brid~e superstructures as 
employed in this reported research is extremely detailed. The 
characteristic features of the model are based upon bridge en-
gineering, engineering mechanics, finite element theory, and many 
other ancillary fields. Rather than confuse the reader with a 
number of theoretical details, it is preferred to describe only 
the most important aspects of the modeling scheme. If a deeper 
understanding of the theory is desired, the reader should refer 
to References 5, 6, and 7. 
2.3.1 Coordinate System 
The best way to visualize the coordinate system would be the 
consideration of a rectangle (see Fig.3). Left and right sides 
of the rectangle are the supports, and the top and bottom lines 
are the free edges of the bridge deck. The origin of the coor-
dinate system lies at the lower left corner of the rectangle. 
The x-axis emanates longitudinally from the origin toward the 
right side of the bridge, while the y-axis extends from the 
origin in the direction towards the top of the rectangle. These 
axes correspond to the lower free edge of the bridge and the left 
support line, respectively. The z-axis originates at the origin 
and extends up towards the top of the bridge. 
2.3.2 Finite Element Discretization 
The bridge superstructure is composed of the deck slab and gir-
ders. In the finite element discretization the deck slab is 
divided into a series of square or rectangular plate bending ele-
ments (see Fig. 4). The elements are interconnected to each 
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other at the corner of the rectangles. These corners are called 
node points. The other major component of the bridge superstruc-
ture is the girders. Girders require discretization into a 
series of beam finite elements. The length of the beam finite 
elements coincides with those of the plate bending elements. The 
plate bending and beam elements are interconnected at nodal 
points common to those elements. 
Each nodal point, beam element, and plate bending element is 
automatically numbered by the program. The nodal points are num-
bered starting at the origin and continuing along the left sup-
port line. If a beam node is located below the plate node, it is 
numbered before the next plate node. After completion of node 
numbering along the left support, the numbering continues at the 
next section starting at the x-axis and moving in the positive y-
direction. This process continues until the right most support 
line has been numbered. Similarly, the plate bending elements 
are numbered beginning with the element bounded by x- and y-
coordinate axes and moving in the positive y-direction. The 
process is repeated at each successive row of elements until the 
plate elements bounded by the right most support line have been 
numbered. Finally, the beam elements are numbered starting with 
the girder closest to the x-axis (Girder-1) and numbering from 
the left support to the right support. The process is repeated 
for all beams. Refer to Figures 4 and 5 for an example of all 
three numbering patterns for a full structure. If a symmetry op-
tion is selected to model only one-half or one quarter of the 
bridge (see Section 2.3.3), the numbering stops at the axis of 
symmetry instead of the free edge and/or the right most support 
line. The mesh for example Bridge-1 of Chapter-II (see Figure 2) 
illustrates the numbering pattern for a bridge with two axes of 
symmetry - one at the midspan and one at the centerline. 
Program BOVAS has a number of features to assist the user in the 
discretization of a bridge. While the user may manually input or 
automatically generate the finite element lengths in x-direction, 
the program will always automatically define the element lengths 
in the y-direction. If the bridge has an overhang, the program 
will generate one string of elements between the facia girder and 
the free edge of the deck slab. Between each girder two strings 
of plate bending elements will be placed. An illustration of 
this method can be seen in Fig. 4. The user should remember that 
the program assumes a constant spacing between girders when cal-
culating the element lengths in the y-direction. 
In order to develop the rectangular grid the bridge deck must be 
divided into strings of elements in the lateral direction. The 
user can either manually input the finite element lengths in the 
x-direction or internally generate the finite element lengths 
with the program. Inexperienced users should preferably default 
to the program's discretization, while the experienced users may 
wish to enter their own discretization. 
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If the user defaults to the program, one of several meshes can be 
generated depending upon the type of symmetry (see Section 2.3.3) 
and the number of spans in the model. The program divides the 
model into a minimum of six strings of elements for any model or 
six strings of elements per span in the model. For example, a 
simple bridge with an axis of symmetry at the bridge midspan (see 
Fig. 6) will have six element divisions, while a simple span 
bridge with no axis of symmetry (Fig. 7) will also have six ele-
ment divisions in the x-direction. Similarly, a three span con-
tinuous bridge with an axis of symmetry at the middle bridge 
midspan (see Fig. 8) will have nine element divisions, ·while the 
three span continuous bridge with no axis of symmetry (Fig. 7) 
will have 18 element divisions. 
The finite element lengths generated by the program are given in 
terms of percentage of the span lengths in Tables 2 through 5. 
Figures 6 through 9 also present the lengths in the percentage of 
span length for simple and three span bridges for any symmetry 
option (see Section 2.3.3). 
If the loading condition is not suitable for the use of automatic 
discretization, then the user should input his/her own values for 
the lengths of each element in the longitudinal direction. If 
the user inputs the finite element lengths, the user should dis-
cretize the structure in a manner which will produce the most ex-
treme results. For example, use a cruder mesh (i.e. large ele-
ment lengths) in regions of little interest and a finer mesh 
(i.e. small element lengths) where critical regions of interest 
are located. The user should note that the summation of the in-
put element lengths should be equal to the center-to-center span 
length of the model. 
2.3.3 Modeling with Symmetry 
In some problems the user may be able to model the bridge using 
one or two axes of symmetry. Not only should the axes of sym-
metry be valid for the bridge components but also for the applied 
loading. The user should also be cognizant that the symmetry may 
exist for a new bridge, but will probably not exist on the same 
bridge after severe non-uniform deterioration. The use of sym-
metry can either allow for a more economical solution or for a 
more refined and thus more accurate discretization. 
Program BOVAS permits four symmetry options. They are full, 
half-longitudinal, half-traverse, and quarter symmetry (see Fig. 
10). Full symmetry models the entire bridge superstructure. 
Half-longitudinal symmetry assumes that the bridge centerline is 
an axis of symmetry, while half-traverse symmetry assumes that 
the bridge midspan is an axis of symmetry. Therefore, only half 
of the bridge superstructure is modeled for either half symmetry 
option. Finally, quarter symmetry assumes that an axis of sym-
metry exists at not only the bridge centerline but also the 
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midspan. 
2.3.4 Layering 
In any given bridge superstructure and loading configuration, if 
the load level is below a certain limit, then the bridge super-
structure will be in linear elastic state of stress. However, if 
the load level exceeds that limit, then because of the non-
linearities existing in the stress-strain relationship of steel 
and especially concrete, parts of the structure will exhibit 
material nonlinearities. At this load level the structure will 
not exhibit any damage in most cases. If the load level is in-
creased further some form of damage initiation takes place, 
usually in the form of cracking of the concrete, yielding of 
steel, or buckling of girder webs and compression flanges. If 
the load level is increased even further, the damage begins to 
propagate and new damage initiates. For example, when the con-
crete slab starts to crack, the cracking initiates at the outer-
most extremities of the slab. As the load level increases the 
damage propagates deeper into the slab as well as initiates at 
other locations. A similar progression of damage occurs in gir-
ders as the girder begins to yield in the flange or coverplate. 
When the load level increases, more of the girder cross section 
yields until sometimes a plastiri hinge forms at a critical loca-
tion. Program BOVAS is designed to predict the occurrence of 
damage characteristics and the progression of failure as the load 
level increases. In order to simulate penetration of the damage 
through the members; program BOVAS employs the "layering'' tech-
niques (Figs. 11 and 12). 
Both the girders and the slab are divided into a finite number of 
layers. Each layer is assumed to be in a state of plane stress. 
In the case of girders each layer is assumed to be in a state of 
uniaxial compression or tension, while the slab layers are each 
assumed to be in a biaxial state of stress. The layering scheme 
not only provides an accurate picture of the extent of the damage 
in the slab of the girder but also a picture of the variation of 
the stresses through the depth of the girder or the slab. This 
accurate picture of stress and damage becomes very useful to the 
user when trying to determine the resistance of the bridge super-
structure to overloads. 
The layering of the bridge deck is automatically performed by the 
program, and thus is not visible to the user. As shown in Figure 
11 the concrete of the deck slab is divided into six layers. Two 
layers of concrete layers are placed above the reinforcing bars, 
and two equal layers are placed below the bottom reinforcing 
bars. The concrete between the top and bottom reinforcement is 
divided into two equal layers. The top concrete cover is assumed 
to be 2.5 inches, while the bottom concrete is assumed to be one 
inch. In addition to the six concrete layers, the slab has four 
embedded layers of steel reinforcement. Two layers of reinforce-
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ment exist in both the top and bottom of the slab. The numbering 
of the layers of the slab begins with the concrete, with the top 
most layer being layer-1, and the bottom most layer being layer-
6. The top transverse, top longitudinal, bottom longitudinal, 
and bottom transverse steel reinforcement layers correspond to 
slab layers seven through ten, respectively. The layering be-
comes important to the user only in the case of detailed or long 
output option of program BOVAS (refer to Chapter-V). This option 
prints the stresses at each layer of each element for each load 
increment. 
The girder is divided into a finite number of layers. For the 
detailed version of program BOVAS the number of girder layers can 
vary from bridge to bridge but must remain constant for all gir-
ders on a given bridge. Furthermore, each layer of the girder 
must retain constant thickness for the remaining girders of a 
given bridge. Therefore, if a girder has a cover-plated section 
along its length, fictitious steel layer(s) are required in order 
to accurately model the bridge where no actual steel layer(s) ex-
ist. The coverplate layer(s) remain constant thickness and only 
the material properties of the coverplate layer change. The gir-
der layers are numbered consecutively beginning with the top most 
layer and ending with the botto~ most layers of the girder. 
The author recommends the following guidelines to the user in 
layering the girder for most bridges. Ten to twelve total layers 
should be used to define the girder cross-section. A minimum of 
one layer and maximum of two layers should be used to model each 
coverplate or flange. If two layers are used, divide the com-
ponent into two layers of equal thickness. The remaining layers 
should be divided into equal segments in order to model the 
girder's web. The author recognizes that exceptions to these 
guidelines exist in complex structures such as the welded three 
span continuous bridge shown in the Federal Highway 
Administration's (FHWA) Standard Plans for Highway Bridges (Ref. 
19). On this bridge the web depth remains constant, but the 
flange thickness and flange width vary depending on the span 
length and the location along the span length. In this case the 
smallest flange thickness on the top of the flange should be con-
sidered at the top flange thickness along the full length of the 
model. The flange width can vary, but thickness can not change. 
Any additional thickness beyond the flange thickness should be 
considered as coverplates. If three flange thicknesses exist on 
a bridge, then two coverplates will exist for that flange sur-
face. A similar analysis can be done for the bottom flange. The 
user is cautioned to use engineering judgment when encountering 
complex bridges. 
2.3.5 Plate Girder Web Panels 
In the past one of the design criteria for plate girders was 
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based upon the assumption that the load carrying capacity of the 
web plate was limited by buckling of the web. However, experi-
ments have demonstrated that transversely stiffened plate girder 
web panels have considerable post buckling strength. In con-
tinuous girder slab superstructures, there exists a possibility 
of web panel buckling due to overloads in the vicinity of the in-
terior supports. To account for the possibility BOVAS allows the 
user to define the transversely stiffened plate girder web panels 
at any location in order that the buckling and post buckling 
phenomena can be modeled accurately. The reliability of this 
buckling prediction and the theory behind the procedure are 
presented in depth in References 6 and 7. The reader should be 
cautioned that the buckling of the plate girder web panel changes 
the overall structural response characteristics of the bridge 
superstructure; but in many cases the actual change is not 
clearly evident until well past the buckling load. 
2.3.6 Flange Buckling 
Like the web plate panel buckling phenomenon the compression 
flange of the plate girders and bP.ams can buckle in the negative 
moment regions because of the possible lack of lateral and tor-
sional restraint. However, .unlike the web panel behavior, little 
post buckling strength exists after th~ compression flange 
buckles. Program BOVAS automatically calculates the critical 
torsional buckling stress for each compression flange; and prints 
a warning message when such a critical buckling stress is at-
tained in the compression flange. The post buckling behavior of 
the girder is also effectively modeled in program BOVAS. When 
web plate panel sections are defined by the user, the critical 
lateral buckling stress of the plate girder compression flange is 
calculated automatically. If this critical stress value is 
reached, a warning message is printed and the post buckling 
strength is also modeled. A detailed description of these 
phenomena and how they are included in the analysis scheme is 
presented in References 6 and 7. 
2.3.7 Fati&ue 
Program BOVAS allows the user to check if fatigue is critical on 
any given detail of the bridge. The program has a built-in 
library of the allowable live load stress ranges for non-
redundant load path structures for three cycle ranges (see Ref. 
2). These cycle ranges correspond to 100,000 (LOW), 500,000 
(MEDIUM), 2,000,000 (HIGH) load cycles. By inputting the detail 
type, location of the detail, and the relative number of load 
cycles, the program will compute a live load stress range for the 
detail and compare the computed value to the appropriate allow-
able stress range of the detail. If the allowable stress range 
is exceeded by the computed stress range, a warning message is 
printed for the user. Table-6 lists the allowable stress ranges 
for the three cycle ranges. Table 7 and 8 and Figure 13 have 
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also been reproduced to aid the user in determining the detail 
type and stress cycle range. 
2.4 ·Material Properties 
It has already been stated that program BOVAS incorporates the 
linear and nonlinear portions of stress-strain curves for the 
constituent materials of concrete and steel. The full descrip-
tion of these curves is based upon the compressive cylinder 
strength for concrete and upon the uniaxial stress-strain curve 
obtained from a typical tensile test for the steel. Previous re-
search has developed the necessary relationships to establish ac-
curate stress-strain curves for these materials (References 14, 
24, and 21 for concrete, and References 5, 6, and 7 for steel). 
The user need not be concerned about defining these curves but 
need only to specify the appropriate material constants. 
The user can define the concrete properties simply by inputting 
the concrete's compressive cylinder strength. Similarly, the 
reinforcement steel is defined simply by inputting the yield 
strength of the material. Finally, the girder steel properties 
can be manually input by the user; or the user can define the 
properties by inputting the construction completion date of the 
bridge or the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 
steel grade classification. Acceptable ASTM steel grade inputs 
include A7, A8, A36, A94, A242, A440, A441, A514, A517, A529, 
A572, and A588. 
2.5 Analysis Scheme 
The analysis scheme does not employ any of the many distribution 
factor approaches. Thus, any ambiguities pertaining to the ap-
proximate distribution factor method have been totally 
eliminated. The results provided by program BOVAS, which util-
izes the finite element displacement method and incremental tan-
gent stiffness formulation, are far more accurate than the best 
conceivable distribution factor approach. 
The description of the analysis of the bridge superstructure 
using the finite element method is beyond· the scope of this 
manual, especially if the superstructure exhibits material non-
linearities. If interested, the reader can refer to any of the 
advanced textbooks on the finite element method or specific 
reports (References 5, 12, 14, 20, and 21). However, the basic 
mechanism of the analysis procedure could easily be summarized 
within this report. This summary should then provide a better 
understanding of program BOVAS. 
The solution process consists of four main phases: 
(1) Problem Definition 
(2) Dead Load Solutions 
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(3) Scaling Procedure 
(4) Overload Solution. 
A simplified flow-chart of the relationship between the above 
phases is shown in Figure 14 with more detailed descriptions of 
the phases being presented in the following sections. 
2.5.1 Problem Definition 
To define a problem, the user must provide a complete bridge 
description and the bridge loading. In order to fully describe 
the superstructure for the program, the user must provide the 
following types of information for input: 
(1) the bridge superstructure geometry 
(2) beam layering 
(3) web panel location and details, if any 
(4) fatigue location and detail type, if any 
(5) material properties for concrete and steel 
(6) finite element discretization and symmetry information. 
Chapter-III explains in detail the specific information the 
program requires as input for the above listing. In addition to 
the bridge description, the user must supply the program with 
the bridge loadings. Refer to Section 2.2 of this manual as well 
as Chapter-III for a description of the types of loadings and the 
input information required to define the loads. After defining 
the problem, the program can begin the solution process. 
2.5.2 Dead Load Solution 
Since the analytical technique employed considers material non-
linearities, which are stress dependent, an accurate assessment 
of the stress state prior to the application of the overloads is 
required. Because of the expected nonlinear behavior of the 
structure, the principle of superposition can not be employed. 
Therefore, the superstructure must be analyzed to obtain the fol-
lowing stresses prior to the application of the overload: the 
stresses in the girders due to the deadweight of the slab and 
girders; and the stresses in the girders and slab due to the 
deadweight of the parapets, curbs, and future wearing surface. 
The initial stress state and any material failures or non-
linearities due to the application of these dead loads will thus 
be reflected prior to the application of the overloads. 
2.5.3 Scalini Procedure 
As long as the initial solution due to the overload produces 
elastic or linear response, the load is increased proportionally 
to the lowest level corresponding to one of the following element 
stress limitations: 60% of the compressive strength of concrete, 
90% of the tensile strength of concrete, 97.5% of the yield 
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strength of steel, or 100% of the buckling stress, whichever is 
smallest. Because this technique scales up the initial load 
level, only one elastic solution is obtained. Thus, the number 
of elastic solutions are kept to a minimum. All subsequent solu-
tions will exhibit nonlinear response. 
However, if the initial solution causes any material or stability 
failure or a nonlinear response, the initial live load is scaled 
down in order that a linear solution be obtained. Then the 
scaled down load is incremented until nonlinear response occurs. 
Once nonlinear response begins, the overload solution is 
employed. 
2.5.4 Overload Solution 
The overload problem can be solved using a tangent stiffness ap-
proach or piecewise linearization of the nonlinear phenomena. In 
such an approach the system of equations is assumed to be linear 
in a given load increment. By computing the tangent to the 
stress-strain curve for each layer based upon the current stress 
state, the layer stiffness, element stiffness, and ultimately the 
global stiffness matrix can be calculated. After calculating the 
nodal point displacements and element layer strains for the load 
increment, the corresponding element layer stresses are obtained 
by the program for the load increment employing the material 
stress-strain relationship. These incremental stress values are 
added to the total stress state which existed prior to the ap-
plication of the load increment, thus arriving at a new current 
stress state. The process is repeated or iterated with the new 
current stress state until the solution for the increment con-
verges. If a layer fails during the application of the load 
increment, the load increment is scaled down so that the layer 
stress causes "incipient failure." Thus, in this method, which 
is called the "incremental-iterative'' method, the stiffness 
matrices are continually updated within each load increment or 
step. It should be noted that the initial solution of each load 
cycle is based upon the zero stress and displacement increment 
values; thus the first iteration of each step is based upon the 
stiffness matrix of the previous load cycle. The overload 
analysis process terminates when one of the specified termination 
checks is exceeded. 
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2.6 Termination Checks 
For increasing live load levels the stresses and strains in the 
deck slab and the girders will increase. At a certain load level 
for a given bridge and loading configuration, damage to the su-
perstructure will occur. For increased load levels the damage 
will penetrate or propagate through the depth of the members as 
well as spread throughout the superstructure. From a service-
ability viewpoint certain limits can be imposed on the response 
of the bridge superstructure such that load levels higher than 
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these limits will not be permitted. If the load levels exceed 
any of these limits, the serviceability criteria will be vio-
lated. The termination checks have been set in terms of maximum 
deflections, maximum live loads, maximum strains, maximum 
stresses, number of failed layers, or maximum crack width. Thus, 
en efficient solution procedure is developed to meet the require-
ments of an analyst. 
2.6.1 Deck Slab Termination Checks 
Deck slab is composed of concrete and steel reinforcement. The 
termination checks for the concrete are: 
(1) The maximum allowable strain for concrete is 0.0025 
inches per inch. 
(2) The maximum allowable tensile stress for concrete is 80% 
of the compressive cylinder strength. 
(3) The maximum allowable compressive strength for concrete 
is 80% of the compressive strength. 
(4) The maximum number of cracked concrete layers is 3. 
(5) The maximum number of crushed concrete layer is 1. 
The termination checks for the steel reinforcement are: 
(1) The maximum allowable strain for reinforcing bars is 
100% of the yield strain. 
(2) The maximum allowable tensile stress for the reinforcing 
bars is 100% of the yield stress of the bars. 
(3) The maximum allowable compressive stress for the rein-
forcing bars is 100% of the yield stress of the bars. 
(4) The maximum number of yielded steel layers in the deck 
is 1. 
2.6.2 Girder Termination Checks 
The termination checks for the steel girders are: 
(1) The maximum allowable strain for the girder steel is 75% 
of the yield strain. 
(2) The maximum allowable tensile stress for the girder 
steel is 75% of the yield stress of the steel. 
(3) The maximum allowable compressive stress for the girder 
steel is 75% of the yield stress of the steel. 
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( 4) The maximum number of yielded steel layers l.n the gir-
ders is zero, i.e. no yielding permitted. 
( 5 ) The maximum number of strain-hardened steel layers in 
the girders is zero. 
2.6.3 Other Termination Checks 
Other termination checks have been set in order to avoid exces-
sive damages. They include: 
(1) The maximum applied load for the overload vehicle is 
100% of the computed dynamic load. 
(2) The maximum displacement for the monitored node point is 
10% of the span length of the longest span of the bridge. 
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III. INPUT TO PROGRAM BOVAS 
This chapter describes the input for program BOVAS. The input is 
divided into four "units" for ease of presentation and comprehen-
Slon. Each unit is further subdivided into "sections" with each 
section representing one line of terminal entry or a series of 
lines of terminal entries. The exact number of lines of entries 
depends on the particular problem. Various input options may be 
selected through the use of certain variable assignments. For 
example, if one variable is defined to be zero, another option 
which refers to that variable will be skipped. Similarly, some 
sections of input can be manually inputted by the user or inter-
nally defined by the program depending on a value inputted ear-
lier in the data stream. These options are described where ap-
plicable. The user can refer to the example problems in Chapter-
IV for illustrations of input as well as the flow-chart in 
Appendix-2, if further assistance is needed. 
The variable name, the format, a description of each variable, 
and any pertinent comments and assumptions are presented in this 
chapter. The author has also listed recommended input values for 
certain variables. A detailed treatment of FORMAT specifications 
can be found in Reference 4 and in Appendix-3. Similarly, a sum-
mary of all units and sections is provided for the user's quick 
reference in Appendix-!. 
3.1 Input Information 
UNIT-t: INITIAL INPUT PARAMETERS 
A. TITLE 
~ Identification title for the particular problem. 
The title should be unique in order to distinguish easily between 
different outputs. A maximum of 80 characters can be used in 
defining the title. 
Variable Name: !TITLE 
FORMAT: 8A10 
Number of Lines: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-B. 
B. NUMBER OF SPANS, NUMBER OF GIRDERS, AND TYPE OF SYMMETRY 
1. Number of spans in the bridge superstructure. 
At present there is a maximum of four spans permitted. If the 
half-transverse or quarter symmetry option is selected, the 
program will model a maximum of two spans. The user should input 
the total number of spans for the full structure. The program 
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will modify the input values for symmetry, if necessary. 
2. Number of girders on the bridge superstructure. 
At present there is a maximum of 20 girders permitted. If the 
half-transverse or quarter symmetry option is selected, the 
program will model a maximum of ten girders. The user should in-
put the total number of girders on the full structure. The 
program will modify the input value for symmetry, if necessary. 
~Type of symmetry for the model. 
There are four allowable entries for this input. They are FULL, 
LONG, TRAN, and QUAR which correspond to full, half-longitudinal, 
half-transverse, and quarter symmetries. Refer to Figure 10 for 
an illustration of each symmetry type. The user is reminded that 
the bridge and loadinl must both be symmetric about a given axis 
of symmetry in order to use the LONG, TRAN, and QUAR symmetry op-
tions. See Section 2.3.3 for a more detailed explanation of sym-
metry options. 
Variable names: NSPANS, NOMB, TSYM(I) 
FORMAT: 215,6X,4A1 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-C. 
C. SUPERSTRUCTURE WIDTH, BRIDGE OVERHANG, and SPAN LENGTH(S) 
1. Total width of the structure in inches. 
This distance is measured between the two free edges of the su-
perstructure and is assumed constant for a given bridge. Refer 
to Fig. 14 for an illustration of this dimension. 
2. Total width of the bridge overhang in inches. 
This distance is measured from the free edge to the centerline of 
the facia, or first, girder. This distance should also be con-
stant for a given bridge. Refer to Figure 14 for an illustration 
of this dimension. 
~Span length(s) in inches. 
The user should enter NSPANS (see Section-B above) values of the 
span length. The span length(s) for the full structure should be 
entered beginning with the left most span and moving right. The 
distance(s) should be measured as centerline-to-centerline of 
bearing. Refer to Figure 14 for an illustration of this dimen-
sion. 
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Variable Names: WIDTH, OVHANG, SPANL(I) 
FORMAT: 8F10.0 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-D. 
D. OUTPUT OPTION 
1. Type of output desired. 
There are two allowable entries for this input. They are S and L 
which correspond to SHORT and LONG output options. The long out-
put option will print everything the short output does as well as 
all displacements, forces, and stresses for each dead load solu-
tion and live load cycle. Refer to Chapter-V for a more detailed 
explanation of the output and an example of each type of output. 
The author recommends the short output option for most analyses 
unless there is a definite need to know the displacements, forces 
and/or stresses for a particular bridge. 
VARIABLE NAME: !PRINT 
FORMAT: 4X,A1 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-E. 
E. NUMBER OF ELEMENT DIVISIONS IN THE LONGITUDINAL or X-DIRECTION 
~ Number of slab (girder) element divisions in the longitudinal 
or x-direction. 
There are two options for this input. The user may choose to 
m~nually input the discretization or have the computer automati-
cally generate the discretization based on the input values for 
the number of spans and the type of symmetry (see Section-B 
above). If the user wishes to have the computer Jenerate the 
discretization, input a "zero" for this input. This option is 
recommended for inexperienced user. However, if manual dis-
cretization is preferred by the user, input the number of element 
divisions in the longitudinal direction. This value should be 
greater than zero and less than 50. S~e Section 2.3.2 for a more 
detailed explanation of the finite element discretization. 
Variable Name: NELX 
FORMAT: 15 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-F. 
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F. NUMBER OF GIRDER LAYERS, GIRDER SECTIONS AND FATIGUE CHECKS 
1. Number of girder layers in the girder. 
Recommendations for layering of the girder are presented in Sec-
tion 2.3.4. Examples of girder layering are given in Chapter-IV 
for three bridges. 
~ Number of changes in girder cross-sections along the girder. 
Changes in girder cross-sections should only be defined at loca-
tions where the material properties change, where any coverplate 
starts or ends or where major deterioration exist~. In general 
vertical and horizontal stiffeners do not warrant a new section 
in the model. The structural response of these stiffeners is 
usually considered to be neglected. This input value should 
remain constant for all girders on a given bridge and should al-
ways be less than the number of element divisions in the lon-
gitudinal direction (see Section-E above). If the user selects 
the automatic discretization option, this input value should be 
less than six times the number of spans in the model. 
~ Total number of locations at which the live load stress ranges 
will be checked for fatigue. 
If the user wishes to check the live load stress ranges for 
fatigue, input the total number of details to be checked. If no 
fatigue checks are to be performed, input "zero." See Section 
2.3.7 for more detailed explanation of the fatigue checks. 
Variable Names: NULAYB, NBS, NFATG 
FORMAT: 3I5 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-G. 
G. NUMBER OF PLATE GIRDER WEB PANEL CHECKS 
1. The total number of plate girder web panels to be investigated 
for buckling of the web and/or flange. 
If no panels are to be analyzed for buckling or if the girders 
are rolled or wide flange sections, the user should input "zero." 
Otherwise input the number of panels to be checked for buckling. 
Refer to Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 for more details on the buc-
kling phenomena. 
Variable Name: NPNL 
FORMAT: I5 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-H. 
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H. ELEMENT LENGTHS IN THE LONGITUDINAL OR X-DIRECTION 
NOTE: If the automatic discretization 
Section-E (i.e. NELX=O), the user 
Proceed to Section-!. 
option 
should 
was selected in 
skip Section-H and 
~The longitudinal or x-direction lengths of the slab (girder) 
elements in inches. 
This section will be read only if the manual discretization op-
tion was selected in Section-E (NELX > 0). The user should input 
NELX values of element lengths. The sum of the input element 
lengths should total the complete span length for the finite ele-
ment model. Refer to Section 2.3.2 for more details on finite 
element discretization. 
Variable Name: SIGX(I) 
FORMAT: 8F10.0 
Number of lines of entry: 0 (zero) 
cretization option was selected 
(NELX)/8 rounded up to the next 
decimal quantity in the manual 
selected (NELX > 0). 
Note: Proceed to Section-!. 
I. SLAB THICKNESS 
if the automatic dis-
in Section-E (NELX=O) or 
highest integer when a 
discretization option was 
~The thickness of the reinforced concrete deck slab in inches. 
Constant slab thickness should include an assumed one-half inch 
integral wearing surface. This implies that the structural 
capability of the slab will be analyzed for a slab in which the 
thickness will be assumed to be one-half inch less than the 
thickness inputted by the user. 
Variable Name: DT 
FORMAT: FlO.O 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-J. 
J. GIRDER DEPTH, TOP COVER PLATE THICKNESS, AND BOTTOM COVERPLATE 
THICKNESS 
~The total girder depth in inches excluding any coverplates. 
If the girder is a rolled section, the depth is usually given in 
Reference 3. If the girder is a built-up section and the flange 
thickness is not constant for the length of the girder, the smal-
lest flange thickness should be entered as part of the girder 
depth. The remaining flange thickness should be considered as a 
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coverplate. 
2. The top coverplate thickness in inches. 
If no coverplate exists, 
reminded that a portion 
coverplate if a built-up 
along its length. 
input the value as 0.0. The user is 
of the top flange may be considered as a 
girder has different flange thickness 
3. The bottom coverplate thickness in inches. 
If no bottom coverplate exists, input the value of 0.0. The user 
is reminded that a portion of the bottom flange may be considered 
as a coverplate if a built-up girder has different flange thick-
ness along its length. 
Variable Names: BDEPTH, TCP, BCP 
FORMAT: 3 F10.0 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-K 
K. FLANGE WIDTH AND THICKNESS AND WEB THICKNESS 
~Flange width of the girder in inches. 
If the girder is a rolled section, the flange width is usually 
given in Reference 3. If the flange width is not constant for 
the length of the girder, input the smallest non-deteriorated or 
design flange width. 
2. Flange thickness of the girder in inches. 
If the girder is a rolled section, the flange thickness is 
usually given in Reference 3. If the flange thickness is not 
constant for the length of the girder, the smallest top non-
deteriorated or design flange thickness should be entered. 
~Web thickness of the girder in inches. 
If the girder is a rolled section, the web thickness is usually 
given in Reference 3. If the web thickness is not constant for 
the length of the girder, the smallest non-deteriorated or design 
web thickness should be inputted. 
Variable Names: BF, TF, TW 
FORMAT: 3F10.0 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-L. 
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L. GEOMETRY OF PLATE GIRDER WEB PANEL CHECKS 
NOTE: If the user input zero for the number of web panel checks 
in Section-G, proceed to Section-A in Unit-2. 
1. The number of the girder which contains the web panel to be 
checked for buckling. 
The numbering of the girders is explained in Section 2.3.3 and 
illustrated in Figure 4. 
2. The longitudinal or x-direction distance to the web panel 
location from the left most support of the bridge in inches. 
h The expected direction of the "diagonal truss action" of the 
web panel in degrees. 
If count~rclockwise shear deformations are expected for the panel 
(the tension field of the web rises from the bottom left to the 
top right of the web panel before the intermediate supports), the 
user should input 0.0. If clockwise shear deformations are ex-
pected for the panel (the tension field of the web panel drops 
from the top left to the bottom right of the web panel after the 
intermediate support), the user should input 180.0. This 
phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 16 to further explain this 
input. 
~ The length of the unsupported compression flange for the web 
panel in inches. 
Typically this length is the distance between points of lateral 
support or cross frame spacing of the span. Values usually range 
between 240. and 300. inches. 
Variable Names: NBM(I), SDIS(I), PHICO(I), USLEN(I) 
FORMAT: I5, 3F10.0 
Number of lines of entry: NPNL (see Section-G) 
Note: Section-L will be read NPNL (see Section-G) times 
before proceeding to Section-M. 
M. WEB PANEL SUPPORT CONDITIONS 
1. Web panel support conditions. 
If the flanges are assumed to be acting as simple supports, the 
user should input "zero." If the flanges are assumed to be ac-
ting as fixed ended beams, the user should input "one." 
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Variable Name: IBODRY 
FORMAT: I5 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: The input for Unit-1 is now completed. 
Section-A of Unit-2. 
UNIT 2 - SLAB PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
A. CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE CYLINDER STRENGTH 
Proceed to 
1. The 28 day uniaxial compressive strength of the concrete in 
kips per square inch (ksi). 
Variable Name: FC 
FORMAT: FlO.O 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Pro~eed to Section-B. 
B. STEEL REINFORCEMENT YIELD STRENGTH 
1. The yield strength of the steel reinforcement for the slab in 
ksi. 
Older bridges generally used Grade 40 or 40. ksi steel, while the 
newer bridges sometimes use Grade 60 or 60. ksi steel. 
Variable Name: SIGMAP 
FORMAT: FlO.D 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-C. 
C. STEEL REINFORCEMENT MATERIAL NUMBER 
~ The steel reinforcement material number for the slab. 
Two entries are permitted for this input option. If the user 
wishes to input his/her own reinforcement pattern and geometry 
instead of defaulting to the program, input ''one." However, if 
the user desires to have the reinforcement pattern and geometry 
automatically generated by the program in accordance with 
Reference 10, input "zero." Refer to Section 2.1.1 for a more 
detailed explanation. 
Variable name: NSRM 
FORMAT: !5 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-D. 
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D. STEEL REINFORCEMENT PATTERN GEOMETRY 
NOTE: If the user input zero for the steel reinforcement material 
number (see Section-C), skip Section-D and proceed to Section-A 
in Unit-3. 
1. Steel reinforcement bar size for the layer. 
See Table-9 for a listing of the acceptable bar sizes. 
~Spacing of reinforcing bars for the layer in inches. 
The spacing is the horizontal distance between bars on centers in 
the same layer of reinforcement. 
~ Centroidal location of the steel layer in inches. 
The vertically measured distance for the given layer from the 
mid-plane of the concrete slab to the centroid of the reinforcing 
bars should be input here. If the centroid lies above the mid-
plane of the slab, than a negative value should be specified, 
otherwise it will be a positive quantity. 
~Orientation of reinforcing bars in the layer in degrees. 
The user should input 0.0 for longitudinal or x-direction rein-
forcement and -90.0 for transverse or y-direction reinforcement. 
Variable Names: ISIZE(I), SPACE(!), SZC(I), SPHI(I) 
FORMAT: !5, 3F10.0 
Number of lines of entry: None, if the automatic reinforce-
ment pattern generation option was selected in Section-C 
(NSRM=O) or 4 lines if the manual input option was selected 
(NSRN=l). 
Note: If the user input one for the steel reinforcement 
material number (see Section-C), this section should be read 
four times before proceeding to Section-A of Unit-3. The 
four lines of entry correspond to the top transverse and 
longitudinal reinforcing bar layers and the bottom 
transverse and longitudinal reinforcing bar layers in the 
concrete slab. 
UNIT 3 - GIRDER PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
A. NUMBER OF STEEL MATERIALS 
1. Number of different steel materials used in the girder includ-
ing coverplates. 
At present there is a maximum of five allowable steel materials 
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permitted in the input. An additional steel type is automati-
cally generated by the program in order to simulate a fictitious 
steel layer when required. 
Variable Name: NSM 
FORMAT: I 5 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: Proceed to Section-B. 
B. STEEL TYPE 
1. The type of steel material used in the girder or any 
coverplate. 
The user can input one of the three options for this input. The 
steel type can be defined by the user, the date of the bridge 
construction, or the American Society of Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) steel grade. The last two options will automatically gen-
erate the material properties listed in the next section 
(Section-C) in accordance with Reference 1. If the user defined 
option is selected, the user must input the material properties 
in Section-C. Allowable ASTM steel grade entries ~re A7, AS, 
A36, A94, A242, A440, A441, A514, A517,· A529, A572, and A588. 
Pertinent properties for these steel grades are listed in Table 
10. If the steel grade is unknown, but the year of construction 
is known, the user could input YXXXX where XXXX corresponds to 
the year of bridge construction. Examples of this input could be 
Y1888, Y1938, or Y1971. Finally, the user may choose to input 
his/her own material properties in Section-C by simply inputting 
a "U" for user defined in this section. 
Variable Name: CLASS(!) 
FORMAT: 5X, Al, 4I1 
Number of lines of entry: NSM (see Section-A) 
Note: Section-B will be read NSM times (see Section-A). 
If the user selected only non-user defined options, read the next 
input of Section-B. However, if the user input a "U" in Section-
B, proceed to Section-C before reading next input of Section-B. 
C. STEEL MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Note: This section is read after each user defined entry in 
Section-B. If no user defined option was selected for any of the 
steel types above, this section is skipped. 
Note: Refer to References 15 and 17 for a technical description 
of the parameters in this section. 
~Yield stress of the girder steel in ksi. 
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I 
l 
2. Initial modulus of elasticity for the girder steel in ksi. 
AASHTO recommends a value of 29,000 ksi (see Ref. 2). 
~ Ramberg-Osgood m-parameter for steel girder. 
recommends a value of 0.67. 
4. Ramberg-Osgood n-parameter for girder steel. 
recommends a value within the range of 300-400. 
The author 
The author 
~ Initial strain hardening modulus of girder steel. An average 
value for commonly used structural steels is about 900 ksi. 
6. Strain at the initiation of strain hardening. The values ob-
tained from various test results as reported in the literature 
are 0.014 for A36 and 0.0215 for A441 steels. The user should 
input one of these values if the true value can not be estimated 
or approximated by other means. 
7. Ultimate strength of the girder steel in ksi. 
8. Strain at ultimate stress for the girder steel in inches per 
inch. The author recommends a value of 0.12 if the true value is 
unknown. 
Variable Names: SBY(I), EB(I), ROM(I), RON(I), ESHB(I), 
STRAN(I), SBU(I), STBU(I) 
FORMAT: 8F10.0 
Number of lines of entry: Number of user defined steel type 
entries from Section-B. There may be as few as zero and as 
many as NSM (see Section-B) lines of entries. Any line of 
entry from this section should follow the line of entry from 
Section-B denoting the user defined option. 
Note: If additional steel materials are still to be defined, 
return to Section-B. Otherwise proceed to Section-D. 
D. IDENTICAL OR DIFFERENT GIRDERS 
1. Is the girder to be defined identical to the girder just pre-
viously defined? 
There are two allowable entries for this input. They are "0" 
(zero) and "1" (one). When defining the first girder on the 
bridge, the input will always be zero. If the answer to the 
above question is YES, the user should input "1". 
Variable Name: !SAME 
FORMAT: I5 
Number of lines of entry: NOBM (see Unit-1, Section-B) 
Note: Section-D will be read once for each girder in the 
model. If the user input a zero, a series of lines of 
entries from Sections-E through -G defining the girder will 
follow before reading the next value from Section-D. If the 
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user input a one for Section-D, skip Sections-E through -G 
and reread Section-D. If the input for the last girder in 
the model is "1", proceed to Section-H. 
E. DISTANCE TO NEW GIRDER CROSS-SECTIONS 
Note: This section is skipped if !SAME (Section-D) was defined to 
be "1". 
1. The longitudinal or x-direction distance(s) 
left most support to the location(s) where new 
sections are to be defined. 
in inches from 
girder cross-
Each time Section-E is read the user should always input NBS 
(Unit-1, Section-F) values of distance. The first value will al-
ways be 0.0. The distances should remain the same for all gir-
ders of ·a given bridge even though the cross-section may not 
change at each distance. For example, a bridge with non-uniform 
deterioration will probably have new sections where the cross-
section does not change. 
Variable Name: DNBS(I) 
FORMAT: 8F10.0 
Number of lines of entry: (NBS)/8 rounded up to the next 
highest integer when there is a decimal quantity for each 
girder where ISAME (Section-D) is defined to be zero. This 
section will be read only once if all girders on a given 
bridge are identical. 
Note: The user is cautioned that the program will internally 
adjust any input value of this section to match the nearest 
element length in the discretization. If the adjustment to 
the input is substantial, the user may want to input his/her 
own discretization in such a way that the manually inputted 
finite element lengths (Unit-1, Section-H) will correspond 
with the input of this section. 
Note: Proceed to Section-F. 
F. IDENTICAL OR DIFFERENT GIRDER CROSS-SECTIONS 
NOTE: This section is skipped if !SAME (Section-D) was defined to 
be "1". 
1. Is the girder cross section to be defined identical to any 
girder cross-section previously defined on the girder? 
There are two permissible entries for this input. They are "0" 
(zero) or the number of the girder cross-section previously 
defined which matches the new cross-section. If the answer to 
the above question is NO, the user should input a "0'' (zero). 
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When defining the first section on each girder of the bridge, the 
input will always be zero. If the answer to the above question 
is YES, the user should input the number of girder cross-section 
previously defined which matches the new cross-section. For ex-
ample, if the fourth cross-section of girder two is identical to 
the second cross-section of girder two, the user would input a 
two for this section. However, if the second cross-section of 
girder two only matches the second cross-section of girder one, 
the user would input a "0" (zero) for this input section since 
the new section does not match any previously defined cross-
section on girder two. 
Variable Name: IX 
FORMAT: IS 
Number of lines of entries: NBS (Unit-1, Section-F) for each 
girder where ISAME (Section-D) is defined to be zero. This 
section will be read only NBS times if all girders on a 
given bridge are identical. 
Note: If "IX" is defined to be zero, proceed to Section-G 
before repeating Section-F. If "IX" is defined greater than 
zero, skip Section-G and repeat Section-F. If more cross-
sections remain to be defined on the girder, return to 
Section-D. If no more girders remain to be defined, proceed 
to Section-H. 
G. DEFINITION OF GIRDER CROSS-SECTION BY LAYERS 
NOTE: This section is skipped if !SAME (Section-D) was defined to 
be "1" or if "IX" (Section-F) was defined to be greater than 
zero. 
Note: Input for this section should start at the top most layer 
of the girder (top coverplate or top flange if no coverplate) and 
proceed through the depth of the girder. Refer to Section 2.3.4 
for a more detailed explanation and recommendations on girder 
layering. 
1. Vertical thickness of layer-! at location-J in inches. 
2. Horizontal width of layer-! at location-J in inches. 
These values are typically 
width, and the web thickness; 
have different values. 
the coverplate width, the flange 
but a deteriorated structure may 
~The initial stress of layer-I at location-J in ksi. 
The user may know the residual stress pattern for the section. 
If so, input the residual stress here. If no initial stress or 
residual stress values are known, input 0.0. 
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~The girder material type number of layer-! at location-J. 
This number corresponds to the order in which the steel type 
(CLASS(!), Unit-3, Section-B) was entered. For example, input 
2.0 for layers made of second steel material inputted. On 
coverplated girders there may be sections of the girder without 
any coverplate. If so, input the value equal to (NSM+1) (Unit-3, 
Section-A) to simulate a fictitious steel layer where no steel 
layer physically exists. 
Variable Names: T(I,J), B(I,J),SIR(I,J), TY(I,J) 
FORMAT: 4F10.0 
Number of lines of entry: NULAYB (Unit-1, .Section-F) for 
each value of ''IX" (Section-F) which was defined to be zero. 
There will be a minimum of NULAYB lines of entries for a 
bridge if all girders are identical and only one girder 
cross section is defined. 
Note: NULAYB(Unit-1, Section-F) lines of entries should be 
read before proceeding to the next section. Return to 
Section-F if additional sections remain to be defined on the 
girder. If no additional sections remain on the girder, 
return to Section-D. If all girders have been defined, 
proceed to Section-H. 
H. FATIGUE CYCLES 
Note: If NFATG (Unit-1, Section-F) was defined to be zero skip 
this section and proceed to Section-J. 
~ The relative number of fatigue cycles a detail might see on 
the structure under consideration. 
The program permits three entries for this input. They are HIG, 
MED, and LOW. HIG corresponds to a high (2 million) number of 
fatigue cycles, while MED and LOW correspond to a medium 
(500,000) and a low (100,00) number of fatigue cycles. Table 8 
has been reproduced from Reference 2 in order to aid the user in 
selecting the appropriate input for this section if it is 
unknown. 
Variable Name: IFATCYC(I) 
FORMAT: 2X,3A1 
Number of lines of entry: none if NFATG (Unit-1, Section-F) 
was defined to be zero or one if NFATG was defined to be 
greater than zero. 
Note: Proceed to Section-! 
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G. GEOMETRY AND TYPE OF FATIGUE DETAIL 
Note: Refer to Reference 2 and Section 2.3.7 for a more detailed 
explanation of fatigue. 
1. The number of girders which contain the detail to be checked 
for fatigue. 
The numbering of girders is explained in Section 2.3.3 and il-
lustrated in Figure 4. 
~ The longitudinal or x-direction distance in inches to the 
fatigue detail location from the left most support of the bridge. 
3. The vertical or z-direction distance in inches to the fatigue 
detail location from the mid-plane of the concrete deck slab. 
All distances should be positive for this entry. 
~ The type of fatigue detail to be checked. 
Allowable entries for this input are A, B, 
tables and one figure have been reproduced 
aid the user in determining the type 
reprinted as Tables 6, 7, and 8 and Figure 
C, D, E, and F. Three 
from Reference 2 to 
of detail. They are 
13. 
Variable Names: NBEAM(I), LDIST(I), VDIST(I), TDETAIL(I) 
FORMAT: 15, 2F10.0, 4X, A1 
Number of lines of entry: NFATG (Unit-1, Section-F) 
Note: Proceed to Section-J. 
J. TYPE OF COMPOSITE ACTION 
1. The type of composite action assumed by the model between the 
steel girders and the concrete slab. 
Three entries are permitted. They are FULL for full composite, 
PART for partial composite, and NONC for non-composite interac-
tion. The program has been thoroughly tested for full composite 
action option; however, the reliability of the results for the 
remaining two options is not guaranteed. Therefore the user 
should use technical judgment in reviewing the results from par-
tial or non-composite structure. The author highly recommends 
the use of FULL whenever possible. 
Variable Name: ICOMP(I) 
FORMAT: 6X, 4A1 
Number of lines of entry: 1 (one) 
Note: The input for Unit-3 1s now completed. 
Section-A of Unit-4. 
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Proceed to 
UNIT 4 - STRUCTURAL LOADING 
This unit will be read for a total of three times following the 
completion of the input to Units-1, 2, and 3. The program ex-
pects to read the dead load on the beam loads, then the dead load 
on the composite superstructure loads, and finally the live 
loads. All loads should be entered as area loads and in units of 
KSI. The user can not enter zeros for any of the loads and ex-
pect a completed computer run. If the user does not wish to en-
ter a dead load on the composite superstructure a fictitious 
small load over a small area far from the point of interest 
should be entered. For a more detailed explanation of the load-
ing refer to Section 2.2. 
A. NUMBER OF AREA LOADS 
1. The number of lines of entries for area load to follow in 
Section-B. 
For the dead load on the beam solution, this value should be 
equal to the number of girders in the model. For example, a 
bridge with seven girders and a longitudinal axis of symmetry for 
the bridge and the loading should have four girders in the model. 
Therefore, enter a value of four here and follow it immediately 
with four lines of entries for area loads below. 
The number of area loads for the remaining two solutions vary 
depending upon the bridge. Typically two safety parapets are en-
tered as dead loads on the composite superstructure and the over-
load vehicle as the live load. 
Variable Name: NC 
FORMAT: I5 
Number of. lines of entry: 1 (one) for each of the. three 
solutions in the analysis. 
Note: The user should proceed to Section-B before reading 
the next input from Section-A. 
B. AREA LOADS 
Note: This section will be read NC times before returning to 
Section-A and redefining NC. 
~The intensity of the area load in KSI. 
2. The longitudinal or x-direction distance measured from the 
left most support to the center of the area load in inches. 
3. The transverse or y-direction distance measured from the lower 
free edge or x-axis (see Fig. 3) to the center of the area load 
in INCHES. 
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4. The length of the area load in the longitudinal or x-direction 
in INCHES. 
5. The width of the area load in the transverse or y-direction in 
inches. 
Variable Names: Q, X, Y, XLL, YLL 
FORMAT:5F10.0 
Number of lines of entry: NCl+NC2+NC3, where NCl, NC2, and 
NC3 are the values for the three solutions as input in 
Section-A above. A line of entry with the correct NC value 
should precede each of the three solution data sets. 
END OF INPUT 
3.2 Units of Input 
A consistent set of units must be used for data input. Automatic 
assignment of certain variables may take place within the program 
if desired by the user. Since these variables are in units of 
inches and kilopounds (kips), the user must also choose these 
same basic units for data input. Thus due to the automatic as-
signment features and due to specific output formats employed, it 
is suggested that units of inches and kips be used for data in-
put. Any deviation from these recommended values would yield 
results that have no resemblance to those of the actual problem. 
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IV. EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 
This chapter contains a brief presentation of three example 
problems solved by program BOVAS. In order to make the presenta-
tion as comprehensive as possible, the researchers have attempted 
to show as many input options as the problems permitted. For 
each example, a discussion of the geometry, loadings, and the 
material properties for the bridge superstructure will be 
presented first. An explanation of the data values for each in-
put illustrates the origin of the input for the example. 
4.1 Example Problem- 1 
4.1.1 Description of the Problem 
The first case study is the AASHO (now known as AASHTO) Bridge 3B 
which was constructed as part of the AASHO Road Test conducted in 
the early 1960's (Refs. 8 and 9). Bridge 3B was designed as a 
simply supported composite reinforced concrete slab and steel 
girder bridge with a span length of 50 feet centerline-to-
centerline of bearing. The concrete deck slab for the bridge had 
an average measured depth of 6.45 inches and was 15 feet wide. 
Three W 18 x 60 steel beams were placed 5 feet apart with bottom 
coverplates (7/16" x 6") extending over 18' - 6" of the middle 
span. Figures 17 and 18 show the elevational and cross-sectional 
views of Bridge 3B. 
The loads were- applied to the superstructure during the test by 
moving overload vehicles. For testing of Bridge 3B three dif-
ferent overload vehicles were used (vehicles 97, 98, and 99 as 
shown in Fig. 19). The loading procedure consisted of placing 
weights on the overload vehicle which would then travel across 
the bridge usually thirty times. During the loading process the 
midspan deflections of each beam were monitored and recorded. 
The load was then increased and another set of runs made. This 
procedure continued until the bridge collapsed onto the safety 
crib below the bridge superstructure. 
Since the overload vehicle moved over the bridge, an infinite 
number of static load configurations were applied to the super-
structure. The overload vehicle primarily induced longitudinal 
bending in the superstructure of Bridge 3B. In the general case 
the slab may be subjected to both longitudinal and transverse 
bending while the girders are primarily subjected to longitudinal 
bending. Construction of the static load configuration to simu-
late the moment envelope and thus to obtain the maximum possible 
state of stress at every point in both the slab and the girders 
is very difficult, if not impossible to achieve. Therefore, two 
different approaches ~an be analyzed (Ref. 14) 
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The first option is to simulate the overload vehicle as a line 
load over each girder in the finite element model. Since this 
idealized load configuration approximates the moment envelope for 
the longitudinal direction only, the loading will produce 
primarily longitudinal bending moments in both the deck slab and 
the girders. This moment envelope is produced as the vehicle 
traverses the superstructure and contains the maximum moment 
values. 
The second option is to simulate the overload vehicle as a rec-
tangular area load. The area load should be selected such that 
the analysis is equivalent to the maximum static moment diagram 
produced by the moving overload vehicle. In this .idealized load-
ing configuration the slab is subjected to both longitudinal and 
some transverse bending while the girders are primarily subjected 
to longitudinal bending. 
A comparison of the two methods in limited testing shows that the 
results of both approaches are nearly identical. While the first 
method may be slightly more accurate, the computational effort is 
definitely more intensive. Therefore the second option can be 
used to simulate the overload vehicle. For this example, the 
load has been entered as one rectangular area load at the midspan 
of the structure. This is equivalent to the "dolly" type of 
loading discussed in Section 2.2. The user could also have input 
the load as a "truck" type of loading which was discussed with 
the dolly type of loading. 
Meanwhile, the dead loads for the dead load on the beam solution 
should be input as an extremely narrow area load over each girder 
running the full length of the finite element model. The load 
intensity for the dead load on the beam solution should include 
the weight of the steel and the wet concrete. Finally, the dead 
load on the superstructure only consists of a wooden curb on each 
free edge. 
The structure is definitely symmetric about two axes in its load-
ing and can be assumed symmetric about two axes in its geometry. 
Therefore only one quarter of the structure need be analyzed. In 
order to make the geometry symmetric about a longitudinal axis of 
symmetry, both overhangs were considered to be three feet in 
width. This increases the bridge width from fifteen to sixteen 
feet for the full structure. 
Figure 2 shows the superstructure discretized into a series of 
finite elements. It should be noted that because a line of sym-
metry lies along the axis of the interior girder, only one half 
of the interior girder cross section is included in the finite 
element model. 
The layered slab and girder models are shown in Fig. 20. A total 
of six layers of concrete and four layers of steel reinforcement 
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were used in the slab finite element. The direction of action of 
the reinforcement is indicated by the cross-hatched area and is 
given along with the thickness, bar size, and spacing in Table 
11. The beam finite element consists of a total of twelve layers 
as indicated in Fig. 20. The two cross-hatched layers, which 
represents the bottom coverplate, have two sets of material 
properties. In the region where no coverplate exists in the ac-
tual structure (near supports), the material stiffness properties 
are set to artificially low values to simulate the absence of the 
coverplate. In the area where there is a coverplate (near 
midspan), the properties of the steel were used. Table 12 lists 
the material properties of the girder steel, steel reinforcement, 
and concrete used in Bridge 3B and the corresponding material 
properties used in the finite element simulation of the first ex-
ample. 
This example will illustrate the use of the manual discretiza-
tion, manual reinforcement, user defined steel girder types, and 
long printout options instead of defaulting to program libraries. 
The second example repeats the same bridge but illustrates the 
short printout and the internally defined options. In some cases 
the values for both examples may be identical. 
4.1.2 Data Input Units 
This section gives the read statement and associated values for 
that read statement. Input units correspond to those presented 
in Chapter-III. The user is reminded that input formats are 
given in Chapter-III and all units of input should be in kips and 
inches. The commas in the input data of this section are used to 
distinguish the separate numerical values. The input units with 
the actual data cards used for example one are given in Section 
4 . 1 • 3 . 
UNIT - 1 INITIAL INPUT PARAMETERS 
A. Read Title, (!TITLE) 
Line No. 1: DETAILED VERSION - BOVAS EXAMPLE BRIDGE 1-AASHO 
BRIDGE 3B 
(1) This line contains an arbitrary but unique title used for 
identification purposes. 
B. Read Number of Spans, Number of Girders, and the Type of Sym-
metry, (NSPANS, NOMB, TSYM(I)) 
Line No. 2: 1, 3, QUAR 
(1) AASHO 3B is a simple span bridge, therefore the number of 
spans equals one (Ref. 9). 
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(2) There are three girders on the full structure of AASHO 3B 
(Ref. 9 and Fig. 18). 
(3) The loading and bridge geometry are assumed to be symmetric 
with respect to a longitudinal and transverse axes of symmetry, 
therefore input quarter symmetry (see Section 4.1.1). 
C. Read Superstructure Width, Bridge Overhang, 
(WIDTH, OVHANG, SPANL(I)). 
and Span Length, 
Line No. 3: 192., 36., 600. 
(1) While the actual bridge is only fifteen feet (180. inches) 
wide, the model assumes the structure is sixteen feet (192. 
inches) wide in order to use a model with quarter symmetry (see 
Section 4.1.1 and Fig. 18). 
(2) Both overhangs must be of the same width. Since they 
not equal, an extra foot of width was added to make both 
hangs three feet (36. inches) wide (see Section 4.1.1 and 
2) • 
were 
over-
Fig. 
( 3 ) 
feet 
only 
AASHO 3B is a simple span bridge with a span length of 50. 
(600. inches) centerline-to-centerline of bearing. Input 
one span length (see Ref. 9 and Fig. 17). 
D. Read Output Option, (IPRINT) 
Line No. 4: L 
(1) The long output option is desired for this example, 
fore input "L," 
there-
E. Read Number of Element Divisions in the Longitudinal or 
X-Direction, (NELX) 
Line No. 5: 6 
(1) Six elements in the longitudinal direction should provide an 
accurate and economical solution. This value agrees with the 
value the program would generate if the automatic discretization 
option had been selected (see Section 2.3.2 and Fig. 2). 
F. Read Number of Girder Layers, Girder Sections, and Fatigue 
Checks, (NULAYB, NBS, NFATG). 
Line No. 6: 12, 2, 0 
(1) This example follows the recommendations presented· in Sec-
tion 2.3.4 (two layers per flange or coverplate and six layers 
per web). Since there are two flanges and one coverplate, a to-
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tal of twelve girder layers was input (see Fig. 20). 
(2) The girder is W 18 x 60 section for the entire length. No 
girder deterioration is considered in this example. A coverplate 
exists only on the middle portion of the girder. Therefore, 
three sections exist on the full structure, but only two sections 
exist on the finite element model because of the transverse axis 
of symmetry (see Fig. 21). 
(3) No fatigue checks are considered in this example. See 
Example-3 for an illustration of this input. 
G.' Read Number of Plate Girder Web Panel Checks, (NPNL) 
Line No. 7: 0 
(1) No plate girder web panel check should be considered here 
since the girders are rolled sections and because the bridge is a 
simple span. See Example-3 for an illustration of this input. 
H. Read Element Lengths in the Longitudinal or X-Direction, 
(SIGX(I)) 
Note: Since a non-zero value was input in Section-E above, input 
is expected from this statement. Six element divisions were 
defined in Section-E, therefore, six lengths should be entered 
here. The lengths should sum to half the total span length (0.5 
x 600 = 300) since the transverse axis of symmetry is used in the 
model. 
Line No. 8: 63., 63., 63., 51., 30., 30. 
(1) In this example, the coverplate exists between 189. inches 
and the midspan centerline (300. inches). Therefore, the element 
lengths were defined such that the sum of the first three element 
lengths totaled 189. inches. Furthermore, the critical girder 
sections for the structure and the loading are near the midspan 
(See ·Fig. 2). 
I. Read Slab Thickness, (DT) 
Line No. 9: 6.45 
(1) A thickness of 6.45 inches will be assigned to all plate 
elements (See Ref. 9 and Fig. 20). 
J. Read Girder Depth, Top Coverplate Thickness and Bottom 
Coverplate Thickness, (BDEPTH, TCP, BCP) 
Line No. 10: 18.25, o., 0.4375 
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(1) The depth of the gird~r is taken from Ref. 3 for a W18x60 
section (See Fig. 20). 
(2) No coverplate exists, therefore input 0. (See Figures 20 
and 21). 
(3) The bottom coverplate thickness is listed as 7/16 inches in 
Reference 9 (See Fig. 20). 
K. Read Flange Width and Thickness and Web Thickness, 
TW) 
Line No. 11: 7.558, 0.695, 0.416 
( BF I TF I 
(1,2,3) 
section. 
All dimensions are taken from Reference 3 for a W18x60 
L. Read Geometry of Plate Girder Web Panel Checks, 
SDIST(I), PHICO(I), USLEN(I)) 
( NBM (I) , 
Note: This section is skipped since no web panel checks were 
specified in Section-G above. 
UNIT 2 - SLAB PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
A. Read Concrete Compressive Cylinder Strength, (FC) 
Line No. 12: 5.74 
(1) The concrete compressive cylinder strength as taken from 
Reference 8. This corresponds to 28 day test value. 
B. Read Steel Reinforcement Yield Strength (SIGMAP) 
Line No. 13: 61.2 
(1) Reference 8 reports that the yield strength of the rein-
forcement steel was 61.2 ksi. 
C. Read Steel Reinforcement Material Number, (NSRM) 
Line No. 14: 1 
(1) Since the researchers wish to illustrate the manual rein-
forcement option with this example, a one should be entered. The 
automatic generation option is illustrated in Example-2. 
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D. Read Steel Reinforcement Pattern Geometry, (ISIZE(I), 
SPACE(I) I SZC(I) I SPHI(I)) 
Note: The below data values are identical to the automatic rein-
forcement option values. Since the actual reinforcement pattern 
is unknown, these values were used to illustrate the manual input 
option. They were generated in accordance with Table 1 
reproduced from Reference 10. 
Four lines should be read from this section corresponding to the 
top transverse, top longitudinal, bottom longitudinal, and bottom 
transverse reinforcing layers of the concrete slab. The valu~s 
are listed in Table 11. 
Line No. 15: 5 I 6 • I -0.4125, -90. 
Line No. 16: 4 I 12 • 1 0.1500, 0.0 
Line No. 17: 51 8.7403, 1.2875, 0.0 
Line No. 18: 51 6 • I 1.9125, -90. 
(1) The bar size for each layer. 
(2) The spacing of bars for each layer. 
(3) The centroidal location for each layer. Negative values are 
above the slab mid-plane. 
(4) The orientation of the bars for each layer. An input of 
-90. indicates a transverse layer, while an input of 0.0 indi-
cates a longitudinal layer. 
UNIT - 3 GIRDER PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
A. Read Number of Steel Materials, (NSM) 
Line No. 19: 3 
(1) Coupons from the flange, web, and coverplate were all tested 
in order to obtain properties for each region even though the 
girders are rolled sections. Since the test results are 
presented in References 8 and 9, they are used here to illustrate 
• the user defined option for the steel girders. The user should 
be reminded that a fourth steel material (NSM+1) is automatically 
generated by the program to simulate a fictitious steel layer. 
B. Read Steel Type, (CLASS(!)) 
Note: This section 
put value of line 19 
tion is selected, 
next value from this 
Line No. 20: U 
will be read a total of three times (the in-
above). If the user defined steel type qp-
Section-C should be read before reading the 
section. 
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(1) The user defined steel type option 
Therefore read the steel material properties 
from Section-C below before reading the 
Section-B. 
has been selected. 
for the flange steel 
next steel type in 
C. Read Steel Type Material Properties, (SYB(I), EB(I), ROM(I), 
RON( I) I ESHB( I) I STRAN(I) I SBU( I) I STBU( I)) 
Note: All properties listed on the next line correspond to steel 
test results of the girder flange (Steel Material Type - 1) 
Line No. 21: 35.1, 30000., 0.67, 400., 900., 0.014, 64.9, 0.12 
(1) Yield stress of the flange steel (Ref. 8). 
(2) Initial modulus of elasticity for flange steel. 
(3) Ramberg-Osgood m-parameter. 
(4) Ramberg-Osgood n-parameter. 
(5) Initial strain hardening modulus. 
(6) Strain at the initiation of strain hardening. 
(7) Ultimate strength of flange steel (Ref. 8) 
(8) Strain at ultimate stress. 
Note: Return to Section-S and read the steel type for the second 
steel type to be inputted. 
B. Read Steel Type, (CLASS(!)) 
Line No. 22: U 
(1) The user defined steel type option has been selected. 
Therefore, read the steel material properties for the web steel 
from Section-C below before reading the third and last steel type 
in Section-B. 
C. Read Steel Type Material Properties, (SBY(I), EB(I), ROM(I), 
RON(I), ESHB(I), STRAN(I), SBU(I), STBU(I)) 
Note: All properties listed on this line correspond to steel 
test results of the girder web (steel material type-2). Refer to 
line 21 above or Chapter-III for a definition of each input value 
on this line. 
Line No. 23: 39.9, 30000., 0.67, 400., 900., 0.014, 66.6, 0.12 
Note: Return to Section-S and read the steel type for the third 
and last steel type to be inputted. 
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B. Read Steel Type, (CLASS(I)) 
Line No. 24: U 
(1) The user defined steel type option has been selected. 
Therefore, read the steel material properties for the coverplate 
from Section-C below. Since no other steel materials remain to 
be defined, the user should proceed to Section-D after completing 
Section-C. 
C. Read Steel Type Material Properties, (SBY(I), EB(I), ROM(I), 
RON(I), ESBH(I), STRAN(I), SBU(I), STBU(I)) 
Note: 
test 
line 
this 
All properties listed on this line correspond to steel 
results of the coverplate (steel material type-3). Refer to 
21 or Chapter-III for a definition of each input value on 
line. 
Line No. 25: 38.4, 30000., 0.67, 400., 900., 0.014, 60.2, 0.12 
Note: All steel types have been defined including the internal 
definition of a material type-4 corresponding to a fictitious 
steel material. Therefore proceed to Section-D. 
D. Read Identical or Different Girders, (ISAME) 
Line No. 26: 0 
(1) Since this is the first girder to be defined, the input must 
·be zero. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section-E. 
E. Read Distances to New Girder Cross-Sections, (DNBS(I)) 
Note: Since the number of girder sections (NBS) was defined to 
be two in Unit-t, Section-F, Entry-2, two values should be en-
tered on the line for this input (see Fig. 21). 
Line No. 27: 0., 189. 
(1) Whenever Section-E is read, the first entry should always be 
0 (zero). This defines the end of the girder at the left support 
line. 
(2) The second entry 
coverplate on the girder. 
the model. 
corresponds to the beginning of the 
No other new cross-sections exist on 
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F. Read Identical or Different Cross-Sections, (IX) 
Line No. 28: 0 
(1) • Since this is the first girder cross-section to be defined, 
the input must be zero. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section-G. 
G. Read Definition of Girder Cross-Section, (T(I,J), B(I,J), 
SIR(I,J), TY(I,J)) 
Note: Since the number of girder layers (NULAYB) was defined in 
Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-1 to be twelve, twelve lines should be 
entered for this section. These twelve lines should define the 
first girder cross-section which begins at 0.0 inches (the left 
support) and ends at start of the coverplate (189. inches). The 
layers should be input consecutively starting with the top most 
layer (in this case the top flange) and ending with the bottom 
most layer (in this case the fictitious bottom coverplate). For 
this example, the first two lines correspond to the top flange, 
the next six lines define the web, the ninth and tenth lines 
define the bottom flange, and the last two lines co~respond to a 
fictitious bottom coverplate. The coverplate does not physically 
exist at this girder section. 
Line No. 29: 0.3475, 7.558, 0. 0, 
Line No. 30: 0.3475, 7.558, 0. 0, 
Line No. 3 1 : 2. 81, 0.416, 0.0, 2 . 
Line No. 32: 2 . 8 1 , 0.416, 0. 0, 2. 
Line No. 33: 2 . 8 1 , 0.416, o.o, 2. 
Line No. 34: 2. 81, 0.416, 0. 0, 2 . 
Line No. 35: 2.81, 0.416, 0.0, 2. 
Line No. 36: 2 . 8 1 , 0.416, 0. 0, 2. 
Line No. 37: 0.3475, 7.558, 0. 0, 
Line No. 38: 0.3475, 7.588, 0. 0, 
Line No. 39: 0.21875, 6. , 0.0, 4 . 
Line No. 40: 0.21875, 6. , 0. 0, 4 . 
(1) Vertical thickness of layer. 
and coverplate is divided into two 
while the web is divided into six 
Fig. 20). 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
In this example, each flange 
layers of equal thickness, 
layers of equal thickness (see 
(2) Horizontal width of layer. In this example, the flange 
width, web thickness, and coverplate width are inputted for the 
appropriate layer (see Fig. 20). 
(3) Initial stress of layer. No initial or residual stresses 
were assumed for this example. 
(4) Girder steel material type of layer. The numbers 1. and 2. 
correspond to the values inputted in Section-C for the flange and 
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web steel material properties. The number 4. corresponds to fic-
titious steel material properties which were defined by the 
program. 
Note: Since another cross-section remains to be defined on this 
girder (the coverplated section), proceed to Section-F. 
F. Read Identical or Different Cross-Sections, (IX) 
Note: Is this new cross-section to be 
location (189~0 inches) identical to 
cross-section on this girder? NO. 
defined at the second 
any previously defined 
Line No. 41: 0 
(1) While the first ten layers are identical to the previously 
defined section, the last two layers (the bottom coverplate) 
physically exist at this cross-section location. Therefore, the 
sections are different and a zero should be inputted. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section..:.G. 
G. Read Definition of Girder Cross-Section by Layers, 
B(I,J), SIR(I,J), TY(I,J)) 
(T(I,J), 
Note: Since the number of girder layers (NULAYB) is defined in 
Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-1 to be twelve, twelve lines should be 
entered for this section. These twelve lines should define the 
second girder cross-section which begins at 189.0 inches (the 
start of the coverplate) and ends at the transverse centerline 
(300.0 inches). The layers should be input consecutively start-
ing with the top most layer (in this case the top flange) and en-
ding with the bottom most layer (in this case the bottom 
coverplate). For this example, the first two lines correspond to 
the top flange, the next six lines define the web, the ninth and 
the tenth lines correspond to the bottom flange, and the last two 
li~es define the bottom coverplate of the girder. The only dif-
ference from the first section, defined in the material type of 
the bottom coverplate (last entry on last two lines), is the 
change from fictitious to actual steel properties for ·the 
co~erplate layers. 
Line No. 42: 0.3475, 7.558, 0 . 0 ' 1. 
·Line No. 43: 0.3475, 7.558, 0 . 0 , 1. 
Line No. 44: 2.81, 0.416, o.o, 2 . 
Line No. 45: 2 . 8 1 ' 0.416, 0. 0' 2. 
Line No. 46: 2.81, 0.416, 0 . 0 ' 2. 
Line No. 47: 2 . 8 1 ' 0.416, 0 .o' 2. 
Line No. 48: 2.81, 0.416, 0.0, 2 . 
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Line No. 49: 2.81, 0.416, 0.0, 2. 
Line No. 50: 0.3475, 7.558, 0.0, 
Line No. 5 1 : 0.3475, 7.558, 0.0, 
Line No. 52: 0.21875, 6.' 0 . 0 ' 3. 
Line No. 53: 0.21875, 6.' 0. 0' 3. 
(1) Vertical thickness of layer. 
and coverplate is divided into two 
while the web is divided into six 
Fig. 20). 
1. 
1. 
In this example, each flange 
layers of equal thickness, 
layers of equal thickness (see 
(2) Horizontal width of layer. In this example, the flange 
width, web thickness, and coverplate width are inputted for the 
appropriate layer (see Fig. 20). 
(3) Initial stress of layer. No initial or residual stresses 
were assumed for this example. 
(4) Girder steel type of layer. The numbers 1., 2., and 3. cor-
respond to the values inputted in Section-C for the flange, web 
and coverplate steel material properties. No fictitious layers 
exist in this cross-section. 
Note: Since the first girder has been completely defined for the 
finite element model (no new cross-section exists on this 
girder), proceed to Section-D since second girder remains to be 
defined. 
D. Read Identical or Different Girders, (!SAME) 
Note: Is the second and last girder of the finite element model 
identical to the first girder defined? YES 
Line No. 54: 1 
(1) All girders are assumed to be identical in cross-section, 
therefore input "one" to indicate the second girder is identical 
to the first girder. The user is reminded that only one-half of 
this girder is included in the model because it lies along the 
longitudinal axis of symmetry. The program internally determines 
if the girder is a full or half section and adjusts the layer 
dimensions when necessary. 
Note: Since the girders are identical (a one is input), Section-
D should be read for the third girder. However, there is no 
third girder in the finite element model (see Fig. 2). Therefore 
the user should proceed to Section-H. 
H . Read Fatigue Cycles, (IFATCYC(I)) 
Note: This section is skipped since no fatigue checks (NFATG) 
were specified in Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-3. 
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'I 
I. Read Geometry and Type of Fatigue Detail, ( NBEAM (I) , 
LDIST(I), VDIST(I), TDETAIL(I)) 
Note: This section is skipped since 
were specified in Unit-1, Section-F, 
no fatigue checks (NFATG) 
Entry-3. 
J. Read Type of Composite Action, (ICOMP(I)) 
Line No. 55: FULL 
(1) Reference 9 reports that the bridge was designed to act as a 
fully composite structure. 
UNIT 4 - STRUCTURAL LOADING 
Note: Sections-A and -B below will be read first for the dead 
load on the beam solution. This procedure is then repeated two 
more times for the dead load on the superstructure and live load 
solutions. 
A. Read Number of Area Loads, (NC) 
Line No. 56: 2 
(1) The dead load on the beam solution expects the equivalent 
steel and wet concrete load carried by each girder to be input. 
Therefore, since two girders exist in the model, two area loads 
should be input. 
B. Read Area Load Lines, (Q, X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
Note: The number of lines to be entered for this section should 
be equal to the value input in Section-A above. Therefore, for 
this example, two lines should be entered for the dead load on 
the beam solution. The first line defines the steel and wet con-
crete load carried by the first or exterior girder and the 
positioning of that load for this solution. Similarly, the 
second line defines the load on the second or interior girder and 
the positioning of that load. All dead load on the beam loads 
should 'be input as extremely narrow area loads running the full 
length of the finite element model in order to simulate a line 
lb~d on the girders. See Section 2.2 for a further explanation 
of the loading. 
Line No. 57: 
Line No. 58: 
4.44080, 150., 36., 300., 0.01 
4.08512, 150., 96., 300., 0.01 
(1) The intensity of the area load. The value is higher for the 
first line since the effective width of the concrete on the ex-
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terior girder is larger in this example (See Section 2.2 in order 
to determine the load intensities). 
(2) The centroidal location of the area load in the longitudinal 
or x-direction. For this solu~ion, input one-half the girder 
length of the finite element model (see Fig. 2). 
(3) The centroidal location of the area load in the transversal 
or y-direction. For this solution, input the y-coordinate defin-
ing the location of the girder (see Fig. 2). 
(4) The length of the area load in the longitudinal or x-
direction. For this solution, input the length of the finite 
element model (see Fig. 2). 
(5) The width of the area 
direction. For this solution, 
line load. 
load in the transversal or y-
input 0.01 inches to simulate a 
Note: The loading for the dead load on the beam solution is now 
completely defined. Repeat the above process for the dead load 
on the superstructure solution. 
A. Read Number of Area Loads, (NC) 
Line No. 59: 1 
(1) As explained in Section 4.1.1 of this Chapter, there is only 
one dead load on the superstructure. Only the dead load due to 
the wooden curb at the free edge is considered for this example. 
B. Read Area Load Lines, (Q, X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
Note: The number of lines to be entered for this section should 
be equal to the value input in Section-A above. For this ex-
ample, one line should be entered for the dead load on the super-
structure solution. See Section 2.2 for a further explanation of 
the loading. 
Line No. 60: 0.000277, 150., 6., 300., 12. 
(1) The intensity of the area load. Reference 8 reported that 
the wooden curb had a unit weight of 40.0 pounds per lineal foot. 
That value has been converted to an equivalent area load for in-
put. 
(2) The centroidal location of the area load in the longitudinal 
or x-direction. For this solution and example, the loading runs 
along the entire length of the structure. Therefore input one-
half the girder length of the finite element model (See Fig. 2). 
(3) The centroidal location of the area load in the transversal 
or y-direction. For this example, Reference 8 reported the curb 
was one foot wide. Therefore input one-half of the curb width. 
(4) The length of the area load in the longitudinal or x-
direction. For this example, input the length of the finite ele-
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ment model (See Fig. 2). 
(5) The width of the area load in the transversal or y-
direction. For this example, Reference 8 reported the curb width 
was 12.0 inches. 
Note: The loading for the dead load on the superstructure solu-
tion is now completely defined. Repeat the above process for the 
live load solution. 
A. Read Number of Area Loads, (NC) 
Line No. 61: 1 
(1) As explained in Section 4.1.1, the live load can be 
lated by a rectangular area load at the midspan of the 
structure. Therefore, only one area load should be input. 
B. Read Area Load Lines, (Q, X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
simu-
super-
Note: The number of lines to be entered for this section should 
be equal to the value input in Section-A above. For this ex-
ample, one line should be entered for the live load solution. 
Refer to Section 4.1.1 and Section 2.2 for further explanation of 
loading. 
Line No. 62: 0,00193, 210,1 60,1 180,1 72, 
(1) The intensity of the area load. The input intensity is 
based on calculations made from Reference 7. 
(2) The centroidal location of the area load in the longitudinal 
or x-direction. For this example, input the x-coordinate value 
for the centroid of the area load on the finite element model. 
(3) The centroidal location of the area load in the transversal 
or y-direction. For this example, input the y-coordinate value 
of the centroid of the area load on the finite element model. 
(4) The length of the area load in the longitudinal or x-
direction. 
(5) The width of the area load in the transversal or y-
direction. 
Note: This completes the input necessary to run the detailed 
version of program BOVAS for Example Problem-1. 
4.1.3 Sample Input 
See the following listing. Lines 111111111122222222223333333333 
etc. are added to indicate the column locations. They are not 
needed as a part of the input. 
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DETAILED VERSIO~ - BOVAS EXA~PLE BRIDGE l - AASHO BRIDGE 38 
11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666~6666bb77777777778eb8~~REEB 
1 3 OUAR 
192.00 36.00 bOO.OCOO 
L 
6 
12 2 0 
0 
63.000 63.000 63.000 51.000 30.000 30.000 
6.450000 
18.25000 o.ooooo .43750 
7.558000 .695000 .416000 
111111111122222222223333333333444444444455555555556666666b6b77777777778888888888 
5.740 
61.200 
1 
5 
4 
5 
5 
3 
b.OOOO 
12.0000 
8.7403 
b.OOOO 
uoooo 
-.41250 
.15000 
1.28750 
1.91250 
-90.000 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
-QO.OOO 
35.1000 30000.00 .670000 400.000 900.000 .01400 64.90CO .12COO 
11llll11112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666~6667777777777886~ossesP 
uoooo 
39.9000 30000.00 .670000 400.000 900.000 .01400 66.6000 .12000 
uoooo 3~.4000 30000.00 .670000 400.000 
0 
o.ooo 189.000 
0 
.347500 7.55800 o.oooo 1.00 
.3475oo 7.sseoc o.ocoo 1.oo 
2.810000 .41600 o.oooo z.oo 
900.000 .01400 60.2000 .1200C 
1111lll11122222222Z2333333333344444444445555555555666t6666667777777777~e~ij988888 
2.810000 .41bOC 0.0000 2.00 
2.810000 .41600 o.ooco 2.00 
Z.81COCO .41600 0.0000 2.00 
2.810000 .41600 o.oooo 2.00 
2.810000 .41600 0.0000 2.00 
.347500 7.55800 o.ooco 1.00 
.347500 7.55800 o.oooo 1.00 
.218750 6.00000 o.oooo 4.00 
.218750 6.00000 o.oooo 4.00 
0 
111111111122222222223333333333444444444~55555555556bb66bbb6677777777778f.888RRfqp 
.347500 7.55800 o.oooo 1.00 
.347500 7.55800 o.ocoo 1.00 
2.810000 .41600 o.oooo z.oo 
2.810000 .41600 o.oooo z.oo 
2.810000 .41600 o.oooo z.oo 
2.810000 .4160( . o.occo z.oo 
2.e10000 .416CC O.OOCO 2.00 
2.810000 .41f00 c.ocoo z.oo 
.347500 7.55800 o.ooco 1.00 
.3475CO 7.55800 0.0000 1.00 
111111111122222222223333333333444444444455555555556b6bbbbbbb7777777777f~~~~9B~jf 
.21875C 6o0000C 0.0000 3.00 
~21e1so 6.ooooo o.ooco 3.oo 
1 
FULL 
2 
4.44CBOO 150.000 3~.0CO 300.COOO .0100 
4.08512C 150.000 9b.OCO 300.0000 .OlCO 
1 
.000277 150.000 b.COO 30C.OCOO 12.0000 
1 
1111111111222Z2222223333333?3344444444445555555555~6bbb6booo7777777777e~b~98ee~e 
.001930 210.000 60.000 180.0000 72.0000 
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4.2 Example Problem - 2 
4.2.1 Description of the Problem 
This example is the same bridge that was employed in the first 
example (See Section 4.1.1). Loading configuration is also the 
same. The major differences between the two examples are that 
this example illustrates the use of (1) all internally defined 
options instead of the user defined options, and (2) the use of 
the short output instead of the long output. The internally 
defined options used in this example are for the finite element 
mesh, the refined geometry, and the girder steel material 
properties. Because of the changes in the definition of the di~­
cretization, element lengths in the longitudinal or x-direction 
are divided differently. The new discretization is shown in 
Figure 22. The remainder of the input lines are essentially the 
same.· 
4.2.2 Data Input Units 
This section gives the read statement and the associated values 
for that read statement. Input units correspond to those 
presented in Chapter-III. The user is reminded that input for-
mats are given in Chapter-III and all units of input should be in 
KIPS and INCHES. The commas in the input data of this section 
are used to delineate the separate data fields. The input units 
with the actual data lines for Example - 2 are given in Section 
4. 2. 3. 
UNIT 1 - INITIAL INPUT PARAMETERS 
A. Read Title Line, (ITITLE) 
Line No. 1: DETAILED VERSION- BOVAS EXAMPLE BRIDGE 2 
BRIDGE 3B 
AASHO 
(1) This line contains an arbitrary but unique title used for 
identification purposes. 
B. Read Number of Spans, Number of Girders, and Type of Sym-
metry, (NSPANS, NOMB, TSYM(I)) 
Line No. 2: 1, 3, QUAR 
(1) AASHO 3B is a simple span bridge, therefore the number of 
spans equals one (Ref. 9). 
(2) There are three girders on the full structure of 
(Ref. 9 and Fig. 18). 
(3) The loading and bridge geometry are assumed to be 
with respect to a longitudinal and transverse axes of 
therefore input quarter symmetry (See Section 4.1.1). 
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AASHO 3B 
symmetric 
symmetry, 
C. Read Superstructure Width, Bridge Overhang, and Span 
Length(s), (WIDTH, OVHANG, SPANL(I)) 
Line No. 3: 192., 36., 600. 
(1) While the actual bridge 
wide, the model assumes the 
wide in order to use a model 
4.1.1 and Fig. 18). 
is only fifteen feet (180.0 inches) 
structure is 16.0 feet (192. inches) 
with quarter symmetry (See Section 
(2) Both overhangs must be of the same width. Since they were 
not equal, an extra foot of width was added to make both over-
hangs three feet (36. inches) wide (See Section 4.1.1 and Figure 
22). 
( 3 ) 
feet 
only 
AASHO 3B is a simple span bridge with a span length of 
(600. inches) centerline-to-centerline of bearing. 
one span length (See Ref. 9 and Figure 17). 
D. Read Output Option, (!PRINT) 
Line No. 4: S 
50.0 
Input 
(1) The short output option is desired for this example, there-
fore input "S." 
E. Read 
Direction, 
Line No. 5: 
Number of Element Divisions in the Longitudinal or x-
(NELX) 
0 
(1) The use of the internal finite element discretization option 
is desired for this example. Therefore the user should input a 
zero in this section. Since the bridge is a simple span, the 
program will automatically define NELX equal to six (See Section 
2.3.2 and Figure 22). 
F. Read Number of Girder Layers, Girder Sections, and Fatigue 
Checks, (NULAYB, NKBS, NKFATG) 
Line No. 6: 12, 2, 0 
(1) This example follows the recommendations presented in Sec-
tion 2.3.4 (Two layers per flange or coverplate and six layers 
per web). Since there are two flanges and one coverplate, a to-
tal of twelve girder layers was input (See Figure 20). 
(2) The girder is a W 18 x 60 section for the entire length. No 
girder deterioration is considered in the example. A coverplate 
exists only on the middle portion of the girder. Therefore, 
three sections exist on the full structure, but only two sections 
exist on the finite element model because of the transverse axis 
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of symmetry (See Figure 21). 
(3) No fatigue checks are considered in this example. See 
Example-3 for an illustration of this input. 
G. Read Number of Plate Girder Web Panel Checks, (NPNL) 
Line No. 7: 0 
(1) No plate girder web panel checks should be considered here 
since the girders are rolled sections and because the bridge is a 
simple span. See Example-3 for an illustration of this input. 
H.· Read Element Lengths in the Lorigitudinal or· X-Directioh, 
(SIGX(I)) 
Note: Since a zero value was input for NELX in Section-E, this 
Section is not read. The program will automatically generate the 
SIGX(I) values based on the number of spans and type of symmetry 
input.· Refef to Fig. 22 for the values gen~rated by the program 
for this example. 
I. Read Slab Thickness, (DT) 
Line No. 8: 6.45 
(1) A thickness of 6.45 inches will be assigned to all plate 
elements (See Ref. 9 and Figure 20). 
J. Read Girder Depth, Top Coverplate Thickness, and Bottom 
Coverplate Thickness, (BDEPTH, TCP, BCP) 
Line No. 9: i8~25, o.o, 0.4375 
(1) The depth of the girder is taken from Ref. 1 for a W 18 x 60 
section (See Fig. 20). 
(2) No coverplate exists, therefore input zero (See Figs. 20 and 
2 1 ) • 
(3) The bottom coverplate thickness is listed as 7/16 inches in 
Reference 9 (See Fig. 20). 
K. Read Flange Width and Thickness and Web Thickness, 
TW) 
Line No. 10: 7.558, 0.695, 0.416 
(BF, TF, 
(1,2,3) All three dimensions are taken from Ref. 3 for a W18x60 
section. 
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L. Read Geometry of Plate Girder Web Panel Checks, ( NBM (I), 
SDIST(I), PHICO(I), USLEN(I)) 
Note: This section is skipped since no web panel checks were 
specified in Section-G above. 
M. Read Web Panel Support Conditions, (IBODRY) 
Note: This section is skipped since no web panel checks were 
specified in Section-G above. 
UNIT 2 - SLAB PROPERTIES AND MATERIAL 
A. Read Concrete Compressive Cylinder Strength, (FC) 
Line No. 11: 5. 7 4 
(1) The concrete compressive cylinder strength as taken from 
reference 8. This corresponds to a 28 day test value. 
B. Read Steel Reinforcement Yield Strength, (SIGMAP) 
Line No. 12: 61.2 
(1) Reference 8 reports that the yield strength of the rein-
forcement steel was 61.2 ksi. 
C. Read Steel Reinforcement Material Number, (NSRM) 
Line No. 13: 0 
(1) Since the researchers wish to illustrate the automatic rein-
forcement generation option with this example, a zero should be 
entered. The manual user defined option is illustrated in 
Example-1. 
D. Read Steel Reinforcement Pattern Geometry, (ISIZE(I), 
SPACE(I), SZC(I), SPHI(I)) 
Note: Since a zero value was input for NSRM in Section-C, this 
section is not read. The program will automatically generate the 
values of this input in accordance with Table-1 reproduced from 
Reference 10. The generated values for this input are listed in 
Table 11 of this manual. 
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UNIT 3 - GIRDER PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
A. Read Number of Steel Materials, (NSM) 
Line No. 14: 2 
(1) Coupons from the flange, web, and coverplate were all tested 
in order to obtain properties for each region even though the 
girders are all rolled sections. Since the yield stress results 
oC the web and coverplate are nearly identical, the~ are con-
sidered to be the same material for this example (See Refs. 8 a~d 
9). The user should be reminded that a third steel material 
(NSM+l) is automatically generated by the program to simulate a 
fictitious steel layer. 
B. Read Steel Type, (CLASS(!)) 
Note: This section will 
value of line 14 above). 
is selected, Section-C 
val~es from this section. 
Line No. 15: A36 
be read a total of two times (the input 
If the user defined steel type option 
should be read before reading the next 
(1) Reference 8 reported that the flange steel had a yield 
strength of 35.1 ksi. Since the researchers wanted to illustrate 
a non-user defined option with this example, A36 steel was 
selected because its yield strength (36 KSI) nearly matches the 
test result value. 
C. Read Steel Type Material Properties, (SBY(I), EB(I), ROM(I), 
RON(!), ESHB(I), STRAN(I), SBU(I), STBU(I)) 
Note: Since the user defined option was not selected in Section-
B above, this section will not be read. The . program will 
automatically generate the material properties based on the input 
value in Section-B. The generated material properties for this 
example are listed in Table-12. 
No~e: Return to Section-B and read the steel type for the second 
~nd the last ·steel type to be inputted. 
B. Read Steel Type, (CLASS(!)) 
Line No. 16: A529 
(1) This steel type will define the material properties of both 
the web and coverplate since the reported yield stress of 39.9 
and 38.4 ksi, respectively, are nearly identical. Since the re-
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searchers wanted to illustrate a non-user defined option with 
this example, A529 was selected because its yield strength (42 
ksi) "nearly" matches the test result values. 
C. Read Steel Type Material Properties, (SBY(I), EB(I), ROM(I), 
RON ( I) , ESHB (I) , STRAN ( I) , SBU (I) , STBU (I) ) 
Note: Since the user defined option was not selected in Section-
S above, this section will not be read. The program will 
automatically generate the material properties based on the input 
value of Section-B. The generated material properties for this 
example are listed in Table-12. 
Note: All steel types have been defined including the internal 
definition of a material type-3 corresponding to a fictitious 
steel material. Therefore proceed to Section-D. 
D. Read Identical or Different Girders, (ISAME) 
Line No. 17: 0 
(1) Since this is the first girder to be defined, the input must 
be zero. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section-E. 
E. Read Distances to New Girder Cross-Sections, (DNBS(I)) 
Note: Since the number of girder sections (NBS) was defined to 
be two in Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-2 two values should be entered 
on the line for this input (See Fig. 21). 
Line No. 18: 0.0, 189. 
( 1 ) 
zero. 
line. 
Whenever Section-E is read, the first entry should always be 
This defines the end of the girder at the left support 
(2) The second entry corresponds to the beginning of the 
coverplate on the girder. The user is cautioned that the program 
will adjust this input value from 189. to 195. inches in order to 
match the generated finite element lengths (See Fig. 22). No 
other new cross-sections exist on the model. 
F. Read Identical or Different Cross-Sections, (IX) 
Line No. 19: 0 
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(1) Since this is the first cross-section to be defined, the in-
put must be zero. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section-G. 
G. Read Definition of Girder Cross-Sections, 
SIR(I,J), TY(I,J)) 
(T(I,J), B(I,J), 
Note: Since the number of girder layers (NULAYB) was defined in 
Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-1 to be twelve, twelve lines should be 
entered for this section. These twelve lines should define the 
first girder cross-section which begins at 0.0 inches (the left 
support) and ends at the start of the coverplate (189.0 inches). 
The layers should be input consecutively starting with the top 
most layer (in this case the top flange) and ending with the bot-
tom most layer (in this case the "fictitious'' bottom coverplate. 
For this-example, the first two lines correspond to the top 
flange, the next six lines define the web, the ninth and the 
tenth lines define the bottom flange, and the last two lines cor-
respond to a fictitious bottom coverplate. The coverplate does 
not physically exist at this girder section. 
Line No. 20: 0.3475, 7.558, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 2 1 : 0.3475, 7.558, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 22: 2.81, 0.416, 0.0, 2 . 
Line No. 23: 2.81, 0.416, 0.0, 2. 
Line No. 24: 2.81, 0.416, 0 . 0 ' 2 . 
Line No. 25: 2 . 8 1 ' 0.416, o.o, 2. 
Line No. 26: 2 . 8 1 ' 0.416, 0 . 0 ' 2 . 
Line No. 27: 2. 81' 0.416, 0.0, 2. 
Line No. 28: 0.3475, 7.558, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 29: 0.3475, 7.558, 0 . 0 ' 1. 
Line No. 30: 0.21875, 6. ' 0.0, 3 . 
Line No. 3 1 : 0.21875, 6.' 0.0, 3. 
(1) Vertical thickness of layer. In this example, each flange 
and coverplate is divided into two equal layers of equal thick-
ness, while the web is divided into six layers of equal thickness 
-(See Fig. 20). 
(2) Horizontal width of layer. In this example, the flange 
width, web thickness, and coverplate width are inputted for the 
appropriate layer (See Fig. 20). 
(3) Initial stress of layer. No initial or residual stresses 
were assumed for this example. 
(4) Girder steel material type of layer. The numbers 1. and 2. 
correspond to the values inputted in Section-B for the flange and 
web steel material properties. The number 3. corresponds to fic-
titious steel material properties which are defined by the 
program. 
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Note: Since another cross-section remains to be defined on this 
girder (the coverplated section), proceed to Section-F. 
F. Read Identical or Different Cross-Sections, (IX) 
Note: Is this new cross-section to be defined at the second 
location (189. inches) identical to any previously defined sec-
tion on this girder? NO 
Line No. 32: 0 
(1) While the first ten layers are identical to the previously 
defined section, the last two layers (the bottom coverplate) 
physically exist at this cross-section location. Therefore, the 
sections are different and a zero should be inputted. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section-G. 
G. Read Definition of Girder Cross-Section by Layers, 
B(I,J), SIR(I,J), TY(I,J)) 
(T(I,J), 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, 
Section-G. 
proceed to 
G. Read Definition of Girder Cross-Section by Layers, 
B(I,J), SIR(I,J), TY(I,J)) 
(T(I,J), 
Note: Since number of girder layers (NULAYB) is defined in Unit-
1, Section-F, Entry-2 to be twelve, twelve lines should be en-
tered for this section. These twelve lines should define the 
second girder cross-section which begins at 189.0 inches (the 
start of the coverplate) and ends at the transverse centerline 
(300.0 inches). The layers should be input consecutively start-
ing with the top most layer (in this case the bottom coverplate). 
For this example, the first two lines correspond to the top 
flange, the next six lines define the web, the ninth and the 
tenth lines correspond to the bottom flange, and the last two 
lines define the bottom coverplate of the girder. The only dif-
ference from the first section defined is the material type of 
the bottom coverplate (last entry on last two lines) changes from 
fictitious to actual steel properties for the coverplate layers. 
Line No. 33: 0.3475, 7.558, o.o, 1. 
Line No. 34: 0.3475, 7.558, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 35: 2.81, 0.416, 0.0, 2 . 
Line No. 36: 2.81, 0.416, 0. 0' 2 . 
Line No. 37: 2. 81' 0.416, 0. 0' 2. 
Line No. 38: 2 . 8 1 ' 0.416, 0. 0' 2 • 
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Line No. 39: 2. 81, 0.416, 0.0, 2. 
Line No. 40: 2 o 8 1 1 0.416, 0.0, 2. 
Line No. 41: 0.3475, 7.558, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 42: 0.3475, 7.558, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 43: 0.21875, 6 • 1 0.0, 2. 
Line No. 44: 0.21875, 6.' 0 . 0 ' 2. 
(1) Vertical thickness of layer. In this example, each flange 
and coverplate is divided into two layers of equal thickness, 
while the web is divided into six layers of equal thickness (See 
Fig. 20). 
(2) Horizontal width of layer. In this example, the flange 
width, web thickness and coverplate width are inputted for the 
appr6priate layer (See Fig. 20). 
(i) · Initial stress of laye~. No initial or residual stresses 
were assumed for this example. 
(4) Girder steel material type of layer. The numbers 1. and 2. 
correspond to the values inputted in Section-S for the flange and 
the web and coverplate steel material properties. No fictitious 
layers exist in this cross-section. 
Note: Since the first girder has been completely defined for the 
finite element model (no new 6ross-sections exist on this 
girder), proceed to Section-D since a second girder remains to be 
defined. 
D. Read Identical or Different Girders, (!SAME) 
Note: Is the second and last girder of the finite element model 
identical to the first girder defined? YES 
Line No. 45: 1 
(1) All girders are assumed to be identical in cross-section, 
therefore input one to indicate the second girder is identical to 
the first girder. The user is reminded that only one-half of 
this girder is included in the model because it lies along the 
longitudinal axis of symmetry. The program internally determine~ 
if the girder is a full or half section and adjusts the layer 
dimensions when necessary. 
Note: Since the girders are identical (a one is input for this 
section), Section-D should be read for the third girder. 
However, there is no third girder in the finite element model 
(See Fig. 22). Therefore, the user should proceed to Section-H. 
H. Read Fatigue Cycles, (IFATCYC(I)) 
Note: This section is skipped since no fatigue checks (NFATG) 
were specified in Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-3. 
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I. Read Geometry and Type of Fatigue Detail, ( NBEAM( I), 
LDIST(I), VDIST(I), TDETAIL(I)) 
Note: This section is skipped since no fatigue checks (NFATG} 
were specified in Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-3. 
J. Read Type of Composite Action, (ICOMP(I)) 
Line No. 46: FULL 
(1) Reference 9 reports that the bridge was designed to act as a 
fully composite structure. 
UNIT - 4 STRUCTURAL LOADING 
Note: Sections-A and -B below will be read first for the dead 
load on the beam solution. This procedure is then repeated two 
more times for the dead load on the superstructure and live load 
solutions. 
A. Read Number of Area Loads, (NC) 
Line No. 47: 2 
(1) The dead load on the beam solution expects 
steel and wet concrete load carried by each girder 
Therefore, since two girders exist in the model, 
should be input. 
B. Read Area Load Lines, (Q, X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
the equivalent 
to be input. 
two area loads 
Note: The number of lines to be entered for this section should 
be equal to the value input in Section-A above. Therefore, for 
this example, two lines should be entered for the dead load on 
the beam solution. The first line defines the steel and wet con-
crete load carried by the first or exterior girder and the 
positioning of that load for this solution. Similarly, the 
second line defines the load on the second or interior girder and 
the positioning of that load. All dead loads should be input as 
extremely narrow area loads running the full length of the finite 
element model in order to simulate a line load on the girders. 
See Section 2.2 for a further explanation of the loading. 
Line No. 48: 
Line No. 49: 
4.44080, 150., 36., 300., 0.01 
4.08512, 150., 96., 300., 0.01 
( 1 ) The intensity of the area load. The value is higher for 
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entry at line No. 48 since the effective width of the concrete on 
the exterior girder is larger in this example (See Section 2.2 in 
order to determine load intensities). 
(2) The centroidal location of the area load in the longitudinal 
or x-direction. For this solution, input one-half the girder 
length of the finite element model (see Fig. 22). 
(3) The centroidal location of the area load in the transversal 
or y-direction. For this solution, input the y-coordinate defin-
ing the location of the girder (See Fig. 22). 
(4) The length of the area load in the longitudinal or x-
direction. For this solution, input the length of the finite 
element model (See Fig. 22). 
(5) The width of the area load in the transversal or y-
direction. For this solution, input 0.01 inches to simulate a 
line load. 
Note: The loading for the dead load on the beam solution is now 
completely defined. Repeat the above process for the dead load 
on the superstructure solution. 
A. Read Number of Area Loads, (NC) 
Line No. 50: 1 
(1) As explained in Sectfon 4.1.1, there is only one dead load 
on the superstructure. Only the dead load due to the wooden curb 
at the free edge is considered for this example. 
B. Read Area Load Lines, (Q, X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
Note: The number of lines to be entered for this section should 
be equal to the value input in Section-A above. For this ex-
ample, one line should be entered for the dead load on the super-
structure solution. See Section 2.2 for a further explanation of 
loading. 
Line No. 51: 0.000277, 150., 6., 300., 12. 
(1) The intensity of the area load. Reference 8 reported that 
the wooden curb had a unit weight of 40.0 pounds per lineal foot. 
That value has been converted to an equivalent area load for in-
put. 
(2) The centroidal location of the area load in the longitudinal 
or x-direction. For this solution and example, the loading runs 
along the entire length of the structure. Therefore, input one-
half the girder length of the finite element model (See Fig. 22). 
(3) The centroidal location of the area load in the transversal 
or y-direction. For this example, Reference 8 reports that the 
curb was one foot wide. Therefore, input one-half the curb 
width. 
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(4) The length of the area load in the longitudinal or x-
direction. For this example, input the length of the finite ele-
ment model (See Fig. 22). 
(5) The width of the area load in the transversal or y-
direction. For this example, Reference 8 reported the curb width 
was 12. inches. 
Note: The loading for the dead load on the superstructure solu-
tion is now completely defined. Repeat the above process for the 
live load solution. 
A. Read Number of Area Loads, (NC) 
Line No. 52: 1 
(1) As explained in Section 4.1.1, the live load can be 
lated by a rectangular area load at the midspan of the 
structure. Therefore, only one area load should be input. 
B. Read Area Load Lines, (Q, X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
simu-
super-
Note: The number of lines to be entered for this section should 
be equal to the value input in Section-A above. For this ex-
ample, one line should be entered for the live load solution. 
Refer to Section 4.1.1 and Section 2.2 for a further explanation 
of the loading. 
Line No. 53: 0.00193, 210., 60., 180., 72. 
(1) The intensity of the area load. The input intensity is 
based on calculations made from Reference 5. 
(2) The centroidal location of the area load in the longitudinal 
or x-direction. For this example, input the x-coordinate value 
for the centroid of the area load on the finite element model. 
(3) The centroidal location of the area load in the transversal 
or y-direction. For this example, input the y-coordinate value 
for the centroid of the area load on the finite element model. 
( 4) The length of the area load in the longi.tudinal or x-
direction. 
(5) The width of the area load in the transversal or y-
direction. 
Note: This completes the input necessary to run the detailed 
version of Program BOVAS for Example Problem-2. 
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4.3 Example Problem 3 
4.3.1 Description of the Problem 
The third example problem is a four span welded girder bridge 
from the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) plans on Typical 
Continuous Bridges by Load Factor Design (Ref. 19). This bridge 
superstructure has spans of 100 feet, 140 feet, 140 feet, and 100 
feet centerline-to-centerline on bearing with a 44 foot road way 
width (See Figs. 23 and 24). The reinforced concrete deck 
averages 9.0 inches thick and the five welded plate girders have 
web plates 66 inches x 3/8 inches. The variation in the girder 
flange plates is shown in Fig. 25. The girders are braced 
laterally at the supports by channel sections and at ap-
proximately every 25 feet with steel cross-bracing. The material 
properties of the concrete, reinforcing steel, and girder steel 
used in the analysis are outlined in Table 13. The girder web is 
composed of A36 steel while the girder flanges are composed of 
either A36 or A441 steel as noted in Fig. 25. 
Based upon previous results (Ref. 6), which indicate that the 
maximum moment envelope of a bridge superstructure can be ob-
tained by a uniformly distributed load pattern, a uniformly dis-
tributed load pattern will also be applied in this case using a 
rectangular area load. While such a loading condition will not 
necessarily give the worst possible loading condition, the 
results should effectively exhibit buckling, post-buckling, and 
any other nonlinear behavior, if any, of conventional bridges. 
The live load will be applied as an area load over the entire 
slab surface between girders one and three (See Fig. 24) for the 
entire length of the superstructure. Meanwhile, the dead loads 
for the dead load on the beam solution should be input as an ex-
tremely narrow area load over each girder running the full length 
of the finite element model. The load intensity for the dead 
load on the beam solution should include the weight of the steel 
and the wet concrete. Finally, the dead load on the superstruc-
ture loads will illustrate the case when no load is desired on 
the structure. In this case, a minimal load will be placed along 
the two free edges of the superstructure. 
The structure is definitely symmetric about two axes in its 
geometry, but the bridge is only symmetric about a transverse 
axis of symmetry in its loading. Therefore, only one-half of the 
structure need be analyzed. The bridge will be modeled using 
only the first two spans. 
Figure 26 shows the superstructure discretized into a series of 
finite elements. The node points, element numbering, and element 
divisions are indicated in the figure. A total of 336 nodes, 200 
slab or plate elements, and 100 beam elements were used. 
The layered slab and girder elements are shown in figures 27 and 
28. A total of six layers of concrete and four layers of steel 
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reinforcement were used in the slab finite element. However, the 
second steel layer (top longitudinal reinforcement) has two 
layers contained in it to resist cracking in the negative moment 
regions. The direction of action of the reinforcement is indi-
cated by the cross-hatched area and is given along with the 
thickness, bar size, and spacing in Table 14. The beam finite 
element consists of a total of 15 layers as indicated in Fig. 28. 
Because of the variation in flange thickness along the length of 
the girder (See Fig. 25), multiple coverplates exist on both the 
top and bottom flanges. Therefore, there will be cross-sections 
with layers where steel does not physically exist. These layers 
are modeled by specifying a fictitious material with effectively 
no stiffness. 
Finally, this example checks for both buckling and fatigue. A 
total of six transversely stiffened web plate panels per girder 
are specified in the analysis. The first four are located over 
the first interior support, pier-2, while the last two web plate 
panels are at the center support, pier-3. Based upon the lateral 
bracing, the unbraced lengths of the web plate panel compression 
flanges are assumed to be equal to 300., 300., 280., 280., 280., 
and 280. inches, respectively. As stated earlier, fatigue will 
also be investigated in this example. A total of 74 locations 
will be checked against the allowable stress range values. These 
locations correspond to essentially two types of critical 
details: (1) the groove weld connecting flanges of differing 
size when reinforcement is not removed (Stress Category-C) and 
(2) transverse stiffener to web or flange welds (Stress Category 
C*, but conservatively modeled as Category C) (See Ref. 2 and 
Section 2.3.7). 
4.3.2 Data Input Units 
This section gives the read statement and associated values for 
that read statement. Input units correspond to those presented 
in Chapter III. The user is reminded that input formats are 
given in Chapter III and all units of input should be in kips and 
inches. The commas in the input data stream are used to identify 
separate data entries. The input units with the actual data 
lines for Example - 3 are given in Section 4.3.3. 
UNIT 1 - INITIAL INPUT PARAMETERS 
A. Read Title Line, (!TITLE) 
Line No. 1: DETAILED VERSION - BOVAS EXAMPLE BRIDGE 
FOUR SPAN 
3 - FHWA 
(1) This line contains an arbitrary but unique title used for 
identification purposes. 
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B. Read Number of Spans, Number of Girders, and Type of Sym-
~etry, ~NSPANS, NOMB, TSYM(I)) 
Line No. 2: 4, 5, TRAN 
(1) This is a four span bridge, therefore the number of spans 
equals four (Ref. 19 and Section 4.3.1). 
(2) There are five girders on the full structure of this brid~e 
(See Fig. 24) 
(3) The loading and bridge geometry are assumed to be symmetric 
with respect to a transverse axis of symmetry, therefore input 
half-traverse symmetry (See Section 4.3.1). 
C. Read Superstructure Width, Bridge Overhang, and Span 
Length(~), (WIDTH, OVHANG, SPANL(I)) 
I 
Line No. 3: 558., 47., 1200., 1680., 1680., 1200. 
(1) The FHWA plans (Ref. 19 or Fig. 24) show the total bridge 
superstructure width to be 46' - 6" or 558. inches. 
(2). The distance between the free edge and the centerline of the 
exterior girder 'is shown to be 47. inches in Figure 26. 
(3, 4, 5, 6) Sine~ this example is a four ~pan bridge, four span 
lengths should be entered (See Section 4.3.1 and Fig. 23).· 
D. Read Output Option, (IPRINT) 
Line No. 4: S 
.( l ). The short output option .is desired for this' example, there-
fore input "S." 
E. Read Number of ~lement Divisions in the Longi~udinal or X-
Direction, (NELX) 
Line No. 5: 20 
(1) The use of automatic mesh generation option would have 
defined NELX to be 12. However, because of girder cross-section 
changes at several locations and because a fine mesh is desired 
ai'th~ negative mo~ent ~egions, the researchers chose to input 
their own mesh for this example. (See Section 2.3.2 and Fig. 26). 
E. Read Number of Girder Layers, Girder Sections, and Fatigue 
Checks, (NULAYB, NBS, NFATG) 
(1) This example provides an illustration of girder layering for 
a more complex girder. For this bridge, the flange thickness 
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varies along the length of the girder. The smallest flange 
thickness on each flange should be considered as the flange 
thicknesses for the entire girder. Any remaining portion of the 
flange thickness should be considered as a coverplate layer. In 
this example, there are two top coverplates and one top flange 
~hich correspond to layers one through three. Similarly, there 
are three bottom coverplates and one bottom flange which cor-
respond to the last four layers. Layers four through eleven are 
of equal thickness and define the web of the girder. Eight web 
layers were chosen because the girder is relatively deep (See 
Fig. 28). 
(2) Assuming there is no deterioration on the girders, there are 
four sections of new cross-section on the girder (See Fig. 25) 
for the half-transverse symmetry option. 
(3) A total of 74 locations will be checked for fatigue (See 
Section 4.3.1). 
G. Read Number of Plate Girder Web Panel Checks, (NPNL) 
Line No. 7: 30 
(1) As stated in Section 4.3.1, six checks will be made on each 
girder in the finite element model. Therefore, a total of thirty 
web panel locations will be investigated for buckling. 
H. Read Element Lengths in the Longitudinal or X-Direction, 
(SIGX(I)) 
Note: Since a non-zero value was input in Section-E above, input 
is expected from this statement. Twenty element divisions were 
defined in Section-E, therefore 20 lengths should be entered 
here. The lengths should total to the sum of the first two span 
lengths (2880. inches) since a transverse axis of symmetry is 
used in the model. 
Line No. 8: 200., 200., 200. , 204., 204., 92. , 50., 50. 
Line No.9: 46.667, 46.667, 98.667, 216., 216., 216., 200., 200. 
Line No. 10: 200., 146.667, 46.667, 46.667 
(1) In this example the coverplate starts or ends at 1008., 
1392., and 2640. inches. Therefore element divisions should oc-
cur at those locations. Also, since the program is going to 
check for buckling, a finer mesh is desirable near the interior 
supports. Finally, an experienced user would know that the 
aspect ratio of the elements (length to width ratio) should not 
exceed four or five to one. The input for this section was based 
on the above reasoning (See Fig. 26). 
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I. 'Read Slab Thickness, ( DT) 
Line No. 11: 9. 
(1) A thickness of 9.0 inches will be assigned to all plate ele-
ments (See Ref. 19 and Fig. 27). 
J. Read Girder Depth, Top Coverplate Thickness, and Bottom 
Coverplate Thickness, (EDEPTH, TCP, BCP) 
Line No. 12: 67.5, 0.75, 0.625 
(1) On a built-up section the depth of the girder is equal to 
the sum of the top flange thickness (0.625 inches), web depth 
(66. inches), and bottom flange thickness (0.875 inches) (See 
Fig. 28). 
(2) For this example, the difference between the largest and 
smallest top flange thickness is considered as the top coverplate 
thickness (See Ref. 19 and Fig. 25). 
(3) For this example, the difference between the largest and 
smallest bottom flange thickness is considered as the bottom 
coverplate thickness (Ref. 19 and Fig. 25). 
K. Read Flange Width and Thickness and Web Thickness, 
TW) 
Line No. 13: 16., 0.625, 0.375 
( BF, TF I 
( 1 ) 
and 
Input the largest top flange width on the girder (See Ref. 9 
( 2 ) 
Ref. 
( 3 ) 
2 5) • 
Fig. 25). 
Input the smallest top flange thickness on the girder (See 
9 and Fig . 2 5 ) • 
Input the web thickness of the girder (See Ref. 9 and Fig. 
L. Read Geometry of Plate Girder Web Panel Checks, (NBM(I), 
SDIST(I), PHICO(I), USLEN(I)) 
Note: Since a non-zero value was input in Section-G above, input 
is expected from this statement. 
Thirty panel checks were specified in Section-G, therefore 30 
lines should be entered here. 
Line No. 14: 1, 1125. , 0.0, 300. 
Line No. 15: 1, 1175., 0. 0, 300. 
Line No. 16: 1 , 1225., 180. , 280. 
Line No. 17: 1, 1275., 180., 280. 
Line No. 18: 1, 2810., 0 . 0 , 280. 
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Line No. 19: 11 2850 • 1 0 • 0 1 280. 
Line No. 20: 21 1125 • 1 0.0, 300. 
Line No. 2 1 : 21 1175 • 1 0.01 300. 
Line No. 22: 21 1225.' 180 • 1 280. 
Line No. 23: 21 1275 • 1 180 o 1 280. 
Line No. 24: 2' 2810 o 1 0.0, 280. 
Line No. 25: 2 1 2850 o 1 0 o 01 280. 
Line No. 26: 3' 1125., 0.01 300. 
Line No. 27: 3, 117 5. , 0 . 0 , 300. 
Line No. 28: 3, 1225., 180., 280. 
Line No. 29: 3, 1275., 0.0, 280. 
Line No. 30: 3, 2810. , 0. 0, 280. 
Line No. 3 1 : 31 2850., 0.0, 280. 
Line No. 32: 4 , 1125. , 0. 0, 300. 
Line No. 33: 4, 117 5. , 0. 0, 300. 
Line No. 34: 4, 1225., 180. , 280. 
Line No. 35: 4 , 1275.' 180.' 280. 
Line No. 36: 4, 2810., 0. 0, 280. 
Line No. 37: 4, 2850.' 0. 0, 280. 
Line No. 38: 5, 1125 o 1 0. 0, 300. 
Line No. 39: 5 ' 117 5. ' 0. 0, 300. 
Line No. 40: 5, 1225., 180.' 280. 
Line No. 41: 5 ' 1275., 180., 280. 
Line No. 42: 5, 2810., 0.0, 280. 
( 1 ) As stated in Section 4.3.1, six panel checks should be made 
on each of the five girders. Therefore input each girder number 
six times. 
(2) Panel checks should be made on two elements preceding the 
first interior support as well as the first two elements and last 
two elements on the second span. The researchers recommend in-
putting the distance to the approximate center of these elements. 
(3) Counterclockwise shear deformations are expected on the four 
elements which precede the first two interior supports, there~ore 
enter 0.0 for those panel checks. Meanwhile, clockwise shear 
deformations are expected on the first two elements on the second 
span, therefore enter 180.0 for those panel checks (See Fig. 16). 
(4) The second cross frame spacing of the first span is shown to 
be 25 feet (300. inches) in Ref. 19. Similarly, the cross frame 
spacing of the second span is shown to be 23' - 4" (280. inches). 
Input the correct values for each of the two spans. 
M. Web Panel Support Conditions, (IBODRY) 
Line No. 44: 1 
(1) For this example, the flanges are assumed to be as fixed 
ended beams. Therefore, a one was input for this section. 
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UNIT 2 - SLAB PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
A. Read Concrete Compressive Cylinder Strength, (FC) 
Line No. 45: 5.5 
(1) This is the assumed 28 day test value for the concrete com-
pressive cylinder strength (See Table 13). 
B. Read Steel Reinforcement Yield Strength, (SIGMAP) 
Line No. 45: 40 
(1) Grade 40 or 40 ksi reinforcing steel is the lowest grade 
used on the superstructure (See Ref. 19). By inputting the 
lowest yield strength, results may be slightly conservative. 
C. Read Steel Reinforcement Material Number, (NSRM) 
Line No. 47: 0 
(1) Since the researchers ~ish to illustrate the automatic rein-
forcement generation option for a continuous span, a zero is en-
tered. The manual user defined option is illustrated in Example-
1. 
D. Read Steel Reinforcement Pattern Geometry, (ISIZE(I), 
SPACE.(!), SZC(I), SPHI(I)) 
Note: Since a zero value was input for NSRM in Sectibn-C, this 
serition is not read. The program will automatically generate the 
values of this input in accordance with Table 1 reproduced from 
Reference 10. The generated values for this input are listed in 
Table 14 of this manual. 
UNIT 3 - GIRDER PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
A. Read Number of Ste~l Materials, (NSM) 
Line No. 48: 2 
(1) Reference 19 and Figure 25 show that the girder is composed 
of two steel materials (A36 and A441). Therefore the user should 
input a two in this Section. The user is also reminde~ that a 
third steel material (NSM+1) is automatically generated by the 
program to simulate a fictitious steel layer. 
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B. Read Steel Type, (CLASS( I)) 
Note: This section will be read a total of two times (the input 
value of Line No. 48 above). If the user defined steel type op-
tion is selected, Section-C should be read before reading the 
next value from this section. 
Line No. 49: A36 
(1) A36 steel is used on all flange and coverplate layers except 
those over the intermediate supports. It is also used for all 
web layers (See Fig. 25). 
C. Read Steel Type Material Properties, (SBY(I), EB(I), ROM(I), 
RON(I), ESHB(I), STRAN(I), SSBU(I), STBU(I)) 
Note: Since the user defined options were not selected in 
Section-B above, this section will not be read. The program will 
automatically generate the material properties based on the input 
value in Section-B. The generated material properties for this 
example are listed in Table 13. 
Note: Return to Section-B and read the steel type for the second 
and last steel type to be inputted. 
B. Read Steel Type, (CLASS(I)) 
Line No. 50: A441 
(1) A441 steel is used only on the flange and coverplate layers 
over the intermediate supports (See Fig. 25). 
C. Read Steel Type and Material Properties, (SBY(I), EB(I), 
ROM(I), RON(I), ESHB(I), STRAN(I), SBU(I), STBU(I)) 
Note: Since the user defined option was not selected in Section-
a above, this section will not be read. The program will 
automatically generate the material properties based on the input 
value of Section-B. The generated material properties for this 
example are listed in Table 13. 
Note: All steel types have been defined including the internal 
definition of a material type three eorresponding to a fictitious 
steel material. Therefore proceed td Section-D 
D. Read Identical or Different Girders, (ISAME) 
Lfne No. 51: 0 
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(1) Since this is the first girder to be defined, the input must 
be zero. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section-E. 
E. Read Distances to New Girder Cross-Sections, (DNBS(I)) 
Note: Since the number of girder sections (NBS) w~s defined to 
be four in Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-2·, four values should be en-
tered on the line for this input (See Fig. 25). 
Line No. 52: 0.0, 1008., 1392., 2640. 
( 1 ) 
zero. 
line. 
Whenever Section-E is read, the first entry should always be 
This defines the end of the girder at the left support 
(2) The second entry corresponds to the beginning of the change 
in flange thickness and material type on the girder on the first 
span (See Fig. 25). 
(3) The third entry corresponds to the end of section two above 
on the second span of the superstructure (See Fig, 25). 
(4) The fourth and last entry corresponds to the beginning of 
the 'change in flange thickness and material type on the girder on 
the second span (See Fig. 25). No other new cross-sections exist 
on the model. 
F. Read Identical or Different Cross-Sections, (IX) 
Line No. 53: 0 
(1) Since this is the first girder cross-section to be defined, 
the input must be zero. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section-G. 
G. Read Definition of Girder Cross-Section, 
SIR(I,J), TY(I,J)) 
(T(I,J), B(I,J), 
Note: Since the number of girder layers (NULAYB) was defined in 
Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-1 to be 15, 15 lines should be entered 
for this section. These 15 lines should define the first girder 
cross-section which begins at 0.0 .inches (the left support) and 
ends at the start of the second section (108. inches). The 
layers should be input consecutively starting with the top most 
layer (in this case the top most "fictitious" coverplate) and en-
ding with the bottom most layer (in this case the bottom most 
"fictitious" coverplate). For this example, the first two lines 
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define the two top fictitious coverplates, the third line cor-
responds to the flange, the next eight lines define the web, the 
twelfth line corresponds to the bottom flange, and the last three 
lines define the three bottom fictitious coverplates. None of 
the five coverplate layers physically exist at this girder cross-
section. 
Line No. 54: 0.125, 12. ' 0.0, 3. 
Line No. 55: 0.625, 12.' 0 . 0 ' 3. 
Line No. 56: 0.625, 12. ' 0 . 0 ' 1. 
Line No. 57: 8.25, 0.375, 0 . 0 ' 1. 
Line No. 58: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 59: 8.25, 0.375, 0 . 0 ' 1. 
Line No. 60: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 61: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 62: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 63: 9. 25' 0.375, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 64: 8.25, 0.375, 0 . 0 ' 1. 
Line No. 65: 0.875, 16.' 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 66: 0.25, 16. ' 0 . 0 ' 3. 
Line No. 67: 0.125, 16.' 0. 0' 3. 
Line No. 68: 0.25, 16.' 0.0, 3. 
(1) Vertical thickness of layer. In this example, each flange 
and coverplate is considered one layer, while the web is divided 
into eight layers of equal thickness (See Fig. 28). 
(2) Horizontal width of layer. In this example, the flange 
width, web thickness, and coverplate width are inputted for the 
appropriate layer (See Fig. 28). 
(3) Initial stress of layer. No initial or residual stresses 
were assumed for this example. 
(4) Girder steel material type of layer. The number 1. cor-
responds to the first steel material type inputted in Section-B. 
In this case, material type-1. is A36 steel. The number 3. cor-
responds to fictitious steel material properties which were 
defined by the program. 
Note: Since another cross-section remains to be defined on this 
girder, proceed to Section-F. 
F. Read Identical or Different Cross-Sections, (IX) 
Note: Is this new cross-section to be defined at the second 
location (1008. inches) identical to any previously defined sec-
tion on this girder? NO. 
Line No. 69: 0 
(1) While the layer thickness and initial stress are the same 
for all layers on both sections, the width of the top three 
layers increases and the material type changes for both flanges 
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and three of the five coverplate layers. Therefore, the sections 
are different and a zero should be inputted. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section-G. 
G. Read Definition of Girder Cross-Section by Layers, 
B(I,J), SIRR(I,J), TY(I,J)) 
(T(I,J), 
Note: Since the number of layers (NULAYB) is defined in Unit-1, 
Section-F, Entry-2 to be 15, 15 lines should be entered for this 
section. These 15 lines should define the second cross-section 
of the first girder which begins at 1008. inches (the start of a 
real coverplates section) and ends at the start of the third 
cross-section (1392. inches). The layers should be input con-
·secutively starting with the top most layer (in this case the top 
·"fictitious" coverplate) and ending with the bottom most layer 
(in this case the bottom "fictitious" coverplate). For this ex-
ample, the first two lines define the two top coverplates, ·the 
third line corresponds to the top flange, the next eight lines 
define the web, and the twelfth line corresponds to the bottom 
flange, and the last three lines define the .three bottom 
coverplates. The top most and bottom most coverplate layers do 
not physically exist at this girder cross-section. The only dif-
ference from the first cross-section defined is that the material 
type of layers 2, 3, 12, 13, and 14 changes to A441 steel and the 
top three layers increase to 16. inches in width. 
Line No. 70: 0. 125, 16. , 0. 0, 3. 
Line No. 7 1 : 0.625, 16. , 0. 0, 2. 
Line No. 72: 0.625, 16., 0. 0, 2 . 
Line No. 73: 8.25, 0.375, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 7 4: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0, 1. 
Line No. 75: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0, 1. 
Line No. 76: 8.25, 0.375, 0 . 0 , 1. 
Line No. 77: 8. 25, 0.375, 0 . 0 , 1. 
Line· No. 78: 8.25, 0.375, 0 . 0 , 1. 
Line No. 79: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 80: 8.25, 0.375, o.o, 1. 
Line No. 81: 0.875, 16.' 0 . 0 , 2. 
Line No. 82: 0.25, 16. ' o.o, 2 . 
Line No. 83: 0.125, 16. ' 0. 0' 2 . 
Line No. 84: 0.25, 16.' 0. 0, 3 . 
(1) Vertical thickness of layer. In this example, each flange 
and coverplate is considered as one layer, while the web is 
divided into 8 layers of equal thickness (See Fig. 28). 
(2) Horizontal width of layer. In this exa~ple, the flange 
width, web thickness, and coverplate width are inputted for the 
appropriate layer (See Fig. 28). 
(3) Initial stress of layer. No initial or residual stresses 
were assumed for this example. 
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(4) Girder steel material type of layer. The numbers 1. and 2. 
correspond to the steel material types inputted in Section-B. In 
this example, they correspond to A36 and A441 steels, respec-
tively. The number 3. corresponds to fictitious steel material 
properties which were defined by the program. 
Note: Since another cross-section remains to be defined on this 
girder, proceed to Section-F. 
F. Read Identical or Different Cross-Sections, (IX) 
Note: Is this new cross-section to be defined at the third loca-
tion (1392. inches) identical to any previously defined section 
on this girder? NO 
Line No. 85: 0 
(1) The third section is nearly identical to the first cross-
section. If layer thirteen was a fictitious layer instead of a 
real steel layer in this section, cross-section three would be 
identical to the first cross-section and the user could have in-
put a one, skipped Section-G, and read Section-F for the fourth 
and last cross-section. However, there is a difference in the 
two sections, therefore the user should input zero. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section-G. 
G. Read Definition of Girder Cross-Section by Layers, T(I,J), 
B(I,J), SIR(I,J), TY(I,J)) 
Note: Since the number of girder layers (NULAYB) is defined in 
Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-2 to be 15, 15 lines should be entered 
for this section. These 15 lines should define the third cross-
section of the first girder which begins at 1392. inches (the end 
of the first coverplated section) and ends at the start of the 
fourth cross-section (2640. inches). The layers should be input 
consecutively starting with the top most layer (in this case the 
top most "fictitious'' coverplate) and ending with the bottom most 
layer (in this case the bottom most ''fictitious" coverplate). 
For this example, the first two lines define the top two 
"fictitious" coverplates, the third line corresponds to the top 
flange, the next eight lines define the web, the twelfth line 
corresponds to the bottom flange, the last three lines define the 
three bottom coverplates. The' two top and two bottom coverplate 
layers do not physically exist at this girder cross-section. 
Line No. 86: 0.125, 12. , 0.0, 3. 
Line No. 87: 0.625, 12. , 0. 0' 3 . 
Line No. 88: 0.625, 12., 0. 0, 1. 
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Line No. 89: 8.25, 0.375, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 90: 8.25, 0.375, 0 . 0 ' 1. 
Line No. 91: 8.25, 0.375, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 92: 8.25, 0.375, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 93: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 94: 8.25, 0.375, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 95: 8.25, 0.375, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 96: 8.25, 0.375, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 97: 0.875, 16. ' o.o, 1. 
Line No. 98: 0.25, 16. ' 0. 0' 1. 
Line No. 99: 0. 125' 16. ' 0.0, 3. 
Line No. 100: 0.25, 16. 1 0 . 0 ' 3. 
(1) Vertical thickness of layer. In this example, each flange 
and coverplate is considered as one layer, while the web is 
divided into eight layers of equal thickness (See Fig. 28). 
(2) Horizontal width of layer. In this example, the flange 
width, web thickness, and coverplate width are inputted for the 
appropriate layer (See Fig. 28). 
(3) Initial stress of layer. No initial or residual stress were 
assumed for this example. 
(4) Girder steel material type of layer. The number 1. cor-
responds to the first steel material type inputted in Section-B. 
In this example, material type-1 is A36 steel. The number 3. 
corresponds to fictitious steel material properties which were 
defined by the program. 
Note: Since another cross-section remains to be defined on this 
girder, proceed to Section-F. 
F. Read Identical or Different Cross-Section, (IX) 
Note: Is this new cross-section to be defined at the fourth 
location (2640. inches) identical to any previously defined 
cross-section on this girder? NO. 
Line No. 101: 0 
(1) Since the cross-section has no fictitious steel coverplate 
layers, it is not identical to any of the previously defined 
cross-sections. Therefore, the user should input zero. 
Note: Since a zero is inputted for this section, proceed to 
Section-G. 
G. Read Definition of Girder Cross-Section by Layers, 
B(I,J), SIR(I,J), TY(I,J)) 
(T(I,J), 
Note: Since the number of girder layers (NULAYB) is defined in 
Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-1 to be 15, 15 lines should be entered 
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for this section. These fifteen lines should define the fourth 
cross-section of the first girder which begins at 2640. inches 
and ends at the transverse axis of symmetry (2880. inches). The 
layers should be input consecutively starting with the top most 
layer (in this case the top most coverplate) and ending with the 
bottom most layer (in this case the bottom most coverplate). For 
this example, the first two lines define the top two coverplates, 
the third line corresponds to the top flange, the next eight 
lines define the web, and the twelfth line corresponds to the 
bottom flange, and the last three lines define the three bottom 
coverplates. There are no fictitious steel layers at third gir-
der cross-section. 
Line No. 102: 0.125, 16i., 0. 0, 2. 
Line No. 103: 0.625, 16. , 0. 0, 2 . 
Line No. 104: 0.625, 16., 0. 0, 2 . 
Line No. 105: 8.25, 0.375, 0 . 0 , 1. 
Line No. 106: 8.25, 0.375, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 107: 8.25, 0.375, 0 . 0 , 1. 
Line No. 108: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0, 1. 
Line No. 109: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0, 1. 
Line No. 110: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0, 1. 
Line No. 1 1 1 : 8. 25, 0.375, 0.0, 1. 
Line No. 112: 8.25, 0.375, 0. 0, 1. 
Line No. 113: 0.875, 18. , 0 . 0 , 2 . 
Line No. 1 1 4 : 0.25, 18. , 0.0, 2. 
Line No. 115: 0. 125, 18., 0 . 0 , 2. 
Line No. 116: 0. 25, 18., 0. 0, 2. 
(1) Vertical thickness of layer. In this example, each flange 
and coverplate is considered as one layer, while the web is 
divided into eight layers of equal thickn~ss (See Fig. 28). 
(2) Horizontal width of layer. In this example, the flange 
width, web thickness, and coverplate width are inputted for the 
appropriate layer (See Fig. 28). 
(3) Initial stress of layer. No initial or residual stress was 
assumed for this example. 
(4) Girder steel material type of layer. The numbers 1. and 2. 
correspond to the values inputted in Section-B. In this example, 
they correspond to A36 and A441 steels, respectively. No fic-
titious layers exist in this cross-section. 
Note: Since the first girder has been completely defined for the 
finite element model (no new cross-section exist on this girder), 
proceed to Section-D since four girders remain to be defined. 
D. Read Identical or Different Girders, (!SAME) 
Note: Is the second girder of the finite element model identical 
to the first girder defined? YES 
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Line No. 117: 1 
(1) All girders are assumed to be identical in cross-section, 
therefore input one to indicate the second girder is identical to 
the first girder. 
Note: Since the girders are identical (a one is input for this 
section), Section-D should be read for the third girder. There-
fore, skip Sections-E, -F, and -G and return to Section-D. 
D. Read Identical or Different Girders, (!SAME) 
Note: Is the third girder of the finite element model identical 
to the second girder defined? YES 
Line No. 118: 1 
(1) All girders are assumed to be identical in cross-section, 
therefore input one to indicate the third girder is identical to 
the second girder. 
Note: Since the girders are identical (a one is input for this 
section), Section-D should be read for the fourth girder. There-
fore, skip Sections-E, -F, and -G and return to Section-D. 
D. Read Identical or Different Girders, (!SAME) 
Note: Is the fourth girder of the finite element model identical 
to the third girder defined? YES. 
Line No. 119: 1 
(1) All girders are assumed to be identical in cross-section, 
therefore input one to indicate the fourth girder is identical to 
the third girder. 
Note: Since the girders are identical (a one is input for this 
section), Section-D should be read for the fifth and last girder. 
Therefore, skip Sections-E, -F, and -G and return to Section-D. 
D. Read Identical or Different Girders, (ISAME) 
Note: Is the fifth girder of the finite element model identical 
to the fourth girder defined? YES 
Line No. 120: 1 
(1) All girders are assumed to be identical in cross-section, 
therefore input one to indicate the fifth girder is identical to 
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the fourth girder. 
Note: Since the girders are identical (a one is input for this 
section), Section-D should be read for the sixth girder. 
However, there is no sixth girder in the superstructure (See Fig. 
24). Therefore the user should proceed to Section-H. 
H. Read Fatigue Cycles, (IFATCYC(I)) 
Note: Since a non-zero value was read in Unit-1, Section-F, 
Entry-3 for the number of fatigue checks (NFATG), input is ex-
pected from this section. 
Line No. 121: HIG 
(1) Since this bridge could be constructed as part of a major 
thoroughfare, a relatively high number of fatigue load cycles 
could be expected. By inputting HIG for "high,'' a conservative 
analysis will probably result (See Table 8). 
I. Read Geometry and Type of Fatigue Detail, ( NBEAM( I), 
LDIST(I), VDIST(I), TDETAIL(I)) 
Note: Since the number of fatigue checks (NFATG) is defined to 
be 74 in Unit-1, Section-F, Entry-3, 74 lines of input are ex-
pected from this section. The fatigue checks can be entered by 
the user in any order (See Section 4.3.1). 
Line No. 122: 2 ' 900.' 5 . 5 ' c 
Line No. 123: 2 ' 900. ' 72.5, c 
Line No. 124: 2 ' 1008.' 5. 0' c 
Line No. 125: 2' 1008.' 5. 5' c 
Line No. 126: 2 ' 1008.' 72.5' c 
Line No. 127: 2' 1008.' 72.875, c 
Line No. 128: 2, 1008.' 7 3. 1' c 
Line No. 129: 2' 1125.' 5. 5' c 
Line No. 130: 2, 1125.' 72.5, c 
Line No. 131: 2' 1175.' 5. 5' c 
Line No. 132: 2, 1175., 72.5' c 
Line No. 133: 2' 1225.' 5 . 5 ' c 
Line No. 134: 2 ' 1225., 72.5, c Line No. 135: 2' 1275., 5. 5' c 
Line No. 136: 2, 1275., 72.5, c 
Line No. 137: 2' 1392. ' 5.0, c 
Line No. 138: 2, 1392., 5. 5' c 
Line No. 139: 2' 1392., 72.5' c 
Line No. 140: 2' 1392., 72.875, c 
Line No. 141: 2 ' 1392 • 1 73. 1' c 
Line No. 142: 2 ' 1480. ' 5 . 5 ' c Line No. 143: 2 I 1480. ' 72.5' c 
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Line No. 144: 21 1480, 1 72.8751 c 
Line No. 145: 2 I 2600 • 1 5. 5' c 
Line No. 146: 21 2600.' 72.51 c 
Line No. 147: 2' 2600 o 1 72.875, c 
Line No. 148: 2 ' 2640.' 4. 6' c 
Line No. 149: 2' 2640 • 1 5 • 01 c 
Line No. 150: 2 1 2640 o 1 5 • 5 1 c 
Line No. 151: 2 1 2640 • 1 72.51 c 
Line No. 152: 21 2640 • 1 72.8751 c 
Line No. 153: 2 ' 2640.' 7 3 • 1 1 c 
Line No. 154: 2' 2640.1 73.2, c 
Line No. 155: 21 2810.' 5. 5' c 
Line No. 156: 2 ' 2810.' 72.51 c 
Line No. 157: 21 2880.' 5. 5' c 
Line No. 158: 2 ' 2880 • 1 72.5, c 
Line No. 159: 4 ' 900 • 1 5. 5' c 
Line No. 160: 4 • 900.' 72 • 51 c 
Line No. 161: 4 ' 1008.' 5. 0' c 
Line No. 162: 4 ' 1008., 5. 5, c 
Line No. 163: 4 ' 1008.' 72.5, c 
Line No. 164: 4 1 1008.' 72.875, c 
Line No. 165: 4 , 1008.' 7 3. 1 c 
Line No. 166: 4 ' 1125. ' 5. 5' c 
Line No. 167: 4 ' 1125. ' 72.5' c 
Line No. 168: 4 ' 1175. , 5 . 5 ' c 
Line No. 169: 4 ' 117 5. ' 72.5, c 
Line No. 170: 4, 1225.' 5. 5' c 
Line No. 1 7 1 : 4 ' 1225.' 72.5, c 
Line No. 172: 4 I 1275.' 5. 5, c 
Line No. 173: 4 ' 1275., 72.5, c 
Line No. 174: 4 ' 392.' 5. 0, c 
Line No. 175: 4 ' 1392., 5. 5' c 
Line No. 176: 4, 1392 • 1 72.5, c 
Line No. 177: 4' 1392.' 72.875, c 
Line No• 178: 4 ' 1392.' 7 3. 1' c 
Line No. 179: 4 ' 1480.' 5 • 5 1 c 
Line No. 180: 41 1480 • 1 72.5, c 
Line No. 181: 4 ' 1480.1 72.8751 c 
Line No. 182: 4 ' 2600. ' 5 • 5 ' c 
Line No. 183: 41 2600 • 1 72.5' c 
Line No. 184: 4' 2600 • 1 72.875, c 
Line No. 185: 41 2640.' 4.6, c 
Line No. 186: 4 ' 2640.' 5 . 0 , c 
Line No. 187: 4 ' 2640 • 1 5. 5' c 
Line No. 188: 4,2640., 72.5, c 
Line No. 189: 41 2640.' 72.875, c 
Line No. 190: 41 2640., 73. 11 c 
Line No. 191: 4 I 2640.' 73.2' c 
Line No. 192: 4,2810., 5 • 5 1 c 
Line No. 193: 4 ' 2810., 72.5, c 
Line No. 194: 4 ' 2880.' 5. 5' c 
Line No. 195: 4 ' 2880.' 72.5' c 
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(1) For this example, fatigue checks will be made only on gir-
ders two and four. This will check one girder under the overload 
"vehicle" and one girder without any live load. 
(2) The longitudinal distance from the left most support to the 
fatigue check. 
(3) The vertical distance from the mid-plane of the slab to the 
fatigue check. All distances should be positive. 
(4) The type of fatigue detail. The detail type is determined 
after examining Table 7 and Figure 13 which were reproduced from 
Reference 2. Refer to Section 4.3.1 for an explanation of the 
details in this example. 
J. Read Type of Composite Action, (ICOMP(I)) 
Line No. 196: FULL 
(1) This structure is assumed to act as a fully composite 
bridge. 
UNIT 4 - STRUCTURAL LOADING 
Note: Sections-A and -B below will be read first for the dead 
load on the beam solution. This procedure is then repeated two 
more times for the dead load on the superstructure and live load 
solutions. 
A. Read Number of Area Loads, (NC) 
Line No. 197: 5 
(1) The dead load on the beam solution expects the 
steel and wet concrete load carried by each girder to 
Therefore, since five girders exist in the model, five 
should be input. 
B. Read Area Load Lines, (Q, X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
equivalent 
be input. 
area loads 
Note: The number of lines to be entered for this section should 
be equal to the value input in Section-A above. Therefore, for 
this example, five lines should be entered for the dead load on 
the beam solution. The first line defines the steel and wet con-
crete load carried by the first girder (See Fig. 24) and the 
positioning of that load for this solution. The next four lines 
similarly define the loads for girders two through five. All 
dead loads should be input as extremely narrow area loads running 
the full length of the finite element model in order to simulate 
a line load on the girders. See Section 2.2 for a further ex-
planation of the loading. 
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Line No. 198: 9.51422, 1440.' 47.' 2880.' 0.01 
Line No. 199: 10.37374, 1440.' 163.' 2880.' 0.01 
Line No. 200: 10.37374, 1440.' 279.' 2880.' 0.01 
Line No. 201: 10.37374, 1440.' 395.' 2880.' 0.01 
Line No. 202: 9.51422, 1440.' 511. ' 2880.' 0.01 
(1) The intensity of the area load. The values for the interior 
three girders are higher because the effective width of the con-
crete on these girders is larger in this example. See Section 
2.2 in order to determine the load intensities. 
{2) The centroidal location of the area load in the longitudinal 
or x-direction. For this solution, input one-half the girder 
length of the finite element model (See Fig. 26). 
(3) The centroidal location of the area load in the transversal 
or y-direction. For this solution, input the y-coordinate defin-
ing the location of the girder (See Fig. 26). 
(4) The length of the area load in the longitudinal or x-
direction. For this solution, input the length of the finite 
element model (See Fig. 26). 
(5) The width of the area 
direction. For this solution, 
line load. 
load in the transversal or y-
input 0.01 inches to simulate a 
Note: The loading for the dead load on the beam solution is now 
completely defined. Repeat the above process for the dead load 
on the superstructure solution. 
A. Read Number of Area Loads, (NC) 
Line No. 203: 2 
(1) As explained in Section 4.3.1, a ''fictitious" dead load is 
to be placed along each of the two free edges of the structure. 
Therefore input a two for this section. 
B. Read Area Load Lines, (Q, X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
Note: The number of lines to be entered for this section should 
be equal to the value input in Section-A above. For this ex-
ample, two lines should be entered for the dead load on the su-
perstructure solution. See Section 2.2 for further explanation 
of the loading. 
Line No. 204: 
Line No. 205: 
0.0000001, 1440., 12., 2880., 24. 
0. 0000001' 1440. ' 546. ' 2880. ' 24. 
(1) The intensity of the area load. A "fictitious" load has 
been entered to simulate the case when the user may not wish to 
enter any dead load for this solution. This is just one of many 
ways to accomplish the same goal. 
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(2) The centroidal location of the area load in the longitudinal 
or x-direction. For this solution and example, the loading is 
assumed to run along the entire length of the structure. There-
fore input one-half the girder length of the finite element model 
(See Fig. 26). 
(3) The centroidal location of the area load in the transversal 
or y-direction. For this example, a two foot width is assumed 
for the loading. Therefore, input y-coordinates which are 12. 
inches from each free edge (See Fig. 26). 
(4) The length of the area load in the longitudinal or x-
direction. For this example, input the length of the finite ele-
ment model (See Fig. 26). 
(5) The width of the area 
direction. For this example, 
load in the transversal or y-
a two foot (24. inches) width is 
assumed. 
Note: The loading for the dead load on the superstructure solu-
tion is now completely defined. Repeat the above process for the 
live load solution. 
A. Read Number of Area Loads, (NC) 
Line No. 206: 1 
(1) As explained in Section 4.3.1, the live load is assumed to 
be "distributed" load between the first and third girders of the 
structure. Therefore only one area load is needed to define the 
live load. 
B. Read Area Load Lines, (Q, X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
Note: The number of lines to be entered for this 
be equal to the value input in Section-A above. 
ample, one line should be entered for the live 
Refer to Section 4.3.1 and Section 2.2 for further 
the loading. 
Line No. 207: 0.00001, 1440., 163., 2880., 232. 
section should 
For this ex-
load solution. 
explanation of 
(1) The intensity of the area load. The input is based on cal-
culations made from Reference 5. 
(2) The centroidal location of the area load in the longitudinal 
or x-direction. For this example, the loading is applied to the 
full length of the structure. Therefore, input one-half the gir-
der length of the finite element model (See Fig. 26). 
(3) The centroidal location of the area load in the transversal 
or y-direction. For this example, input the y-coordinate value 
for the centroid of the area load on the finite element model. 
(4) The length of the area load in the longitudinal or x-
direction. For this example, input the length of the finite ele-
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ment model (See Fig. 26). 
(5) The width of the area load in the transversal or y-
direction. For this example, the distance between the girders 
one and three should be entered. 
Note: This completes the input necessary to run the Detailed 
Version of program BOVAS for Example Problem-3. 
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V. BOVAS OUTPUT 
Output of BOVAS can vary from a few pages (10-12 pages) up to 
hundreds of pages, depending upon the structure and the options 
requested by the user in the input of the program. For example, 
if the short printout option is requested by the user, the prin-
tout would be rather limited. However, in solving the same 
bridge for the same loading condition, the printout for the 
detailed or long output option could be hundreds of pages long. 
The difference between the two options stems from the fact that 
in the detailed output all of the stresses, deformations, and 
forces are printed out at each load level; whereas only key con-
trol values are printed for the short printout. If the user is 
interested in the complete load versus stress and deformation 
characteristics of the bridge, the detailed output is needed. If 
this information is not essential, then the long printout should 
not be used. For all practical purposes the short printout con-
tains all the information that is needed in the rating of the 
bridge or the overload permit study of the bridge. 
THE USE OF THE LONG PRINTOUT OPTION 
MUST BE JUSTIFIED BY THE USER. 
6.1 Comments on Long Printout 
No explanation is sufficient if all the users of program BOVAS 
expect all the explanation to all the questions on hand and fu-
ture questions in this user's manual. Through a careful explana-
tion of the output provided by the program as included in this 
manual the reader/user can find answers to many questions in this 
manual. To initiate a self-study on the interpretation of the 
long printout, the rest of this section contains some general 
comments. 
The long printout consists of: 
1. A printout of input data. 
2. A printout of some key automatically generated data. 
3. A printout of displacement and stress solutions to the 
problem. 
Solutions to the problem consist of: 
1. Nodal point displacements and associated nodal point 
forces. 
2. A printout of some key automatically generated data. 
3. A printout of displacement and stress solutions to the 
problem. 
Solutions to the problem consist of: 
1. Nodal point displacements and associated nodal point 
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forces. 
2. Internal moments, and normal and shear forces taken 
about the reference plane (mid-plane of the slab) for both 
slab and beam finite elements. 
3. Slab stresses, principal stresses and principal angles 
(for principal stresses). 
4. Beam layer stresses, flexural shear stresses, principal 
stresses, and principal angles (for principal stresses). 
5. A summary of cracked, crushed, and yielded layers in the 
slab which indicates the principal angle and directions of 
the layer failure. 
6. A summary of yielded or strain hardened layers in the 
girder. 
7. A warning message if buckling occurs, if web panel 
checks were requested. 
8. A warning message if the allowable live load stress 
range is exceeded on any ''fatigue detail," if fatigue checks 
were requested. 
9. Printer plots of the slab showing stress levels. 
10. Printer plots of the slab showing element and node point 
numbering, beam locations, and the number of cracked, 
crushed, and yielded layers in each slab element. 
11. A histogram at the end of the job indicating termination 
checks. 
12. A detailed message indicating the important assumptions 
and limitations that have been made in the analysis scheme 
and BOVAS. This message is the same in the detailed or the 
short printout. 
Displacement and force fields for only the live load are printed 
during the overload solution procedure. In order to obtain the 
total displacements and forces due to the live loads plus the 
dead load, the dead load solutions must be added to that for the 
overload solution. The stress fields printed during the overload 
solution procedure include the contribution from the dead load 
solutions. Also, the internal forces computed from these stress 
fields will reflect not only the live load solution but also the 
dead load solutions. 
Letters after the symbol "S" in the titles to the stress field 
portion of the printout indicate the direction of the stress. 
The numbers indicate the first (1) or the second (2) principal 
directions. 
designated 
the x-axis 
"Sl." 
The principal angles for the slab and girders, 
by THETA! in the output, are measured clockwise from 
of the element and indicate the direction of stress 
Beam and slab printer plots are generated. The stress codes used 
in the beam printer plots are interpreted as follows: 
1. Numbers indicate compressive stresses. The number "1" 
indicates 10% of the "yield stress," "2" indicates 20% of 
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the yield stress, and so on. 
2. Letters indicate tensile stresses. 
cates 10% of the "yield stress," ''B" 
yield stress, and so on. 
The letter "A" indi-
indicates 20% of the 
3. Asterisks in a horizontal row indicate the boundary of 
elements. 
4. Asterisks in a vertical row indicate layers. 
5. The stress is measured at the centroid of the layer and 
is always overstated or at best correct as shown. A 7% com-
pressive stress is indicated by a ''1," whereas an 11% com-
pressive stress is indicated by "2." Similarly, a 7% ten-
sile stress is indicated by a "A," whereas an 11% tensile 
stress is indicated by "B." 
6.2 Comments on Short Printout 
For the user who has mastered the long printout, the interpreta-
tion of the short printout is rather simple. The short printout 
contains: 
1. Echo print of the critical dimensions and values. 
2. A printout of some key automatically generated data. 
3. The total load on the structure and the cumulative 
damages to the bridge slab and girders for each load incre-
ment. 
4. Printer plots of girders and slab indicating incremental 
stress intensities for various load levels. 
5. A histogram at the end of the job indicating termination 
checks. 
6. A detailed message indicating the important assumptions 
and limitations that have been made in the analysis scheme 
and BOVAS. This message is the same in the detailed or the 
short output. 
6.3 Example Printouts 
6.3.1 Example Problem-1 
The first example bridge from Chapter-IV illustrates the long 
printout option. Because the problem is not that large and be-
cause the program terminates at 75% of the yield stress in the 
girders, the long output is not really that long for the problem. 
The whole output is 46 pages long. 
6.3.2 Example Problem-2 
This example problem is nearly identical to the first example. 
The same bridge and applied loadin~ were analyzed with some 
slightly different material properties and a different element 
spacing in the longitudinal direction. Also, the short output 
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was selected. The results of this example compare favorably with 
the results of the first example. 
6.3.3 Example Problem-3 
Due to the extensive and repetitious nature of the printout, 
which would have substantially increased the size of this manual 
without corresponding benefits, the output is not listed herein. 
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~0-- tN~lt~TES THAT T~~ ft~~INATION CH~CK HAS NOT RFFN E~CffOfO 
SL AR 
SlAA 
SlAR 
-FIRST (QArK LOAO • 
-FIRST (PUSH LOAD • 
-FIRST YlflO LOAD • 
-'lQQ.OOOC ~IPS 
-QQQ,OOOO kfFS 
-QQQ. O'lOC K1 P S 
------------------ . 
~~A~ -FI~)T CPA(• LOA~ • 
P(AH -FIRST C~USH lll40 • 
IHAH -FlR~T Y!flO l114i) • 
-1'/'l, 0'100 '<I P ~ 
-~9'1,0000 KIPS 
-'1'1'1,0000 I(IPS 
~A)(,UH OISPLACE~f~T ~lS PEE~ EXCFFOFO (NOOfl '1'1 I ~I I 
S~ECIFIEO OVERLOAD RATIP 0~ .1~0£+21 fXCEFDED• ~a 
PATin Of TOTAL LOAD TO THF SPECIFIED OVERLrAO 20,1P2 
~AX SHEA~ ~AS BEEN EXCEEOE014EAH FLE~ENT,LAYEDI• IIIIJC Q, C I 
HAXIHU~ SLAS CPAC~ WIDTH HAS 8EE~ F•CEF0£0 • NO 
CRAC~ WIDTH • 0.00000 IINI 
ELFHE~T NUH~FP 0 
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80TH TH( ~(]:>~ISTICATFO Allin 51"1PllFII n YFIISJO•lS ru lt<t P11(1C."A"1 EIIPL(IY SUIISU"'TIAl OIFAULT VA U~'S. Ttif loSfP lS CAUTION!O TCl 
CHrCK THE OEFAULJ 1/AlUES AGAINST THE ACll'Al STPIJCTUIIE tt. t;IIO[II TO ASSUilf THE PQJGRAI': IS COIIRECTLY '100HING THE HPUCTLIIIE. If 
5UBSTANf1Al DIFFEIIfNCES AilE NOTf8 ~~TWFFN THF STRUCTURE ANO THE RODHo IIER T'if ClllfOICTEO BEiihlt R ..,u NOT !IE PEPRESENTAIIVf m: 
...... JHE ACTUAL '5RIOGE BEHAVIOR. 
If TH~ USEII DESIPF.S TO ANALYlE AN UNUSUAL 011 fOrPLICATEO STPUCTUII(o 
THE SOPHTSTICATEU VERSION OF THE PII~GRA" SlfOULO PF USED Till CROFP 
JO ~OP( ACCUPATELY PPEDICI JHE BRIDGE 8EHAVInP. EXAMPLES OF StRUCTUilES WHFRE THE S~PHISTICATED VERSION SHOULD OffiNITfLY PE 
USED INCLUDE BPIOGES OF UNUSUAL HYSRID CONSTRUCTION ~~~ ~AU~CH£0 
GIRDER BRIOGES OR BRIDGFS UMDFR VARYI~G ~EGPEES OF OETEPIORATICNo 
IHE SUPHISJICATED VERSION C&N_ftQRE REALISTICALLY KODEL TH~SE 
TYPES OF STMUCTURES AND THfAfAY AVOID GROSS SI~Pl[FICATIONS AND 
INACCUPAT~ RF~Ull~. 
__ THIS A~-LYJICAL MODEL CONSIDERS.IHE FLEXURAL AND IHPLANE BEHAVIOR 
OF THE DECK SLAB AND THE FLEXURAL AND AXIAl OEFOR"ATIO~S OF THE 
BEAKS. TQANSVERSE SHEAR DEFORMATION NODMAL TO THF PLANE ~f THE 
DECK SLAA IS ~OT CONSIDEDEO. 
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THE Accu~ACY oF T~E RESULTS DEPENDS uPON THE jcr.uRACY oF THE INPUT 
- ... --------------------
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Of THE MATERIAL PROPERTIES• DEFINITION nF THE BRIDGE OESIGN 
PARAMETERS, A~D THE CORRECT SI"UbATISN OF THE OVERLOAD CONFIGUR.TIO~. 
. __ SUBSTA~II&L DEVIATIONS FROa_&MY HE F.THESE VALUES WILL RESULT 
IN • SOLUTJO~ THAT "AY HOT RE RE,RESENTATIVF OF THE ACTUAL BillDGE BE'i VIOil • 
i 
·--..,.--·---. 
" THE SUPERSTRUCTURE "AY RESULT IN AN INCORRECT 
•r _____ UIY SUBSUNJULDEIIUUIDt J.!LlHLltifUT _fP.O~ IHE 
u OVERLOAD IESPONSE OF THE BRIDGE. 
&ClUALiiAILOL------------------------- --------------- -· - ---SIKULATION OF T~E 
ll 
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·~_u lCIL. WID I HS IH_ JHE. COttCHIE_ iUB ARE Cll!!fUIEO_fl!.OILFORMULAL IHAI ---------· ---- ----------- ---
" ARE fASED ON EKPIRICALLl DERIVED RELATIONSHIPS AND ARE THfRFFORE 
• CO~S DERFD TO AE A'PROX ~ATE. 
" 
• 
" 
VEHICLE THAT IS DEFINFD Bf T~E USED OF T~F PROGRAM. ANY DEVIATION 
FRO" THIS INPUT LOADING JN THE ACTUAL OVERLOADING OF THE RRIDGE ,~':'r _______ THf_A~ALY\15 IS CARRIED OUT £D~_THE L4HE LOCATION Of THE OVLRLOAD .. 
"AY RESULT IN A RESPONSE DIFFERENT FROM THAT PREDICTED BY THE 
PROGUK • 
.. 
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--------THE .NALYSIS IS CURIEO OUT FOP THE GJVFN LOADING SPECJFTfl) 1H IHF 
USER. (F OUR[NG THE ACTUAL LOADING PF THE BRIOfcf OTHER ~~~~ICLES 
u OF OUESTI8NA8Lf WEIGHT ARE PDESENT IN ADDITION TO THE GIVFN 
u LOADING, TH•IIl THE AC1UAL BPIOG[ RESPONSE ~AY Rf ry(~l'f11£NT ~S 
u COKPAREO TO THAT PPEOICTEO ijY THE PRO~IlA~. 
IF ~~~ ~~~~~~{,&Q~~{ta !~XL~~T~£EUtou~l~ 7 to 4 1 5 ~~~~{ ~PEFO C!,F. 
A ~AXI~UK Of ~ MPHI OU~ING THf T~AVEl AC~O~S tHE BPIOCFo N~ IMP&fT FACTOO S"OULD ~F APPl lfQ TO T4f INPUT LOAD, T~F INPUT LOAn SHOULO 
BF OIVIDF~ BY THE COHPUTFO l~PACT FACTOR. THIS IS VAllO ~NlY 
(f T~E JIIAVER'iE OF THE VEHIClE IS CIJNTROLLEO LIY AN FSt:QIIT VEHICI f 
_____ !!!_O_f_H~ ~PEED f)F THF 1/EHit.l.f _n Nll f,IHATT~ THAN T~( CRAWL '\PEfO, 
SUaSTANTIAl RESIDUAL ST~t~Sf.S F•IST IN ROTH ROLlfO AND RUilT-UP GIRDERS AT TH~ VICINITY OF THE ~LANGf-TO-WEB CONNFCTIO~ AREA. 
-------la£L~A&~JIHg~s~r~J~~~~e~6YYt~c 5 l~K 5 ~~~oY~~~~~~~~Ee~a~t8y~~~N THE 
THER~FORE THE ACCUMAIE ASSESSMENT OF THFSE RESIDYAL STRESSES IS EXTRE"ELY OE"ANOING NO USUALLY UNkNOWN. IF RES DUAL STRESSES 
-- -IHul~~u~n~ ,uw·upafAULnlsl9~ P~bU6Ll~~ Aicvn~c Ic2&.d~~ 
OF THE llfPUT o THE SI~PllfiED VEIISION ASSUKES THE RESIDUAL STPESSfS ARF. Z~IIO 
-~8D~tfsT~~~~tJsNS~\~~T~Qoi:-~~'IA~f~'~A~·MA~~~aH'i~~~[li 0 ~tRFSSEs 
IN THE ACTUAL STRUCTURE AT THE COVER PLATES AND THE TENSION 
FLANGE. UNDER THESE CIRCU~STANCE~ THE ENfiNfEA SHOULO APPLY 
.f'SIIU!IEIH CO~SE~VHIS!!.I~ .. tlfE.FIER"'I.OPEI!AT OMS. lfOWEVERt IE THE U £P ONLY ALLOWS l MAXIMUM AllOW LE TENS lf STRESS EOUAL TO 75 
PEA CENT ~f THE YIELD STRESS lAS Pf~~ITTEO IN THE AAS~TV ~&NU&l 
FOR "'l~TENANCf INSPECTION OF BRfDGESo 1978t, THEN SUFFICIENT 
---- --H~HUt! I SJL~H _.E..US LI..D. ACCOUN ....f.O.It_UfLfil.6.LE.tl£1L.JU.HDUAL ___ --- ---·------- ------
8lSED ON THEORY AN~ AVAIL&~LE LIMITED TEST AE~UlTSo IT IS FOUND r-· 
_____ JHH _ Tt~E e POG~~~~--ACCU!IA TEL!_. e~ED.IC TS TI1E S TI!UC TUP!L JlfH!VIO~ .OL .. ____________________ ----------- __ ... ---·-··· -· _ ___ _ . 
IN ~M~~~H~8~~¥~ 1 l&N~9~~~~y~~~¥~lRE EXISTS SUBSTANTIAL FRICTION 
FORCES ~ETWEE~ T~E SLAB AND THE TOP FhANGE OR COVER PLATE Of TijE ~--- _. GIRDERS. AT THIS JII!E 11982LJHESE f ICES HAVLNOLBEUI QUANTIFIED .......... . 
~ THE PIIOGPAM APPROXIMATES THE 8EHAVIOA Of NONCOMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION, 
HO•EVEA, DEPENDING UPON THE CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES AND THE CO~DITIO~ 
OF .lHE BPfDGEo lHf OIITUNED RESULTS MAY NOJ 8£ TRULY AEPRESENTATIVL 
______ QE_ IHL AC UAL. B HA.V10R....!lLl!iL.S..ll.11.CIURE .. __ HUL£.1iGlltEU.UlL._.JWl.G.!!.£.K _ 
AT i~~~L¥r~f f~~hi~ 0NA"Dl~~"l~lE:[=f:f~Eg~ ~~"Ng~c~~~~~ 1 l& l~lYf~S. 
tN THE OUANTIFICAT,ON Of THE fAICTJON fORCES IN PARTIAL COMPOSITE __ TRUCTURES •.. tHUS HE ACCURAC~. Of_ HE.RESULIS.IS OEPEMDEift_UPDN .. _. HE fORKULATI~N SELECTED FOR THE PA~GRAH, BASED ON LIMITED STUDIES 
THF USE OF FULLY COKPOSITE CONSTRUCTION COULD BE CONSIDERED IN 
LIEU OF PARTIAL COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION. · 
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All OTHEA UNITS "UST ~F IN cn"PllA~r.~ WIT~ THfSF qASIC UNITS. 
lENGTH f'IF SPAll! I I'' I • S P AN ll I I 
WI 0 Tit ll F !II! I D G E IIIII I , WI D T H 
BRIDGE OVFI!HANG flllllt llVHANG 3f>.OO 
SPAN f)f FNT (II F I!Q (nGF. I I Nl, TSPAN t.OO.OO 
SPAN OF lliSCRETIZAfiON IINit TSPAN" 300.i)0 
~lOTH OF lliSCI!ETT7ATION IfNI• WIDTH" 9!>.00 
TYPE ilf SY~~ETRY USED TN DISCPETilATIO~.TSY~•· OUAII 
NU~BER OF flE"FHTS IN X OIRECTIPNt NElt b 
~UMI!EW ur FlE~ENTS (Ill V OIRECTICN, NflV 3 
NU"AER OF RE&~S IN r~r M(l0Elt Nn"B ? 
NU"~rp nr Cn~CPFTF lAY~RS IN Sl&~, NUl~Y h 
NU .. IHR N STEEl lAYEPS IN SllRo NSLAY11 4 
NU~BFR OF O(FFEP~NT ~~I~~~F~RCE"FNT SECTIP~) 
NUMi\ER Of WFI! SHF&II PANHSo NPNL 0 
NUMER flf STEEl L&VF.n IN REA!'It "'UlHII t.' 
~AI. NO. OF SFCT. W~FPF. !lEA" GEP"• IS nF~INfD• l 
NU,. 1HP IJF FATIGUE fl<!1Pit, L6Yfll CHFC~S 0 
LONG nur~ur WILL ~~ P~INT£0 
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Will Tt-<~PE ~f E~O (A~'l), fCAIIOS 
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SPfCIFifl' 111/FIIL(l~() 
• t>C,C0')0. I PII 
1.00::1 (KJPSI 
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DISPLA(f~E~T RATIO lNCIIfMENT roo PRINTING 
FOPCF PAll~ I~C~r14F.,.T rn11 PQINTING 
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IS THF~f A OEAO LOAO ~EA14 SOLUTIPMt IOEAO~ 
COMPUTf ~LFMF.NT STP.F~S USING 
SKEW ANGL£ COEGPEfSI 
F.LEMF.NT LFNCTHS IN X OII!ECTIO~ 
BE A" flF"'ENT LENGTH 
NUMHP ClN I 
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50 0 ';7 1-2 0 t;:Q H 
"1 0 ~" b) () 7C 1'i 
.,2 ~4 •. ,. b4 b~ 71 7'> 0 0 ( 0 (J 0 
)4 35 3b 31 38 19 40 
127 IH lH 0 0 0 0 
128 113 c 0 I) (I I) 
129 1 3't c 119 H1 0 ]1.1 po 135 r l'tO 1 4l 0 144 H 111, 139 0 Q c 0 
0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 
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~LA>l- ~Ttfl l4Yf~ GEfl"'~T>Y 
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1 
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l 
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5 
4 
5 
5 
b. ccoo 
12.0('0(' 
8.7403 t..oono 
NU~SfR OF CARQj TO ~PFClFY JEQ~IN&Tln~ CHfCKS • 2 
T~Q'11!1AT ION CI-4ECt<S FOQ THF SLAI! LAYERS 
(<;fQf)<; IN K'il• STPAI~ IN PfRCENTI 
• oo; 1t 1 
.Oibf-7 
.0351o7 
·""1f-7 
-.4tl50 
.15")10 
1.28750 1.•n ~o;l) 
-Q·J. 000 
0.010 
~.000 
-~0.010 
~AT, Nfl, ~AX STPA(N ~AX TENSILE PIAX CO~P NU~PER nr (~ACKEO ~u~n~Q ~r 
STRESS ST~FSS OM YIELI)E) LAYEP.S CrOSHF.I' lAYfRS 
0 ?.500 lt,5Q2 4,5Q2 3 I 
1 .301 61.200 &1.200 1 I) 
TOP SUPF~Cf ~F StAR IINI 
Hk ')PACING 
rONCIIfT[ COVFQ 
~A~ AllOJARlf (PACK WlOT~ • 
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A TFII~INATialll CHfC'< ~AS 8£EIII E•CfEOFO IN T~f PPFVIOUS LCAO CYCLf. 
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~&tlHUH OISPl~~fNE~l HA~ ~lfN ~t~ffOfP INrtPfl N~ I 411 
SPECIFIEU !1VfP111AI'I iiATJr C'F ,JOOH?l EXCFFOFO• N!l 
WAllO UF T"lAL tnAO TO THE SPE(JF(EO OVEMlPAO 1~,7bl 
'1£1 SHEAN HAS HffN fXCfEOEOIAEA~ £LEM£NTollYERI• NIJI Oo (.1 
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!\TUI"4 
F.lfMFNT lAYER 
TPISIL£ STIIE~S 
flf11FNT LAYER 
(IH1PRF SS I VF STIIF'iS 
Eli'HFNT LAYER 
(OACICED rto 'ffflOEIJ 
ELF~F.NT LAYER 
CRUSHEO LAYFIIS 
fl F'4F NT l AYf R 
SL A 8 TERMINATI0"4 (HECI!.S 
rnR FJCEEOING ll'41 TS ON 
SJPAI"' 
~lP1nlT lAY Elf 
HNSILE STIIESS 
flf"''fNT LAYER 
C1JI"PP.ESSIVE Sf11[ )S 
ElJOHI •IT l AYE :t 
C~ACIIEO •I"' 11HOI'O 
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!lOlii IHr :ifJI>IIISIICHI'l A~[l SI•DLI~(rn vr~SIONS llf TH~ ~01Jt;~A1'1 ft1PLOY ~ll!lSTA'IfiAl nq&ULT VALUF~. 14E USEI1 )t (A!}Ttn~HI'l TO 
CIIFC~ IH~ OffAUlf ~ALVES AGAINST T4~ ACTU&l STPUCTUP~ IN rPOEP 
TO A5)U'H IHE Pi:I'JC."A" I<; CORRF.CT l Y ·1!JilrLING TH~ S IRl 1fTilllr. IF 
SUPSTA'ITIAL OIFFror~(~S AilE NOTED RrT~r~N THE STRUCTUOf &NO TH£ 
IIQOrL, !HEN l'ff o>Q~niCJrO 1\fHAVIIlll '4Al' NOT 8~ llrPII~SEr.TATIVE or: 
THE ACTUAL 8PIOG~ BFHAVIO~. 
IF THJ USEP OESI11f5 T~ A~ALYlf AN UNU5U6L 0~ COMPLICAlEO Sl~UCTUIIfo 
T4f SOPHiiTICATfl'l yrPiJ0~ OF TH( P011GP&M SHPULO ~E YSFr IN UIIDE~ 
10 HaPf ACCURATFLY P~FOICT THE OIIJOCF AEH&VIORo ~XA~PLES ~F 
STRUCTUPFS WHEII~' THF SOP.HASTICATED VE~SIO~ SH~ULY OFF.INIJELY liE USED INCLUDE ~PIOC.FS ~F U USU&l HY8PIO CONSTRUCT ON ~R H&UNCHED 
Glll~fR ~llfDGFS 011 llllfOGFS UNDER VAPfJ'IG OfGIIEFS OF OETEaiOIIATJ~~. IH~ SUPrlfSTICATE~ VfP.SION CAN "ORE QfALISTICALLY MGOEL T4£SE 
TYPJ S ~F <; TllliC TIJI!f 5 ANO THFIIEIIY &VIlli'! GIIO<;S S IIIPl IF lt;A T IONS lifO INACCIIP.o\Tt= IIESULT~. 
THIS ANALYTICAL MODEL CONSIDERS THE FLEWUO&l AND INPLA~E ~EH&VIOII 
0~ lHF OECK SLAR &NO TH~ Fl~XUR&l AND AXIAl DEFOR~ATIONS CF JHE BEA~S. T~ANS~FOSE ~HFAD DE~QRHATION NOo~Al TO THF PLANf OF HE 
OEC~ SLAR IS NOT CON<;JO(OEO. 
THE ACCU"AO OF THE PE~IJL TS OEPEI\IOS UPON THE ACCURACY ~F THE iatPUT 
ryF THf MATERIAL oPnPEPJJES, OEFINITIO~ OF THE BRIDC.f DESIGN 
PARA~~TERS, &~0 TH( CORRECT SI"ULATION OF THE ~VfPLOAO CONFIGURATION. 
SUKST~~Jill DEVIATIONS F~O" ANY ONE or: THESE VALUES Will PESUlT 
IN A SCLUTION T4&T HAY NOTRE PEPRES£NT&TJVE ~F THE ACTUAL BRIDGE lli'HAVIOP. 
ANY ~uq~TlNTIAL DEVIATION IN THE INPUT FI!Or THE -CTUAL STATE OF 
IHE 5UPEOSTRUCTUIIE ~AY IIESULT IN AN INCOPPECT SI"UL&TtnN Of· THF OV£~LOA~ RESPON~~ 0~ THE BRIDGE. 
CRAC~ wJOIHS JN THE CONCQITE Sl&B APE CO"PUTEO FPO" FOR~ULAE THAT 
ARf ~ASED ON F~PI~ICALLY DERIVED R£LITION5HfPS Al\10 ARF THEREFORE CONSIQfR£0 TO ~f APPPOWI"&T~. 
THE ANALYSIS IS CAOPIFO OUT FOR THE L~NE LrC&TION OF T4F GVEoLOAO 
VEHICLE T4AT I~ OJFJ~ro ~y THE US£~> OF THE PROGIIA"· &NY DEVIATI~N 
FRO" Pil~ HIPUT l11A11Jt;G IN THE ACTUAl OVEP.LOAO[NG OF THE BRIDGE 
IIAY ~r~1Jll IN A oH\Dr;t.)t •HFFEPE"H fll01 THAT PREDICHO IIY THE 
Pllf'(;;> A "• 
THE ANALYSt~ IS CAPPIFO nuT FOP TH~ GIVF'I LOAniNG 5PFCiflfO ~y THF 
US~~. I" DUPING THE ACTUAl lOAOINf. OF THE BRIO(.£ OIHF~ VfHICLES 
Of OUE5TIONA8Lf JEIGHT &II~ PIIESENT IN &OOITI~N 10 JHF GIVIN 
lPAOING. THEN THF ACIU~l ~~~~~GE llf~PPNS£ ~AY ~f Ol~~~~~t~l AS 
CO~PAIIFI'l TO T~AT D5fPI~TEO ~y TH£ rQU~"A~. 
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FliP ,q,;oo.Af I'•!Jil.~!S CI<Hnlf FU., ll17t AA~t<IIJI, If tH~ vct11fuLao s~>r.rn '•t'lULil Rf IIF.tJurr:o J'l A t;IIAWL SPrH' 11.~. 
A l'u('<IJM rtf'; ~Pill l'lfi!INy~ IH> JOAV,:l ACIWO~S fHF. rl11'l(,h IH) l"PACI f'AC Ill~ 'iHIJUlO RF ~PPl FO n T .. E I~~'Pt}T Lr'IAO, Hf IN>tJT lt.l~l) SH'111t f 
Bf l'IVI!)f) ilY Til~ fi_'~.Plll[l II'PACJ F~Cf•lll, THIS 1" VAlli' fl~lY IF 111> liiiiV£11'\F nr IH IIE,.IClf [') C·tNlllllllEI'I AY N ~HU:f VfHICU 
ANL' IHE SPF.EO I'F fll~ VfHIClf IS -.11 C>II£Aifll THAt; THF !:IIAIOL ~Pf£0, 
SUBSlAtiTIAL llfSli'IIAL HPF.S'iES fl!IST IN "lllH ROllFO AND RUILT-UP GIPDEI!S AT THE Vlfi"ITY Uf THF FlAN;f-TO-wEA fPNNECTJPN APEA, 
THF I'AG~ITUOE OF THE RESIDUAL STIIES~£S VARIES DEPrNDINt UPON THf 
AOLLI~G P~OCf'iS '111 TH~ CUTTING A .. O IIELDING SCHfflF fMPl(IYfO, 
THlPEFORF THE ICCUPATF ASSESS~ENT IJf' THESE •es DUll STPfSSES IS 
EXTR~I'ELY OEMINOJNG ANO USUALLY UN~NOWN. IF PESIOUIL STRESSES ARE ! .. PUTTED l'iaPHISTICATED VEPSI~~ o-.LYJ, THE ACCUI!lCY OF THF 
RESULTS ll~TAI~Fil RY THF PR(IGPA" APF cn~JRilLL£0 9Y THF ACfUIIICY Of IHf INPUT. · 
THE SII'PLIF,tD VERSIP.,_. AS~IIItFS lifE ll(S(OIJAL STIIOSES AIIJ.' lEOI' 
AND U£ lfEIIE"Y -.rnrrTFD I .. THE ANALYSIS. JHIS ASSUMPTJaN 
PRODUCES OESULTS W~IC~ UNDER ESTI~AJE JHE MAII~U" T~~SILE STIES~ES IN THF ACTUAL STOUCTUIIF. Al THE COVFq PLATES AHD THE ffNSION 
FLANG[, IJ~DFR T,.FSf CIRCU"STANCES THE ENGINEfP SHOULr I~PLY 
PRUDENT C~NSERVATIS~ IH THE PER,Il OPERATIONS. HOWEVER, J~_JHE 
USEP ~~lY &ll~WS A I'AI(MU~ ALLCWABLF. tENSILE STPrSS ECUAL TO 75 
PEil CFNT ~F l~E YIFLr STPE~S (AS PfDMIJTEO IN THE A&SHTO MA~UAL 
FllP HAINfEMANCE I~SPFCliON Of BIIOG~S• 19781• THE~ 5UFFICIF.~T CONSERVIIISM ,AY FXISf TO ACCOUNT FaR THE NEGLECTED oESIDUAL 
sru ssn. 
BASfO 0,... tHEORY AN'l AVAILARLE LI"ITEO TEST RESULTS, IT IS FOUND 
THAT THE PROG~AN ACCURAJElY PREOICIS THE STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR OF. 
FULLY C~I'POSITF CONSTR~CTION. 
IN NONCOMPOSIJE CONSTIUCTION THEIE EXJST'i SU8STANTill FRICTION 
FORCE~ AETWFEN THE SLAB AND THE TOP FLANGE OR COVEll PLATE OF THE GIRDERS. AJ fHIS TIHE (198ZJ THESE FORCES HAVE.NOT BElH OUANTIFlEO. 
TH~ P~OGOA~ APPOOri~ATF.S THE qFHAVI~II OF NONCOI'POSlTr CONSTRUCTI(IN, 
HO~EVE~, OEPFNOI .. r. UPON THE CONSTRUCTION pqACTICES ANr T~E CONDITION 
OF THF q~(OGE• THF ORTAINED PfSULTS HAY NOT RE T~ULY PEPRESENTATlVE 
OF It<£ ACTUAL BEHAVIOR OF THE STRUCTURE. THUS ENGINEEPING JUDGI'ENT 
SHOULO BE IPPLI~D IN THE INT~RPIETATION OF NONCOHPOSilF ~RIDGES. 
aT THIS fi"F. ll9BZI NO DFFJNITE REFFRFNCFS CAN BE CITED 10 ASSIST 
IN THE QUANTIFICATJnN ~F THE FRICTION FOPCES IN PARTIAL CO,POSITE 
STRUCTURfS, THUS THE ACCURACY OF THE RESULTS IS OEP~NOE~T UPON 
ThE fGRHULATJnN SfLf(TEO FOR THE PR~GRAM, BASED PN LI~ITEO STUDJFS 
THF USE OF FULLY COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION COULD ~E CONSIDtREO IN 
LIEU OF P&IITIAl CO~POSIJE CONSTPUCTJON, 
--
Fig. lA: Typical Slab Panel (Simple Span Bridges) 
(Taken from Ref.lO) 
Fig. lB: Typic~l Slab Panel 
(Continuous Composite and Noncomposite 
Bridges; taken from Ref. 10) 
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Fig. 2 : Example No.1 (AASHTO- Bridge 38) - Finite Element Discretization 
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Fig. 3 Coordinate System 
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Fig. 4 Nodal Point and Plate Element Numbering Scheme 
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Fig. 5 Beam Element Numbering Scheme 
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Fig. 6 Automatic Discretization - Simple Span 
(Half-Transverse Symmetry) 
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Fig. 7 Automatic Discretization - Simple Span 
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Fig. 9 Automatic Discretization - Three Span Full Symmetry 
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Fig. 10 Boundary Conditions 
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Fig. 11 Slab Layering 
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Fig. 12 Girder Layering 
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Fig. 13 Illustrative Examples on Classification of 
Connection Details for Fatigue 
(Taken from AASHTO Standard Specifications 
for Highway Bridges, 1978) 
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IlliDGE DESClliPTION: 
(NO. ELEMENTS • LAYEllS • MAnuAL 
PllOP'Elln!.S, DEtAILS • T'fPI ROIL!K, ETC.) 
JUDGE LOADING: 
DEAD LOADS, AND LIVE -uJ.CS 
DEAD LOAD SOLUTIONS 
. • 
SCAI.ING PlOCEDUI! 
. 
--
r1 OVEIU..OAD SOLtTI'lON PROCEDOU: l 
-
r 
I YES ~·STOP 1 TERMINATION CBECXS I 
NO 
r APPLY ANOTHER LOAD INCIU:MENT l 
Fig. 14 Flow Chart BOVAS Solution Scheme 
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Fig. 15 Simple Span With Needed Dimensions 
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Fig. 16 Typical Transversely Stiffened Plate 
Girder Web Plate Under Combined 
Moment and Shear 
(NOTE: Counterclockwise Shear will 
be noted as PHICO(I)=O.O) 
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Fig. 17 Example No.1 - Bridge 3B - Elevation 
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Fig. 18 Example No.1 - Bridge 3B - Cross Section 
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Fig. 19 Overloaded Test Vehicles 
Example No.1 -AASHTO Bridge 3B 
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Fig. 20 Example Problem 1 and 2 (AASHTO Bridge 3B), 
Slab and Girder Layering 
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Fig. 21 AASHTO 3B Bridge, Girder Elevation 
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Fig. 22 Example No.2 (AASHTO Bridge 3B), Finite Element Discretization 
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Fig. 23 FHWA Four-Span Continuous Plate Girder Bridge - Elevation 
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Fig. 24 FHWA Four-Span Cross-Section 
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Fig. 25 FHWA Four-Span Plate Girder - Elevation 
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Fig. 26(a) FHWA Four-Span- Finite Element Discretization 
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Fig. 26(b) FHWA Four-Span -Finite Element Discretization (Continued) 
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Fig. 27 FHWA Four-Span - Slab Layering 
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TABLE 1 
BRIDGE DECK REINFORCEMENT 
(from PennDOT BD lOlA) 
t BARS S3 
----- BARS S1 & S2 ---------------------- S6 S 
LSDC LMC N MAX.SPC. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------8 1/4" 7 1/2" #5 @ 8" = 0.47 4 12" #5 3'-7" 
8 1/4" 7 1/2" #5 @ 7 1/2" = 0.53 5 10" #5 3'-10" 
8 1/4" 7 1/2" #5 & 6" = 0.62 6 9" #5 4'-1" 
8 1/4" 7 1/2" #5 @ 5 1/2" = 0.68 7 8" #5 4'-3" 
8 1/4" 7 1/2" #5 (i 5" = 0.74 7 7.5" #5 4'-5" 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------8 3/4" 8" #5 (i 7 1/2" = 0.5 5 11" #5 4'-6" 
8 3/4" 8" #5 @ 7" = 0.53 6 10" #5 4'-8" 
8 3/4" 8" #5 @ 6" = 0.62 7 9" #5 5'-0" 
8 3/4" 8" #5 @ 5 1/2 = 0.68 8 8" #5 5'-3" 
8 3/4" 8" #5 @ 5" = 0.74 9 7.5" #5 5'-5" 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------9 1/4" 8 1/2" #5 @ 7 1/2" = 0.5 6 11" #5 5'-5" 
9 1/4" 8 1/2" #5 @ 6 1/2" = 0.57 7 9.5" #5 5'-9" 
9 1/4" 8 1/2" #5 @ 6" = 0.62 8 9" #5 5'-11" 
9 1/4" 8 1/2" #5 @ 5 1/2" = 0.68 9 8" #5 6'-2" 
9 1/4" 8 1/2" #5 @ 5" = 0.74 10 7.5" #5 6'-4" 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------9 3/4" 9" #5 @ 7" = 0.53 8 10" #6 6'-5" 
9 3/4" 9" #5 & 6 1/2" = 0.57 9 9.5" #6 6'-8" 
9 3/4" 9" #5 @ 6" = 0.62 10 9" #6 6'-10" 
9 3/4" 9" #5 @ 5 1/2" = 0.68 11 8" #6 7'-1" 
9 3/4" 9" #5 @ 5" = 0.74 12 7.5" #6 7'-4" 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------10 1/4" 
10 1/4" 
10 1/4" 
9 1/2" 
9 1/2" 
9 1/2" 
#5 @ 6 1/2" = 0.57 10 
#5 @ 6" = 0.62 11 
#5 @ 5 1/2" = 0.68 12 
9.5" #6 
9" #6 
8" #6 
7'-5" 
7'-9" 
8'-0" 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 2 
SIGX(I) - AUTOMATIC MESH GENERATION FOR SINGLE SPAN BRIDGES 
X QUAR TRAN LONG FULL 
------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0.25 L 
0.25 L 
0.15 L 
0.15 L 
0.10 L 
0.10 L 
0.25 L 
0.25 L 
0.15 L 
0.15 L 
0.10 L 
0.10 L 
0.25 L 
0.15 L 
0.10 L 
0.10 L 
0.15 L 
0.25 L 
0.25 L 
0.15 L 
0. 10 L 
0.10 L 
0.15 L 
0.25 L 
------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------Note: "L" is the length of the finite element 
model. For QUAR and TRAN L is one-half the 
L of LONG and FULL. 
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TABLE 3 
SIG(X) - AUTOMATIC MESH GENERATION, TWO SPAN BRIDGES 
X QUAR TRAN LONG FULL Notes: 
---------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------1 Oo30 L Oo30 L Oo30 L Oo30 L L = SPANL(1) 2 0 0 14 L Oo14 L 0 o14 L Oo14 L 
3 Oo14 L 0 0 14' L Oo14 L Oo14 L 
4 0 0 14 L Oo14 L 0 0 14 L Oo14 L 
5 Oo14 L 0 0 14 L 0 0 14 L 0 o14 L 
6 o· o 14 L 0 0 14 L 0 0 14 L Oo14 L 
7 0 0 14 L Oo14 L L = SPANL ( 2) 
8 0 0 14 L 0 0 14 L 
9 Oo14 L 0 014 L 
10 0 014 L 0 014 L 
11 Oo14 L 0 014 L 
12 Oo30 L Oo30 L 
-----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------
I 
l 
I 
l 
j 
1 
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Table 4 
SIG(X) 
- AUTOMATIC MESH GENERATION, THREE SPAN BRIDGES 
X QUAR TRAN LONG FULL Notes: 
------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------1 0.30 L 0.30 L 0.30 L 0.30 L L = SPANL(1) 2 0.14 L 0. 14 L 0. 14 L 0.14 L 
3 0.14 L 0.14 L 0.14 L 0.14 L 
4 0. 14 L 0.14 L 0. 14 L 0. 14 L 
5 0.14 L 0.14 L 0.14 L 0.14 L 
6 0.14 L 0. 14 L 0. 14 L 0. 14 L 
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------7 0. 167 L 0. 167 L 0. 167 L 0.167 L ·L = SPANL(2) 8 0.167 L 0. 167 L 0. 167 L 0. 167 L 
9 0. 167 L 0.167 L 0. 167 L 0.167 L 
10 0.167 L 0.167 L 
11 0.167 L 0.167 L 
12 0.167 L 0.167 L 
------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------13 0. 14 L 0.14 L L = SPANL(3) 14 0.14 L 0.14 L 
15 0. 14 L 0.14 L 
16 0.14 L 0.14 L 
17 0.14 L 0.14 L 
18 0.30 L 0.30 L 
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Table 5 
SIGX(I) - AUTOMATIC MESH GENERATION, FOUR SPAN BRIDGES 
X QUAR TRAN LONG FULL Notes: 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------1 0.30 L 0.30 L 0.30 L 0.30 L L = SPANL(1) 2 0. 14 L 0.14 L 0. 14 L 0.14 L 
3 0.14 L 0. 14 L 0.14 L 0.14 L 
4 0. 14 L 0. 14 L 0. 14 L 0.14 L 
5 0.14 L 0. 14 L 0.14 L 0.14 L 
6 0.14 L 0. 14 L 0.14 L 0. 14 L 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------7 0. 167 L 0. 167 L 0.167 L 0.167 L L = SPANL(2) 
8 0.167 L 0.167 L 0.167 L 0.167 L 
9 0.167 L 0.167 L o-. 167 L 0.167 L 
10 0. 167 L 0.167 L 0. 167 L 0.167 L 
11 0.167 L 0.167 L 0.167 L 0. 167 L 
12 0. 167 L 0. 167 L 0.167 L 0. 167 L 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------13 0. 167 L 0.167 L L = SPANL(3) 
14 0.167 L 0. 167 L 
15 0. 167 L 0. 167 L 
16 0. 167 L 0.167 L 
17 0. 167 L 0.167 L 
18 0. 167 L 0.167 L 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------19 0.14 L 0.14 L L = SPANL(4) 
20 0.14 L 0.14 L 
21 0.14 L 0.14 L 
22 0.14 L 0.14 L 
23 0.14 L 0.14 L 
24 0.30 L 0.30 L 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 6 
ALLOWABLE RANGES OF STRESS 
(Copied from "AASHTO Standard Specifications 
for Highway Bridges, 1978) 
NON REDUN])ANT LOAD PATH STILUCTUJt.D Ca) 
Allowable JLaap of Sa-P• (UI) (MPa) 
Cayto.., For .,, For Porowr 
100,000. 500,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 
cya. C7a. C7clll c,.-
A 31 (241.21) 26 (116.6'7) ·26 (116.67) 24 (111 • .,) 
• 2'7 .J (111.10) 11 (11o&.10) 11 (110.31) 11 (110.11) c 11 (131.00) 13 (11.11) 10, (11.11) 
'· (12.01) 12-(12.'74) u• (11.1C) 
D 11 (110.Jl) 10 (U.tl) '7 (41.21) I (14.6'7) 
E 12.& (11.11) I (51.11) I (14.67) 2.& (17 .24) 
p 12 (12.'76) • (12.01) • (51.11) 1 (.a.21) 
(1) ......... ,,... ........... JldU ...................... ----
........... a... p., ......................... --~ ..... - • 
......... ,.,.. ............ u. ............... ... 
(2) ......... .,... ............. "*--- .................... ..... 
... _.. e.aa-. P• --·· ..._. ......... ._ Ill _. • -. liN• ......._..a 
._.. ... ,-- ·---- ....... ,. ......... , ........................ _. 
.................. 
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TABLE 7 
CLASSIFICATION OF STRESS CATEGORIES 
(Copied from "AASHTO Standard Specifications 
for Highway Bridges, 1978) 
Oaual san. ~~~utnu.., Kind of c.~ ....... Coadltioa Sltuatioa San. 
PlaiA a .. met.al with roDed or TorRft. 1.2 Matcial deued ~~arf-. FIUDe cut 
eq. wttb AS.\ IIDOOtbaell of 
1000orlea 
BuDt-41p B .. metal uulweld met.al Ia 
.TorRe.. • 
··"" 7 
Members IIMIDben wltbout aUachmeat~. 
buDt.up of plaa-. or w,_ 
CODMCt.ed bJ con&IDuwa flaD or 
partial ,_.tra*ion 11'009• welda 
or bJ ooadmtO\ll ftDet wei* 
paraDel to the dinctioD of · 
applied*-
Calnlatecl flennl -- ., Tor.Rft. 
toe of.....,_ ldffner 
e • 
wwlda OD ltrder W.bl or nua,..· · · 
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TABLE 7 (Continued) 
Stre~a Ilhaatnti'fe 
Geaenl Kind of Ca&ef017 !zuaple 
Coadi&ioa Situatloa StNII 
.._ metal a& ead of partial Tor a.. . a 7 
leqth welded~- plata 
hPiDIIAI\I.,. or \&pend ·eadlt 
wttb or wttbou& welda MliOII 
tbe eacla 
0rooft ._ metal ud weld metal a& Tor a.. . • 1,10.16 Welda fi&U peaecn&ioa ~· welded 
.,UC. of rou.clud welded 
eec&iona hPmllimilar profD• 
wbeo welda .,. IJ'O'&Dd fhalb ud 
ftdaouad.D .. _..bllabecl Ia,-
DODdeatructl .. m.p.c&loL 
a- metal ucl weldmetallD or Tor a... • 11.12 acljaceat to full peaetntlOD 
IJ'OC"• wekleclaplicel at true 
aitloulD widtb or tbJcJr:n-. 
witb welda IJ'OQDcl to proricle 
alopea no at.Mper cbu 1 to 
2 1/2. witb crlDciJq iD tM 
clinctiOD of appllecl --. 
ucl welclacNaclD- atablilhecl 
by DODdedna~&l"te iupec1:IOD · 
a .. metal ud weld metal iD or T ora ... c 1,10,11,12.16 
acl,lacea& to ~n peaetra&ioa 
IJOOY• welcleclapUc-. widl or 
witbout trulitlo• ba'liq 
alopes ao peawr tbaD 1 to 
2 1/2 wheD reWOiftiDeDl il DOl 
remO'recl ucl welcliOWldaea ia 
•ablilbecl b7 aOacS.ItNcti'fe 
iupectl• 
.._ me&alat detaDa a~d Tor!Lft. D 11 
"' lf'OC"• ..... •bject to loo-
lf&aacllDu loecllq wbea tbe ct. 
&ailleqdl. L. paniW to 1M 
liDe of aa.. II beCW.D 2 iD. 
(&0.1 IIUD) ud 12 llm• tbe 
plate dlicluuru, but._ tbu 
4 iD. (101.1 IDa) 
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TABLE 7 (Continued) 
s"- JIJuavaUM 
General Kind or CatetGr7 Example 
Condition Slmatioa Stnta 
a- metal ., details attached Tor :a... B 11 
b7 poo9e welds sub~ to Ia. 
JimdiDalloadlDI wha the cleo 
tailleDfda. L. is put.er th&D 
12 tim• the plate thJcU.. or 
~N&ter tbua 4 lA. (10LI11UD) 
loq 
a .. metal at detaDI attached 
by 1rOOYe welds mbjec&ed to 
traM9ene and/or loDJitudiDal 
loadinc retardl ... or detail 
leqtb wba weld aouDC.. 
~ent to the diftetiOD of 
ltrul is uablilhed bJ DOD-
destructrre iupectloD 
(a) Whe prDYided 'IIPWI tnDo TorR c 14 
litlon radh&a eqllal to 
or lfU\er Uaua 24 iL 
(.610 m) ud -.lcleDd 
pouDd amooth 
(b) Wha p!OYided wiUa czu. TorR c 14 
litiOD raclhaa Jell Uau 
24 iD. (.110m) but not 
1- thu I iD. (.152m) 
and weld end pouad amootb 
(c) When prG9ided with czu. TorR D 14 
aition raclhaa 1 .. thaD 
6 ilL. (.152m) but not 
. 1- the 2 ift. (.OU m) 
ud .,.)d end pound IIDOOtb 
(d) Wbea pi'O'rided with czu. TorR E 14 
litiOD ndiua becwMD 0 
ilL. ud 21A. (0 ud 
.051m) 
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TABLE 7 (Continued) 
Stnta llluatra~ 
General Kiacl ot Casqor, !xuap .. 
Coaclieioa Sl&\aaUoa Stnta 
FlUet Bue metal a& illtumiu.as Tor a... & 
Welclecl nu., .... 
c:o.u-. 
tio• 1 .. metal acliacea& to tmea Tor .... c 11.1s-11.11 
welded aetachmeata wlth ..,..._ 
I.. iA cllnctloa of•*'- .._ 
tb.u 2 1D. (&G. I IDIIl) uacl atuclo 
type lbear couecao.a 
Bue metal at detaDa aHIIcbed Tor a... D 11.11.11 
b7 tmet welda witla de'-D 
lellfCb. I.. iD directloa ot 
""• betweea 2 iD. (50: I IDIIl) 
mel 12 time~ tbe plaM tlaJclD. 
Dell but - tbu • Ia. (101.111UD) 
s .. mew a& at&aduDa....S. Tor-... & 7.1.11.11 
tail~ witla det:aillellf'b. 1.. 
iA cllNctloa of m.. (lear* 
of ftllet .. act) pea&er tbu 
12 a-•• plate dlica.. 
or.,. • ..., tlau f iD. (lOLiaua) 
s .. mew at detaila att.ldecl 
by mJet welcla recW1- of 
lartb ia clinc11oa of atn. 
(lbeariCNII oa the duoa1 of 
!lDet 1Nlcla l""ned b7 •*"-
ca&qorf F) 
(a) W1wl Jm"fcled wltb t:ruo Tor a B 1. 
aitloa ncllu equal to 
or puw tbaa 36. Ia. 
(.110m) aacl .. lcleacl 
P"DcliiDootla 
(b) Whee Pf"iclM with tftDo Tor a c 1' 
lit:lOD ndlt.ll '- tbu 
241a. (,110 ID) but llo& 
'- tlaaai1D. (.1&21D) 
ucl weld ud powtcliiDoolla 
' 
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TABLE 7 (Continued) 
SWII Ilhaau-a&twe 
General Kind of C.&qory Example 
Condition Sitaaa&ion Strea 
(c) Wbea prcmded wltla tru- TorR D 14 
aition radlua ._ tbu 
I iL (.152 ID) bu& DO& 
1 .. tlau 2 ~D; (.OSlm) 
and weld ad .,ounclaootla 
(d) Whn prcmded wltb tru- TorR 14 
ai&ion radius betw.a 
0 ilL. and 2 iA. ( 0 ucl 
.051m) 
Mecbu- B .. metal a& po11 aection of Tor a... B 18 
ica1l7 b.ilb-stNDitll bolted .Up ... 
Futuaed lia'-D& couectio-. acep& 
eou~ aiaD7 loaded jointa wilcb 
tiona iDduoe ou~f·plue bediDI ba 
couecad masctal 
B .. metal at net aec&ioa of Tor a... B 18 
biJHtnlaftla bolted beariDI 
type couectiou 
B .. metal at net leCtiOD of Torllft. D 18 
~et.d CODD.CtiODI 
FlUet Shear ltNII on t!uoat of Shear , t 
Welda flUe& welda 
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TABLE 8 
STRESS CYCLES 
(Copied from "AASHTO Standard Specifications 
for Highway Bridges, 1978) 
T.,._ola... C.. 
,...._,..& .. 
...... ,.. ..... 
HIP-.-- . U 
.... 
OUMI HID_,.. 111 
........... , 
.......... c.. 
J•D 
T?PeofiL...t 
,..._.,. .. Ea.-
.wa,.._ Maior HIP-
.. ,. ..... .,. ... 
O.•HJPwa)'l 
........ 
c.. 
D 
ID 
...... uoo 
100.000 
AJ:ITT• 'biUWMalll 
2100or•ON .... a.ooo.ooo 
,.. ... ~ 1.000.000 
MO.OOO 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
•A .... e DaiJ' TNd,...,.. ( ......... ). . 
,~.oa~t--.a -•INn lb..W aa.o M .._ .. f•u.k......._ 
................................. J•llllea".._., ........... _, ....... 
a ulk tntk oa tile ...._ • .._........, \0 tlla ....... • ........ Ill ~ 1.1.l(S) f• 
_...,. ........... 
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Table 9 
ASTM REINFORCING BARS 
----------------------------------------------------------------
BAR SIZE 
WEIGHT 
(LBS/FT) 
DIAMETER 
IN. 
CROSS-SECTIONAL 
AREA (SQ.IN) 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------# 3 0.376 0.375 0.11 
# 4 0.668 0.500 0.20 
# 5 1.043 0.625 0.31 
# 6 1.502 0.750 0.44 
# 7 2.044 0.875 0.60 
# 8 2.670 1.000 0.79 
# 9 3.400 1. 128 1. 00 
#10 4.303 1. 270 1. 27 
#11 5.313 1. 410 1. 56 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 10 
ASTM STEEL TYPE MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
ASTM 
STEEL GRADE 
YIELD 
STRENGTH (KSI) 
ULTIMATE 
STRENGTH (KSI) 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
A7 33 60 
A8 55 90 
A36 36 58 
A94 50 75 
A242 50 70 
A440 50 70 
A441 50 . 70 
A514 100 115 
A517 100 115 
A529 42 60 
A572(*) 65 or 45 80 or 60 
A588 50 70 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------(*) Refer to Reference 1. 
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LAYER 
Table 11 
SLAB REINFORCEMENT AND ORIENTATION 
EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 1 AND 2 (AASHO 3B) 
BAR SIZE 
AND SPACING 
THICKNESS 
(IN) 
CENTROID 
(IN) 
ANGLE 
(DEG) 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------1 
2 
3 
4 
#5 @ 6" 
#4 @ 12" 
#5 @ 8.74" 
#5 @ 6" 
0.05167 
0.01667 
0.0547 
0.05167 
-0.4125 
0.1500 
1.2875 
1.9125 
-90 
0 
0 
-90 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 12 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 1 AND 2 (AASHO 3B) 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------SLAB 
CONCRETE 
FC(*) 
FT(**) 
EC(#) 
5.74 
5200 
5.74 
0.459 
4365. 
5.74 
0.459 
4365. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
REINF. 
STEEL 
FT(##) 
Ei(+) 
61.2 
28800. 
61.2 
29000. 
61.2 
29000. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------GIRDER FY(##) 35. 1 35. 1 35. 1 
(flange) 
STEEL FY(##) 39.9 39.9 42. 
(web) 
( ++) FY(##) 38.4 38.4 42. 
(coverplate) 
Ei(+) 30000. 30000. 29000. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------(*) Concrete compressive cylinder strength. 
(**) Concrete tensile strength. 
(#) Initial modulus of elasticity of concrete. 
(##) Yield stress of the steel. 
(+) Initial modulus of elasticity of the steel. 
(++) No other girder properties, e.g. modulus of elasticity 
at strain hardening, are reported herein, since they 
were not employed in this analysis. The 75% Fy 
termination criterion will not permit the steel to 
strain-harden, or attain values that are beyond the 
yield stress point. 
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Table 13 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM - 3 (FHWA FOUR SPAN BRIDGE) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------MATERIAL 
SLAB 
CONCRETE 
PROPERTY 
FC(*) 
FT(**) 
EC(+) 
(Stresses and Elas. Moduli 
Strains in IN/IN.) 
5.5 
0.44 
4273 
in KSI, 
----------------------------------------------------------------
REINFORCING 
STEEL 
FY(++) 
EI(#) 
40. 
29000. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------GIRDER A36 A441 FICTITIOUS(%) 
STEEL FY(++) 36 50 36 
EI(#) 29000 29000 3 
EST(##) 900 700 0.08 
EPSST(ri) 0.014 0.0215 140 
FU(@ri) 58 70 58.5 
EPSU(%%) 0. 12 0.12 1200 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------(*) Concrete compressive cylinder strength. 
(**) Concrete tensile strength. 
(+) Initial modulus of elasticity of concrete. 
(++) Yield stress of the steel. 
(#) Initial modulus of elasticity of the steel. 
(##) Modulus of elasticity of the steel at strain hardening 
range. 
(@) Strain at steel at the inception of the strain 
hardening 
(@@) Stress at the ultimate strength point of the stress 
strain curve of the steel 
(%) In the layered finite element model, the number of 
layers must remain constant; however, since the 
width and thickness of the flanges change from 
section to section, certain layers (Table 15) are 
given fictitious material properties to model 
the "non-existence" of material for this section. 
(%%) Strain at steel at ultimate strength stress point. 
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LAYER 
Table 14 
SLAB REINFORCEMENT AND ORIENTATION 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM - 3 (FHWA FOUR SPAN BRIDGE) 
BAR SIZE AND 
SPACING 
THICKNESS 
(IN. ) 
CENTROID 
(IN. ) 
ANGLE 
( DEG. ) 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------1 #5 @ 5.5" 0.05636 -1.6875 -90 
2 #5 @ 12.89" 0.02405 -1.0625 0 
2 #6 @ 12.5" 0.03520 -1.0625 0 
3 #5 @ 8" 0.03875 2.5625 0 
4 #5 @ 5.5" 0.05636 3.1875 -90 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 15 
TOP AND BOTTOM FLANGE CROSS-SECTIONS 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM - 3 (FHWA FOUR SPAN BRIDGE) 
TOP FLANGE CROSS-SECTIONS 
SECTION LAYER WIDTH (IN) MATERIAL 
---------------------------------------------------------------
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
12 
12 
12 
Fictitious 
Fictitious 
A36 
--------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
16 
16 
16 
Fictitious 
A441 
A441 
--------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------3 
3 
3 
1 
2 
3 
12 
12 
12 
Fictitious 
Fictitious 
A36 
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------
4 
4 
4 
1 
2 
3 
16 
16 
16 
A441 
A441 
A441 
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------BOTTOM FLANGE CROSS-SECTIONS 
SECTION LAYER WIDTH(IN) MATERIAL 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1 
1 
1 
1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
A36 
Fictitious 
Fictitious 
Fictitious 
------------------------------------------------------------
2 
2 
2 
2 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
A441 
A441 
A441 
Fictitious 
------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------3 
3 
3 
3 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
A36 
A36 
Fictitious 
Fictitious 
-----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------4 
4 
4 
4 
12 
13 
14 
15 
18 
18 
18 
18 
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A441 
A441 
A441 
A441 
APPENDIX - 1 
INPUT UNIT SUMMARY 
This summary indicates what and where the specific variables are 
located in the input stream. Chapter III gives a detailed ex-
planation of each variable. 
UNIT 1 - INITIAL INPUT PARAMETERS 
A. Title Card, (!TITLE) 
B. Number of Spans, Number of Girders, and Type of Symmetry, 
(NSPANS, NOMB, TSYM(I)) 
C. Superstructure Width, Bridge Overhana, and Span Length(s), 
(WIDTH, OVHANG, SPANL(I)) 
D. Output Option, (!PRINT) 
E. Number of Element Divisions in the Long~tudinal or X-
Direction, (NELX) 
F. Number of Girder Layers, Girder Sections, and Fatiaue Checks, 
(NULAYB, NBS, NFATG) 
G. Number of Plate Girder Web Panel Checks, (NPNL) 
H. Element Lengths in the Longitudinal or X-Direction, (SIGX(I)) 
NOTE: Section-H is read only if the input value in Section 
-E is greater than zero. 
I. Slab Thickness, (DT) 
J. Girder Depth, Top Coverplate Thickness, and Bottom Coverplate 
Thickness, (BDEPTH, TCP, BCP) 
K. Flange Width and Thickness, and Web Thickness, (BF, TF, TW) 
L. Geometry of Plate Girder Web Panel Checks, (NBM(I), SDIST(I), 
PHICO(I), USLBN(I)) 
NOTE: Section-L is read only if the input value of Section-
a is greater than zero. 
M. Web Panel Support Conditions, (IBODRY) 
NOTE: Section-M is read only if the input value of Section-
a is greater than zero. 
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UNIT 2 - SLAB PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
A. Concrete Compressive Cylinder Strength, (FC). 
B. Steel Reinforcement Yield Strength (SIGMAP) 
C. Steel Reinforcement Material Number, (NSRM) 
D.. Steel Reinforcement Pattern Geometry, (ISIZE(I), SPACE(!), 
SZC(I), SPHI(I)) 
NOTE: Section-D is read only if the input value of Section-
C is defined to be one. 
UNIT 3 - GIRDER PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
A. Number of Steel Materials, (NSM) 
B. Steel Type, (CLASS(!)) 
C. Steel Material Properties, (SYB(I), EB(I), ROM(!), RON(I), 
ESHB(I), STRAN(I), SBU(I), STBU(I}~ 
NOTE: Section-C is read only after a user defined option is 
specified in Section-B. 
D. Identical or Different Girders, (!SAME) 
E. Distances to New Girder Cross-Sections, (DNBS(Il) 
NOTE: Section-E is read only after S.~ction-D is ~efined to 
be zero. 
F. Identical or Different Girder Cross-Section•, (IX) 
NOTE: Section-F is read only after Section-D is defined to 
be zero. 
G. Definition of Girder Cross-Section by L~yer•, (I,J), B(I,J), 
SIR(I,J), TY(I,J)) 
NOTE: Section-G is read only after Section-F is defined to 
be zero. 
H. Fatigue Cycles, (IFATCYC(I)) 
NOTE: Section-H is read only if the ~nput value for Vnit~l, 
Section-F, Entry 3 is greater than zero. 
I. Geometry and Type of Fatigue Detail, (NBEAM(I), LDIST(I), 
VDIST(I), TDETAIL(I)) 
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NOTE: Section-! is read only if the input value for Unit-1, 
Section-F, Entry-3 is greater than zero. 
J. Type of Composite Action, (ICOMP(I)) 
UNIT 4 - STRUCTURAL LOADINGS 
A. Number of Area Loads - Dead Load Beam Solution, (NC) 
B. Area Load Cards, ( Q' X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
A. Number of Area Loads - Dead Load Structure Solution, (NC) 
B. Area Load Cards, ( Q' X, Y, XLL, YLL) 
A. Number of Area Loads - Live Load Solution, (NC) 
B. Area Load Cards, ( Q' X, Y, XLL< YLL) 
END OF INPUT 
2"31 
APPENDIX 2 
FLOW CHART FOR THE DATA INPUT 
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I TITLE 
READ 
WIDTH,OVHANG, 
SPANL(I) 
READ 
I PRINT 
READ 
NULAYB,NBS, 
NFATG 
READ 
BDEPTH,TCP, 
BCP 
NO 
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UNIT - 1 
EAD NBM(I), 
DIST(I) ,PHI CO l (I),USLEN(I) 
READ 
IBODRY 
UNIT - 2 
M 
READ 
SIGMAP(I) 
READ 
NSRM 
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UNIT - 2 
UNIT - 3 
UNIT - 3 
UNIT - 3 
A 
DO 
1 + NSM READ I SAME 
B 
i 
\ 
NO 
235 
DO 
1 + NULAYB 
UNIT- 3 (CONT.) 
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EAD 
ICOMP{I) 
UNIT - 4 
UNIT - 4 
READ Q,X, 
Y,Xll,Yll 
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APPENDIX-3 
COMMENTS ON FORMAT FIELD SPECIFICATIONS 
I. COMMENTS ON FIXED-FIELD INPUT IN FORTRAN IV 
This appendix is designed to familiarize the user of 
BOVAS with the basic field specifications used in the 
data. A detailed treatment of the subject matter can be 
any FORTRAN reference manual of the computer system that 
will employ or in any textbook on introductory computer 
ming. 
program 
input of 
found in 
the user 
program-
The four format specifications, i.e. the form in which certain 
alphabetical or numerical information needs to be entered, 
required for the program are real (F-format), integer (!-format), 
alphanumeric (A-format), and skip (X-format). These formats can 
be briefly described as: 
1. F-Format: This is the type used to input the numerical 
values with decimal fractions. For example, if format is 
(F10.0), and the value to be entered is 3.1416, then the value 
should be entered as (in the first ten columns, remainder being 
blank) 
COLUMN NUMBERS: 
1111111111222222222233333333334444444444 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 ETC. 
3.1416 
OR 
3.1416 
OR 
3.1416 
If the number to be entered is 31416. 
(F10.0) the number should be entered 
columns, remainder being blank) 
and if the format is still 
as (in the first ten 
COLUMN NUMBERS; 
1111111111222222222233333333334444444444 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 ETC. 
31416. 
OR 
31416. 
OR 
31416. 
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Two salient points that the user can observe: In F-format the 
decimal point must be entered, as far as the scope of this manual 
is concerned, and the number to be punched can occupy any space 
within the specified number of columns. In the above example 
FlO.O indicates that the number is allocated 10 columns. (The 
number immediately following the letter F indicates the number of 
columns allocated.) 
2. !-Format: !-field specification is used to define integer 
variables (or numbers). For example, if the format calls for 
(2!5), it indicates that two integer values are to be entered in 
the particular line of entry. The first value will employ the 
first through fifth column, and the second value will employ 
sixth through tenth columns. It should be remembered that in in-
putting integer values no decimal points are to be entered and 
the number to be entered must be placed at the outermost right 
side of the allocated number of columns. If the number to be en-
tered is 12 and if the format is (!5) then the number could be 
entered only_ in the following manner: 
COLUMN NUMBERS; 
1111111111222222222233333333334444444444 
12345678901234S678901234S678901234S678901234S67890 .ETC. 
12 
In the above example if the numbers would have been entered in 
columns 8 and 9, instead of columns 9 and 10, the computer would 
have assumed the value of 120 for this input. Such a mis-keying 
can either be rejected by the program, resulting in "abortion" of 
the job, or much worse, it could proceed with the analysis using 
this incorrect data. If a solution is obtained with this incor-
rect data, it will have no resemblance whatsoever to the solution 
of the problem attempted. 
As can be noted in the above discussion, both F-format and !-
format can be repeated using an appropriate integer before letter 
designation. For example, FORMAT(IS,IS) is the same as 
FORMAT(2IS). Similarly, FORMAT(IS, IS, F10.0, F10.0, IS) serves 
the same purpose as FORMAT(2IS, 2F10.0,· IS). In the latter ex-
ample the first through fifth columns are allocated for the first 
integer number, sixth through tenth are allocated for the second 
integer number, 11th through 20th are allocated for the first 
real number, 21st through 30th are allocated for the second real 
number, and the 31st through 35th columns are allocated for the 
third integer number. 
3. A-Field Specification: A-field specification is used to 
transmit alphanumeric values, usually names and acronyms. The 
variable name can be composed of alphabetic and numeric charac-
ters. The cards must be entered, within the given field length 
(that is the number of columns allocated) in such a manner that 
the "name" will start in the left most column. For example, if 
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the format is (A5) and the "value'' is HIG, then the value should 
be keyed in as (for the first five columns, remainder blank): 
COLUMN NUMBERS: 
111111111122222222223 
123456789012345678901234567890 etc. 
HIG 
4. X-Field Specifications: X-field specification is used to 
skip a certain number of columns. Any value punched in these 
columns corresponding to this field length (number of columns 
representing the said field length) will be ignored. For ex-
ample, if the format is (A5,I3,2X,F10.0) and if the values to be 
keyed in are LOW, 2, and 3.1416 then the entry should be (for the 
first 20 columns, remainder being blank): 
COLUMN NUMBERS; 
11111111112 
12345678901234567890 ETC. 
Low 2 3.1416 
II. COMMENTS ON FORTRAN 77 VIA CRT TERMINALS 
becoming obsolete. 
the changes from 
and will essentially 
obsolete. 
Both FORTRAN IV and fixed field formatting are 
It is prudent to expect that by late 1980's 
FORTRAN IV to FORTRAN 77 will take place 
make the contents of this Appendix partially 
Any changes that will be made to "run" program BOVAS to migrate 
from FORTRAN IV to FORTRAN 77 environment should be transparent 
to the user. This migration will be accomplished by the system 
programming support personnel of the computer where BOVAS is 
being maintained. 
The rigid formatting in FORTRAN IV will be far more lenient under 
FORTRAN 77 environment. Following is one of many examples that 
can be given: 
The format specification used is (A3, FlO.O, IlO) and the values 
to be inputted via this format specification are MED, 3.14, and 
74. In the case of FORTRAN IV the data entry should look like: 
COLUMN NUMBERS; 
11111111112222222222333333333344444444445 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 ETC. 
MED 3.14 74 
whereas the input in FORTRAN 77 should be: 
MED,3.14,74 
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In some other systems the following is also acceptable: 
MED 3.14 74 
In view of substantial differences between FORTRAN IV and FORTRAN 
77, as far as the input operations are concerned, it is impera-
tive that the users should consult with the computer support per-
sonnel for the options available to them. If working versions of 
BOVAS, both in FORTRAN IV and FORTRAN 77 are available, the 
preference must be given to the latter. 
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APPENDIX-4 
PREDEFINED CONTROL PARAMETERS 
Several control parameters, which were at one time part of the 
input data, have been assigned values internally by the computer 
program. Also in some cases the user can opt to input their own 
value rather than defaulting to the ''preset" internally defined 
values. An asterisk is used to indicate those parameters which 
can be manually inputted or internally defined. The internally 
defined parameters, which can only be changed by reprogramming, 
are listed below: 
UNIT 1 - INITIAL INPUT PARAMETERS 
1. Number of concrete layers in the deck slab. 
NULAY = 6 
The program assumes two equal layers above the top reinforcement 
bars, two equal layers below the bottom reinforcement bars, and 
two equal layers between reinforcing bars (See Fig. 11). The 
program also assumes a concrete cover of 2.5 inches on the top 
and 1.0 inch on the bottom in accordance with Reference 10. 
2. Number of reinforcing bar layers in the deck slab. 
NSLAYR = 4 
Both the top and bottom reinforcement are composed of two bar 
layers each - one transverse and one lon~itudinal. Although the 
continuous spans are shown to have five layers, the two top lon-
gitudinal layers are consolidated into one steel layer. 
3. Number of sections in the longitudinal direction at which 
different slab reinforcement patterns are specified. 
NDRS = 1 
The program assumes a constant reinforcement pattern is used 
throughout the deck slab. 
4. Scaling of the solution. 
!SCALE = YES 
The first solution will be scaled within a certain percentage of 
the first failure of any form. 
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5. Dead load solution on the composite structure. 
!DEAD = YES 
A dead load solution on the composite superstructure will be per-
formed. Therefore, loads must be input for this solution; 
6. Type of analysis for the solution. 
MODES = YES 
An incremental-iterative solution scheme will be·employed. The 
other option, which user can not activate, but the program main-
tenance personnel can by reprogramming, is NO; in which case, an 
incremental solution could have been performed (See Ref. 12). 
1. Is this a restart run? 
ICARD~ = NO 
The restart capability has been eliminated. If ICARD would have 
been YES, this would have been a restart run and data from the 
previous run would have been read from Tape-28. If ICARD = NO, 
as it is set in the current version of the program, the program 
assumes that this is an "initial run." 
8. Should end data file be written? 
ECARDS = NO 
The restart capability has been eliminated. If ECARDS would have 
been YES, the data would have been saved at the end of the run on 
Tape-23 and would have been "cataloged" for future runs. By set-
ting ECARDS to NO, no end file will be cataloged; therefore, re-
start runs will not be possible. 
9. Allowable central processing unit time in seconds. 
ETIME : 50,000. 
By presettina this value to a very high number, this control 
parameter has essentially been eliminated. After substantial 
testing, the programming personnel in-charge of the maintenance 
of this program may wish to reset this parameter to another 
value. This resetting can be accomplished by changing the 
numerical value in one of the statements of the program. 
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10. Node point number at which the vertical force is to be 
monitored. 
NSIGF = Internally computed. 
NSIGF is internally computed as the first non-zero nodal point in 
the force vector. NSIGF and the corresponding force at this 
specific node are used to monitor the force increments during the 
overload solution. 
11. Node point number at which the vertical displacement is to 
be monitored. 
NSIGD = Internally computed. 
NSIGD is internally computed as the center nodal point of the 
bridge deck on the left most span. This nodal point usually cor-
responds to the point of maximum displacement in most simple span 
bridges and some continuous bridges. 
12. Maximum vertical displacement allowed for nodal point NSIGD 
in inches. 
DSPMAX = Internally computed. 
DSPMAX is internally computed as ten percent of the maximum span 
length. For example, a two span continuous bridge with span 
lengths of 480. inches and 960 inches would have a DSPMAX equal 
to 96. inches. 
13. Maximum weight to overload vehicle to weight ratio. 
OLOAD = 1.0 
No "factor of safety" has been included in the analysis. 
14. Maximum value of the total vehicular load in kips applied 
before the termination of the execution of the program. 
PMAX = 1.0 E+20 
By presetting PMAX to this high value, the maximum load check has 
been eliminated. 
15. Force increment multiplier. 
QAPA = 0.4 
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The practical range of 
This factor is applied to 
(it does for the reported 
above) or to the inputted 
this parameter is between 0.2 and 0.8. 
the scaled force vector if !SCALE = YES 
version of the program, see No. 4 
force vector if !SCALE = NO. 
16. Print mode control parameter for displacements. 
RDPR = Internally defined. 
The program defined RDPR = 0.0 for the long printout option and 
RDPR = 0.03 for the short printout option. If the change in dis-
placement of node NSIGD (see No. 11 above) is greater than RDPR 
multiplied by the first solution displacement of node NSIGD, then 
the detailed print option is automatically selected for the next 
load step. If not, then only a short output mode is selected 
with only reference point information being printed. 
17. Print mode control parameter for forces. 
RFPR = Internally defined. 
The program defined RFPR = 0.0 for the long printout and RFPR = 
0.03 for the short printout option. If the change in force of 
node NSIGF (see No. 10 above) is greater than RFPR multiplied by 
the first solution force of node NSIGF, then the detailed print 
option is automatically selected for the next load step. If not, 
then only a short output mode is selected with only reference 
point information being printed. 
18. Maximum allowable number of load increments. 
LCYCLE = 300 
As long as the 75% yield criterion is imposed on the steel gir-
ders, the proaram will probably never reach this value. There-
fore the effect of this control parameter on the program is 
eliminated. 
19. Dead load on the beam solution. 
IDEADB = YES 
If YES, a dead load on the beam solution will be performed. The 
loads should include the weight of the steel girders and the 
"wet" concrete. 
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20. Definition of the mathematical model to compute the stresses 
at the bridge deck slab finite elements. 
ISRT = NODE 
If ISRT is set to NODE, stresses will be computed conservatively 
via node - dominant formulation. See Reference 13 for other al-
lowable options of this parameter. 
* 21. Finite element lengths in the longitudinal or x-direction. 
SIGX(I) = Internally computed or manually inputted. 
If the automatic mesh generation option was selected (NELX 
values for SIGX(I) will be computed internally based on the 
her of spans and the type of symmetry. If the manual mesh 
cretization is selected (NELX > 0), the user should input 
values for SIGX(I). See Section 2.3.2 and Chapter III for 
details on this parameter. 
= 0), 
num-
dis-
NELX 
more 
22. Finite element lengths in the transverse or y-directin in 
inches. 
SIGY(I) = Internally computed. 
This option is always internally computed. Two equal strings of 
plate bending elements will be placed between the girders and one 
string of plate bending elements will be used to model any bridge 
overhang. See Section 2.3.2 for more details on this parameter. 
23. Distance from the midheight of the slab to the reference 
plane for girder in inches. 
ZBAR = Internally computed. 
ZBAR is computed to be the distance between the neutral axis of 
the slab and the neutral axis of the girder. 
24. Distance from the midheight of the slab to the top of the 
top most layer of the girder in inches. 
ZBARTF = Internally computed. 
ZBARTF is assumed to be one-half the slab thickness. The program 
does not allow for embedment of the steel girder or coverplate in 
the slab. 
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25. Starting nodal point numbers for the girders. 
NPBST(I) = Internally computed. 
There are NOMB values of NPBST(I). 
26. Number of 'beam elements" used to model the "web panel." 
NEPNL(I) = 1 
One beam element will be used to model each of the NPNL values of 
web panel checks. 
27. Beam element number which defines the first element of the 
"web panel." 
NEPNLS(I) = Internally computed. 
NEPNLS is computed based on the inputted values of NBM(I) and 
SDIST(I). 
28. Direction of the degree of freedom which is to be con-
strained. 
DIR = Internally computed. 
All constraints are internally set by the program. 
29. Node number which is to be constrained or the starting num-
ber of a string of nodes that will have the same type of con-
straints. 
NODE = Internally computed. 
All constraints are internally set by the program. 
30. Node number increment. 
K = Internally computed. 
All constraints are internally set by the program. This option 
is only used when constraints are generated via strings. 
31. Last node number of the strina when generatina via the 
automatic approach. 
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IE = Internally computed. 
All constraints are internally set by the program. 
UNIT 2 - SLAB PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
1. Concrete tensile strength in ksi. 
FT = Internally computed. 
FT is internally computed as a function of the input of concrete 
compressive cylinder strength in accordance with the ACI 318 - 77 
provisions. 
2. Initial modulus of elasticity for concrete in ksi. 
EC = Internally computed. 
EC is internally computed as a function of the input concrete 
compressive cylinder strength in accordance with the ACI 318 - 77 
provisions. 
3. Unloading modulus for concrete in compression in ksi. 
EDOWNC = 1000. 
This is the internationally accepted Kostem~Kulicki unloading 
curve. 
4~ Unloading modulus for concrete in tension in ksi. 
EDOWNT = 800. 
This is the internationally accepted Kostem-Kulicki unloading 
curve. 
5. Number of different steel reinforcement materials in the deck 
slab. 
NSMAT = 1 
Only one type of steel reinforcement will be permitted in the 
deck slab. 
6. Modulus of elasticity of the reinforcement steel in ksi. 
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SEMOD(I) = 29,000. 
SEMOD(I) is defined in accordance with AASHTO provisions and 
PennDOT's recommendations. 
7. Ramberg-Osgood m-parameter for the reinforcement steel 
SPROM(I) = 0.7 
8. Ramberg-Osgood n-parameter for the reinforcement steel 
SPRON(I) = 300. 
9. Starting slab element number for reinforcement pattern-!. 
NES(I) = 1 
Since a constant reinforcement pattern is assumed in the deck 
slab (NDRS:1, see Unit-1, No. 3), NES(I) will always be one. 
10. Ending slab element number for reinforcement pattern-!. 
NEE(I) = Internally computed. 
Since a constant reinforcement pattern is assumed in the deck 
slab (NDRS=1, Unit-1, No. 3), NEE(I) will always be computed to 
equal the numbers of plate elements in the model. 
* 11. Steel reinforcement bar size. 
ISIZE(I) = Internally computed or manually inputted. 
If the automatic reinforcement generation option was selected 
(NSRM = 0), values for ISIZE(I) will be computed internally in 
accordance with Reference 10. If the manual reinforcement gener-
ation option was selected (NSRM = 1), the user should input the 
necessary reinforcement data (See Chapter III). 
* 12. Spacing of reinforcing bars in inches. 
SPACE(!) = Internally computed or manually inputted. I 
I 
If the automatic reinforcement generation option was selected 
(NSRM=O), values for SPACE(!) will be computed internally in ac-
cordance with Reference 10. If the manual reinforcement option 
was selected (NSRM = 1), the user should input the necessary 
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reinforcement data (See.Chapter III). 
* 13. Distance for the given layer between the centroid of the 
reinforcing bars and the mid-plane of the slab in inches. 
SZC(I) = Internally computed or manually inputted. 
If the automati~ reinforcement generation option was selected 
(NSRM = 0), values for SZC(I) will be computed internally in ac-
cordance with Reference 10. If the manual reinforcement gener-
ation option was selected (NSRM = 1), the user should input the 
necessary reinforcement data (See Chapter III). 
* 14. Orientation of the reinforcing bars in the slab. 
SPHI(I) = Internally computed or manually inputted. 
If the automatic reinforcement generation option was selected 
(NSRM = 0), values for SPHI(I) will be computed internally in ac-
cordance with Reference 10. If the manual reinforcement option 
was selected (NSRM = 1), the user should input the necessary 
reinforcement data (See Chapter III). 
15. Number of slab termination checks. 
N~ = 2 
NC has been internally defined to be two - the total ~~mber of 
slab materials (one for concrete and one for steel reinforcement 
material). 
16. Maximum allowable strain in percent for slab material (I+1) 
STRAMS(I+1) = Internally defined. 
For the concrete, STRAMS(1)=0.0025 and for steel rei~forcement, 
STRAMS(2) = SIGMAP I (SPRON(No. 8 abo~e) ~ SEMOD(No~ 6·above)), 
17. Maximum allowable tensile stress for slab material (I+l) in 
ski. 
STTEMS(I+1) = Internally defined. 
For concrete, STTEMS(1) is defined as a function of FC. and for 
steel reinforcement, STTEMS(2) = SIGMAP. 
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18. Maximum allowable compressive stress for slab material (1+1) 
is ksi. 
STCEMS(I+1) = Internally defined. 
For the concrete, STCEMS(1) = 0.8 x FC, and for steel reinforce-
ment, STCEMS(2) = SIGMAP. 
19. Maximum number of cracked or yielded layers for slab 
material (I+1). 
NKS(I+1) = Internally defined. 
For the concrete, NKS(1) = 3 and for the steel reinforcement, 
NKS(2) = 1. 
20. Maximum number of crushed layers for slab material (I+1). 
NHS(I+1) = Internally defined. 
For concrete, NHS(1) = 1 and for the steel reinforcement, NHS(2) 
= 0. 
21. Spacing of the bars closest to the appropriate surface in 
inches. 
ACR(I) = Internally defined. 
ACR for the top surface has been set to the spacing of the top 
transverse layer (SPACE(1)), while ACR for the bottom surface has 
been set to the spacing of the bottom transverse layer 
(SPACE(4)). 
22. Minimum concrete cover for the appropriate surface in 
inches. 
CMIN(I) = Internally defined. 
CMIN for the top surface has been set to 2.5 inches, while CMIN 
for the bottom surface has been set to 1.0 inch. Both values are 
in accordance with Reference 10. 
23. Maximum allowable crack width for the appropriate surface in 
inches. 
VCMAX(I) = 0.004 
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The same value is used for both the top and bottom surfaces. 
UNIT 3 = GIRDER PROPERTIES AND MATERIALS 
* 1. Yield stress of the girder steel in ksi. 
SBY(I) = Internally defined or manually inputted. 
If the user defined option was selected for CLASS(!), the user 
should input the yield stress of the girder layer. Otherwise the 
program will internally define the value based on the input for 
CLASS(!) (See Chapter III). 
* 2. Initial modulus of elasticity for the girder in ksi. 
EB(I) = Internally defined or manually inputted. 
If the user defined option was selected for CLASS(!), the user 
should input the modulus of elasticity. Otherwise the program 
internally defines EB = 29000. in accordance with the AASHTO 
Specifications and PennDOT's recommendations. 
* 3. Ramberg-Osgood m-parameter for girder steel. 
ROM(I) = Internally defined or manually defined. 
If the user defined option was selected for 
should input Ramberg-Osgood m-parameter. 
internally defines ROM=0.67 
CLASS(!), the user 
Otherwise the program 
* 4. Ramberg-Osgood n-parameter for the girder steel. 
RON(I) = Internally defined or manually inputted. 
If the user defined option was selected for CLASS(!), the user 
should input the Rambera-Osgood n-parameter. Otherwise the 
program internally defines RON=400. 
* 5 • 
ksi. 
Initial strain hardening modulus for the girder steel in 
ESHB(I) = Internally defined or manually inputted. 
If the user defined option was selected for CLASS(!), the user 
should input the value for ESHB. Otherwise the program will in-
ternally define the value based on the input for CLASS(!) (See 
Chapter III). 
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* 6. Strain at the initiation of strain hardening for the girder 
steel. 
STRAN(I) = Internally defined or manually inputted. 
If the user defined option was selected for CLASS(!), the user 
should input the value for STRAN. Otherwise the program will in-
ternally define the value based on the input for CLASS(!) (See 
Chapter III). 
* 7. Ultimate strength of the girder steel in ksi. 
SBU(I) = Internally defined or manually inputted. 
If the user defined option was selected for CLASS(!), the user 
should input the ultimate strength of the girder steel. Other-
wise the program will internally define the value based on the 
input for CLASS(!) (See Chapter III). 
* 8. Strain at ultimate stress for girder steel. 
STBU(I) = Internally defined or manually inputted. 
If the user defined option was selected for CLASS(!), the user 
should input the value for STRAN. Otherwise the program will in-
ternally define the value based on the input for CLASS(!). 
9. Distance between girders in inches. 
YDIST = Internally computed. 
YDIST is internally computed based 
bridge width, and overhana width. 
assumed constant for bridge. 
10. Shear connector stiffness. 
KSC(I) = Internally computed. 
on the number of girders, 
The spacing between girders is 
YDIST is internally computed at present, but the option exists to 
input values at a later date when more "reliable" curves or for-
mulae are available. 
11. Girder element number which contains the layer to be checked 
for fatigue. 
NELFAT(I,l) = Internally computed. 
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NELFAT(I,1) is computed based on the inputted girder number and 
the longitudinal distance from the left support to the detail 
location. 
12. Girder element layer which contains the detail to be checked 
for fatigue. 
NELFAT(I,2) = Internally computed. 
NELFAT(I,2) is computed based on the inputted vertical distance 
from the mid-plane of the slab to the detail location (positive 
downward). 
13. Allowable fatigue stress range in ksi. 
FTGSTR(I,2) = Internally defined. 
FTGSTR is internally defined from a program library based on the 
inputted detail type and the relative number of load cycles in 
accordance with the AASHTO Specifications (See Chapter III). 
14. Number of girder termination checks. 
NC = Internally defined. 
NC is defined to equal the inputted value of NSM+1. 
15. Maximum allowable strain in percent for the girder steel. 
STRAMX(I) = Internally computed. 
STRAMX is computed to be the strain at 75% of the yield stress 
level in accordance with the AASHTO provisions. Fictitious steel 
layers are set to a very high value. 
16. Maximum allowable tensile stress for the girder steel in 
ksi. 
STTEMX(I) = Internally computed. 
STTEMX is computed to be the stress at 75% of the yield stress 
level in accordance with the AASHTO provisions. Fictitious steel 
layers are reset to a very high value. 
17. Maximum allowable compressive stress for the girder steel in 
ksi. 
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STCEMX(I) : Internally computed. 
STCEMX is computed to be the stress at 75% of the yield stress 
level in accordance with the AASHTO provisions. Fictitious steel 
layers are set to a very high value. 
18. Maximum number of yielded layers in the iirder steel. 
NK(I) : Internally defined. 
NK is defined to be zero for the girder steel in accordance with 
the AASHTO provisions. Fictitious steel layers are set to a very 
high value. 
19. Maximum number of layers to reach strain hardenini levels in 
the girder steel. 
NH(I) = Internally defined. 
NH is defined to be zero for the iirder steel in accordance with 
the AASHTO provisions. Fictitious steel layers are set to a very 
high value. 
20. Effective shear width of layer-! at location-J. 
ASH(I,J) : Internally defined. 
ASH is defined to be 0.001 inches for all flanie and coverplate 
layers, while ASH is defined to be equal to the web thickness for 
all web layers. 
21. Half Section properties. 
Y = Internally computed. 
Y is defined to be 
finite element model. 
the girder ia included 
exists aloni the lenith 
1.0 if the full iirder is included in the 
Y is defined to be 2.0 if only one-half 
in the finite element model (a centerline 
of the iirder). 
UNIT 4 - STRUCTURAL LOADINGS 
The following types of input loads have been "looped Qver" the 
present version of the proiram. They can easily be included in 
the analysis by simple reproirammini. 
iss 
1. Nodal point loads. 
2. Uniform line loads. 
3. Uniformly distributed loads. 
4. Concentrated vertical loads. 
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